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Foreword
Published in conjunction with the Twenty-second General Report on the Activities of the
European Communities (1988), this is the 14th report on the agricultural situation in the
Community. It was completed in November 1988.
Like the previous reports, it has two parts. The first covers the main events in the world
of Community agriculture in 1988: the economic and political context, the economic
situation for farmers and consumers, the Community's external relations as far as they
concern agriculture, developments in policy on agricultural structures, the financing of
the common agricultural policy, and the harmonization of national agricultural
legislation within the Community framework.
A special chapter at the beginning of the report discusses the measures taken to reform
the common agricultural policy during the last four years.
The second part of the report is a sizeable statistical annex providing in a single
grouping all the main statistics needed for a proper understanding of the various aspects
of Community agricultural prices, consumption of food products, the Community's
trade in agricultural products, financial aspects of the cornmon agricultural policy,
agricultural structures in the Comnunity, and the market for the Community's
agricultural products.
This annex is an update with the same presentation of the tables as in the 1988 report.
All the tables cover the Community of Twelve and its Member States. The figures on
Spain and Portugal have been substantially improved but there are still some gaps.
Thus, for some tables, it has still not been possible to give the relevant information for
the new Member States or, by the same token, for the Community as a whole.
The statistics are based mainly on data supplied by the Statistical Oflice of the
European Communities (Eurostat); the Directorate-General for Agriculture has
updated some of the figures and has also used this material as a basis for certain
additional calculations.
Some of the subjects in this report have been dealt with elsewhere in separate documents
of the Commission. For detailed information on one or more particular aspects of
Comrnunity agriculture, the reader will find in this report references to various
documents available from the Commission's departments or which can be obtained
from the Office for Official Publications of the European Communities or from the
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|  -  The agricultural year
1. 1988 has been a year of change, contrast and potential conflict for agriculture.
2. As far as agricultural production is concerned, abundant harvests of cereals and
oilseeds in the Community (162.5 million tonnes and 11.0 million tonnes respectively)
contrast with a major drought in North America, which reduced for instance US maize
production by 40% and wheat by l4%. This situation certainly was exceptional, and it
was dramatic for the farmers and the regions concerned.
3. Very low world market prices over the last few years represented in many exporting
countries an incentive to reduce production or, at least, not to increase it. This led
together with the diminished production in North America to a decrease of the supply
stress on world markets for cereals and oilseeds and, thereby, to moderate price
increases. However, these developments have to be interpreted as an exceptional event,
and not as a change in trends.
4. In the field of agricultural policy, the Community pursued further its reform of the
cornmon agricultural policy. The European Council of February 1988 approved-and
the Council of Ministers subsequently adopted-a series of decisions on agricultural
stabilizer mechanisms which have an important and direct impact on expenditure for
agricultural policy through the establishment of maximum guaranteed quantities for
virtually all farm products. These stabilizer mechanisms on the market side are
accompanied and reinforced by a number of structural policy measures: set-aside,
pre-pension, reconversion and extensification schemes.
5. These decisions complete a series of market policy measures which had already been
introduced before 1988, the most important of which are the dairy market reforms
established in 1984 and subsequently adapted and reinforced several times. The suc@ss
of these reforms has enabled the Commission to dispose of the traditionally high levels
of stocks of butter and skimmed-milk powder.
6. Taken together, these measures represent a considerable effort by the Community
to stabilize agricultural markets and to respect rigorously the strict financial guideline
for agricultural expenditure which the European Council has approved and the Council
of Ministers has adopted as an essential element of budgetary discipline.
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7. The Commission is fully aware that the efforts of reform undertaken so far have put
a considerable strain on farmers in Europe, and in particular on a number of small and
medium-sized holdings. In order to alleviate any economic or social disruption within
the rural society of Europe, the Commission proposed, as an immediate measure to be
taken, the creation of a system of direct income aids to facilitate adaptation to the new
market policy, during a period of transition. The aid would be fully 'decoupled' from
volumes of production.
8. In addition, and perhaps even more important in the long run, the Commission
launched in 1987/88 an in-depth examination of the future of rural societies in Europe.
A report on this subject was tabled in July 1988. It contains a series of new orientations
and concrete suggestions to promote the diversification of rural economies-and
thereby create new jobs and new sources of income-as well as to help farmers to
convert to high quality products with specific market outlets.
9. The report on the future of rural society is to be seen together with two other
important communications, one on the links between agriculture and the environment,
and one on an action prograrnme for forestry. Together, these three documents
constitute a response from the Commission to the challenge of supporting rural society
to the end of this century.
10. A series of proposals concerning concrete measures and actions are now being
prepared to follow up these reports. Together with the market policy stabilizer measures
and the accompanying structural policy actions, they will form a new and coherent
policy approach which clearly goes beyond the relatively limited sectoral approach of
traditional agricultural policy.
11. The Commission is convinced that this new combined policy approach of market
stabilization and rural development constitutes an important contribution by the
Community to a better equilibrium on world markets for agricultural products and to a
necessary reform of the international agricultural system. The Commission therefore
insists that the reforms of the CAP already established, as well as the considerable
efforts which European farmers are undertaking to adapt to the new situation, are fully
taken into account in the multilateral negotiations of the GATT Uruguay Round. In
this context, the Community has submitted a number of proposals concerning actions to
be taken in the short term as well as in the long run. Compared with some very radical
proposals which have also been presented by other partners to GATT so far, the
Commission believes the Community's proposals have the great advantage of being
realistic and attainable.
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Main eYents of the past 12 months
Event
The Commission sent the Council a Communication on the application of agricultu-
ral stabilizers in the following sectors: sugar, milk, sheepmeat and goatmeat, cereals,
protein plants, wine, fruit and vegetables, and tobacco.
The Council adopted a Regulation introducing special rules for the frnancing of the
common agricultural policy.
Parliament adopted a Resolution on the proceedings of the Committee of Inquiry
into Agricultural Stocks.
Parliament adopted a Resolution on the implementation of agricultural stabilizers.
The Council adopted a Decision on transitional measures for implementing the
provisions of the Directive on hormonal substances.
The Council adopted the scheme proposed by the Commission for the distribution of
free food to the most deprived persons in the Community.
The Commission sent the Council a Communication on the set-aside of agricultural
land, together with a proposal for a Regulation amending those of 12 March 1985
and 15 June 1987.
Parliament adopted a Resolution embodying its general guidelines on set-aside.
The Commission sent the Council proposals for Regulations supplementing its
original proposals on agricultural stabilizers.
The Commission sent the Council a proposal for a Regulation on the set-aside of
agricultural land.
The Council adopted, by a qualified majority, a Directive prohibiting the use in
livestock farming of certain substances having a hormonal action.
The Commission sent the Council its proposals for agricultural prices and related
measures for 1988/89. These proposals reflected the agreement on agricultural
stabilizers which the European Council had reached at the meeting held in Brussels in
February.
The Council endorsed a proposal for a Regulation amending that of 12 March 1985
on improving the efficiency of agricultural structures.
The Council adopted a Regulation on the set-aside of arable land, the extensification
and conversion of production and the cessation of farming.
The Council adopted Regulations applyin g agncultural stabilizers in the following
sectors : cereals, oilseeds and protein plants, sheepmeat and goatmeat, sugar, milk,
fruit and vegetables, and raw tobacco.
The Council adopted a Decision recognizing certain parts of the Community
territory as officially free of swine fever and formally adopted a Directive on trade in
animals treated with certain substances having a hormonal action and in the meat
from such animals. as referred to in Article 7 of the Directive on the use of
hormones.
The Council adopted a Regulation on the granting, for the 1988/89 to 1995196 wine
years, of premiums for the permanent abandonment of winegrowing areas.
The Council adopted a Regulation on stabilizers in the wine sector.






27 .7  .1988
28.7.1988
28.9.1988
r7 .10.  r988
2t  . t0.1988
Event
The Commission sent the Council an amended version of its proposal for a
Regulation establishing a system of transitional aids to agricultural income.
The Commission sent the Council a Communication entitled 'Environment and
agriculture '.
The Council adopted a number of veterinary Directives, one of which laid down the
requirements applicable to intra-Community trade and imports into the Community
of deep-frozen semen of bovine animals.
The Council set general objectives for the EAGGF Guidance Section, as part of the
overall reform of the structure and operation of the structural Funds.
The Council adopted the proposals for agricultural prices and certain related
measures for 1988/89.
The Commission adopted a proposal for a Directive on the protection of natural
habitats.
The Commission sent the Council and Parliament a Communication entitled 'The
future of rural society', which outlines an overall Community approach to the
specific problems of rural areas.
The Commission sent the Council a Communication setting forth a Community
strategy and action programme for the forestry sector.
The Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Regulation to reform the
common organization of the market in beef and veal with effect from 1.1.1988.
The Commission adopted a proposal for a Council Regulation on the reform of the
common organization of the market in sheepmeat and goatmeat.
l l  Reforming the CAP: 1985 to 1988 -
I-he future of European agriculture:
laying the foundations
A new approach
The problem at the outset
12. There is nothing new about the effort to adjust the common agricultural policy.
Scheme after scheme has been set up in the past, especially from the mid-1970s onwards,
as part of the Community's ongoing drive to adapt to a changing world.
13. Nevertheless, despite these efforts, it was no easy matter to construct quickly
enough a coherent and effective response to the growing challenge generated by the
need to adjust agricultural systems not only in the Community but also throughout the
developed world: this is an issue high on the agenda of the current GATT negotiations.
'Structural'surpluses 
were growing fast and costing the taxpayer more and more;
internal inequalities were growing ever wider; international relations were endangered
by growing acrimony. Under the circumstances, it was obvious that a new approach
was needed, that the cornmon agricultural policy would have to be thoroughly reviewed
if its fundamental principles were not to be undermined and if European farming was to
recapture the vigour of the early years and to compete with other countries from a
position of strength. But it was no less clear that reform in the present would be useless
without a clear vision of the future, without a properly thought-out strategy for the
gradual achievement of objectives agreed, and without at least a minimum of social and
political consensus underpinning the action taken.
Making a start: the Green Paper
14. As soon as it began work in 1985, the new Commission decided to launch a
general discussion on the 'perspectives' for the policy. It put forward a number of its
own ideas in the form of a consultative document-the Green Paper (rfsuggesting a
number of fundamental options for the future.
(') coM(8s) 333.
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15. By then the target of secure food supplies had been fully achieved. But the markets
were glutted, persistent surpluses were costing the taxpayer a fortune and creating
political diffrculties, and the Community's farmers were in danger of losing hard-won
positions on world markets. In the circumstances, the Commission felt it must propose
a more realistic policy with regard to the official EEC farm prices. In the situation of
the early 1980s, this could only mean, for some products, lower prices, at least as
expressed in real terms. The writing was on the wall, and a clear message had to be
conveyed to the Community's farmers. Acreages farmed now well exceeded needs. Farmers
must be encouraged to redeploy production, and outlets had to be diversified.
16. The Green Paper also stressed the importance of the general economic environ-
ment, particularly at regional level, for the progress of agriculture, and consequently,
the need to make agricultural development part and parcel of a general-'multi-
sectoral'-approach to the economic diversification of rural areas. To strengthen and
stimulate economic and social life in those rural areas with major problems to contend
with, the Commission argued that farmers should be encouraged to go into other lines
of business (farm tourism, craft industry) and that incentives should be introduced for
small and medium-sized rural firms (development of indigenous potential).
17. In addition to its strategic, economic and social functions, the key role agriculture
has to play in the protection of the environment and the conservation of the countryside
was also stressed.
A last point made in the Green Paper concerned ways and means of providing-
carefully targeted-assistance for those farms which might be forced into serious
difficulties by tighter pricing.
The wide-ranging consultation of the farming world following the publication of the
Green Paper elicited broad agreement on the main points made by the Commission.
This meant that a firm basis had been found for the reform programme to be put
through without further delay.
A pr ior i ty task: stabi l iz ing the markets
The new watchword: rigour
18. As regards policy relating to the markets, the last Commission's four years saw an
effort to achieve reform unprecedented in the history of the policy. To some extent, the
Council of Ministers itself adopted directly the measures needed, on the basis of
Commission proposals. Examples include the review and rationalization of beef and
milk product buying-in arrangements in 1986 and the reduction in milk quotas (first
introduced in 1984). Often, however, the issues raised were so delicate that they had to
go to the higher court, as it were, represented by the European Council. But faced with
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sharp and uninterrupted increases in agricultural expenditure entailed by surplus
production, this Summit of Heads of State or Government endorsed the Commission's
guidelines and confirmed once again, in July l987,the urgent need to trim supply down
to demand levels by action as a result of which the market would gain more influence as
a stabilizing force. It asked the Commi5sj6l to produce appropriate proposals in this
connection.
Agricultural stabilizers and' budgetary dßcipline'
19. Within a few weeks, the Commission put forward a set of practical proposals
quickly enough for the European Council to hammer out an agreement in
February 1988 and open the road to decisive reform of the policy. At the same time, a
new system of frnancial resources accruing to the Community in its own right was
approved, guaranteeing the financial support needed-until 1993-for the creation of a
single large economic area in Europe.
20. The Council of Ministers lost no time in transforming the European Council's
conclusions into actual EEC legislation. As regards the agricultural 'stabilizers' which
had been proposed, most of the new schemes were launched in the following few
months. They now cover about half of all agricultural production. The only important
product group not yet covered is beef/veal: the adjustments made to the beef/veal
market organization in 1986 were in fact only provisional, and the Commission had
undertaken to produce a far-reaching reform plan by the autumn of 1988, the aim being
the stabilization of the market. The Commission kept its word but the Council was
unable to take the necessary decisions before the end of 1988. These decisions are now
expected early in 1989.
21. Each stabilization mechanism is tailored to the specific features of the relevant
product, but the basic idea is always the same: whenever production breaks through a
ceiling set in advancr, support is automatically reduced for that product.
22. Attempts to reduce support where production runs beyond certain levels have
already been made in the past, but the present arrangements break new ground in that
decisions of this kind no longer have to go through the Council of Ministers, where the
proposals often either got watered down or collapsed altogether. Under the new
dispensation, it is the Commission, as Community executive, which, having carefully
studied all the information available, must decide whether or not the 'maximum
guaranteed quantity' has been exceeded. Then, complying with clearly spelled out rules,
it reduces support if this is the verdict. In other words, a built-in mechanism operates to
all intents and purposes automatically. The innovation is all the more important since
support cuts can now be much greater than in the past, when limits were often set to the
margin of reduction. For example, there was a 10olo maximum on cuts in support for
oilseeds. This rule has now been jettisoned. And only last year, the Commission,
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working closely to the rules agreed, had no choice but to cut the effective support price
for some types of oilseed by up to 20oÄ.
23. The purpose of the stabilizers is to curtail surplus production and to help the
Community, by stabilizing the markets, to comply with the budgetary discipline
arrangements that have been agreed with regard to agriculture. The rule is that market
support expenditure may not increase by more than 74Yo of the increase in the gross
Community product. This can only mean in effect that in coming years market support
expenditure cannot grow by more than about 2Yo per year in real terms. If it is borne in
mind that between 1980 and 1987 the actual figure averaged 6Vo (at constant prices and
exchange rates), it is clear that the new rule is a draconian one.
Rigorous pricing and restricted buying-in
24. The purpose of the stabilization mechanisms was and is to enable the authorities to
enforce discipline as firm as this. But manifestly the mechanisms could not be effective if
they were thwarted by an indulgent pricing policy. Indeed, the policy on prices and the
stabilization schemes must complement one another, as two sides of the same coin, the
objective being the stabilization of the markets.
25. Thus, rigorous pricing became a key aspect of the approach proposed by the
Commission over its four-year term. From the marketing year 1985/86 through to
1988/89, support prices were eased down on average by a real l0Yo, to bring the total
cut for the last 10 years to about 207o. Recent action to discourage systematic sales to
the agencies represents a further cut in farmgate prices of about 7 to 8Yo.
26. The main purpose of the changes that have been made in the rules concerning
buying-in by the agencies is to make this facility less attractive as a risk-free market
outlet in its own right, so that its original function is restored, namely that of a safety
net to cushion farmers against short-term production fluctuations which are not
structural in nature. Tighter rules concerning qualities and quantities that may be
bought in, shorter and clearly fixed periods of the year during which the agencies are
authorized to operate, and agency prices set below the intervention prices combine for
the attainment of this objective. What this means is that, for most products, open-ended
buying-in is a thing of the past.
Better targeting of support schemes
27. The Commission was always well aware that its drive to cut surpluses and its
efforts to stabilize the markets-however indispensable-posed unprecedented problems
for the farmers. To avoid unnecessarily severe damage to farming operations and
hardship to farmers, it therefore laid before the Council a set of carefully thought-out
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schemes designed to help farmers who would have particular difficulties in coping with
the reform, whilst at the same time avoiding any further incentives to step up
production.
28. Some of the schemes are linked to a market organization. A good example is the
direct aid paid to small grain farmers. In other cases, they form part of a general policy
on agricultural structures (e.g. early retirement, aids to conversion and 'extensification'
of production, arable land set-aside with income compensation (see p. 20)). The
Commission also proposed a scheme for direct aids to incomes designed to facilitate,
during a tide-over period, adaptation for farmers suffering difficulties in coming to
terms with the new market situation or to help the farmers concerned until such time as
other agricultural or rural development schemes enabled them to find alternative or
additional sources of income.
29. Most of the supporting schemes were adopted before the end of last year. Only the
income support proposal is still on the Council's table. As it is of great importance for
European farmers, the Commission very much regrets that the decision-making process
is taking so long.
Dealing with the olegacy of the past'-+chemes to scale down stocks
30. With markets stabilized and buying-in rules tightened up, the Community was at
last in a position to tackle seriously the problem of the 'butter mountains' and the
'wine lakes'.
Over the last 15 years, output of a number of key items (cereals, wine, beef/veal, and
milk products until 1984) forged ahead well beyond the increase in internal demand
QYo compared with 0.5Vo on average per year), and gluts on the world markets became
increasingly frequent. As a result, the disposal of su4lluses tended to cost more and
more, involving sums exceeding the Community's budget. The agencies were thus left
with stocks building up to quite excessive levels.
The first real successes
31. Following a tide-over solution to the financing difficulties in 1984, the Comnrission
tackled seriously, in 1985, the problems raised by the sheer scale of the stocks held by
the agencies. The situation as regards milk products was critical, especially for butter.
But the milk quotas had been operating since 1984 and there was therefore some
prospect of gradual progress towards more reasonable stock levels in this area. The
Commission therefore proposed a specific three-year scheme for running down the
butter stocks.
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32. Under this scheme, more than a million tonnes of butter were taken out of stock
by mid-1988, mostly for export. Combined with more stringent milk quota rules and
tighter buying-in arrangements for butter, the scheme brought stocks of this product
down to below 185 000 tonnes by the end of the year. Four years previously, the
agencies had been carrying more than a million tonnes.
33. Stocks of skimmed-milk powder were also brought down to very low levels. As in
the case of butter, stricter milk quota rules and a tougher attitude required of the
agencies were key factors, but the effect of a sharp increase in demand, due to higher
prices for proteins of crop origin, was also a relevant factor. However, this development
was entirely incidental in character, and was partly due to the severe drought in the
main protein-cropping regions in the United States last year.
The way ahead
34. Cereals output fell in the United States in 1988, and this also helped to ease
pressure on the world market for this product group. World market prices rose sharply,
enabling the Community to step up exports. This development-again incidental, rather
than structural, in character-facilitated modest reductions in grain stocks during the
year. At the same time, the agencies are applying stricter rules, and the stabilization
mechanism, combining with the arable land set-aside scheme (see p. 20) should exert an
impact in the coming years. The prospects for the achievement of more normal
conditions have thus been improved, although it is a fact that stocks, for the time being,
are still well out of proportion to reasonable needs.
35. For other products of which the agencies still hold heavy stocks, the Commission
took the necessary action, either in the shape of market management measures (olive oil
and durum wheat) or by sending to the Council proposals for specific disposal
arrangements (wine alcohol), or by proposing, for the beef/veal product group, a
thorough-going reform of the market organization itself. The proposal relating to
alcohol disposal was adopted by the Council in December 1988, and the proposal for a
reform of the beef/veal market organization should be adopted early in 1989.
36. For wine, changes to the buying-in mechanisms and the scheme for subsidizing
definitive grubbing up-two stabilization schemes approved in 1988-should also help
to cut down on distillation. Similarly, the reform of the beef/veal market organization
should stabilize this market, ease pressure on the agencies to buy in, and facilitate stock
reduction.
No new 'legacies of the past' in future
37. The schemes for running down stocks are enabling the agencies to cut back their
holdings to a level which is acceptable-and perhaps even desirable-from the point of
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view of the need to ensure secure food supplies. The stabilization schemes are designed
to curb production sufficiently to prevent any substantial further build-up in the future
beyond this level. But, obviously, the agencies will remain what they were intended to
be-safety nets-and there is no question that buying-in should cease altogether. But
what the Community is now doing is systematically writing dq{vn these stocks down to
their real value. Thus, within limits, there will be new stocks, but there will be no
'legacies of the past' forming debts to be paid off in the future.
Support ,  guidance, development:  the pol icy on
agricultural structures
1985-Anewbeginning
38. In its Green Paper, the Commission stressed the need to diversify the instruments
used under the common agricultural policy. It underlined, in this connection, the
important role of policy with regard to farm structures.
39. Major progress along these lines had already been made in 1985. In March of that
year, the Commission obtained agreement endorsing a proposal worked out by the
preceding Commission. This decision marked the beginning of a new policy on
structures replacing the policy born 13 years earlier of the Mansholt plan. The main
aspects of the new approach, as compared with the Mansholt plan, can be summarized
as follows.
l. Investment incentives were adjusted to make room for a policy tailored more closely
to real conditions on the markets. The objective is to enable the farmers to compete
from a position of greater strength without aggravating the situation as regards
surpluses, but also to encourage quality improvements, facilitate production redeploy-
ment in line with market needs, improve living and working conditions, achieve energy
savings and support efforts to protect the environment. At the same time, some of the
rules on eligibility have been changed to bring into the scheme more small and
medium-sized family farms.
2. A scheme to help young people to start farming has been introduced. Its aim is to
bring to a halt the steady ageing of the farming community and attract individuals with
the drive needed to adapt farming methods to a changing world. A single statistic is
enough to point up the urgent need for this action: in 1985 more than half of the
Community's farmers were over 55 years of age.
3. The Member States have been authorized to pay acreage premiums to farmers
undertaking to use methods compatible with the need to protect the environment, where
their farms are located in areas recognized as of special value in terms of the ecology
and countryside. Thus, for the frrst time, the concept of environmentally sensitive areas
has become part and parcel of the common agricultural policy.
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4. The strictly agricultural schemes are supplemented by special schemes relating to
woodlands, the aim being to encourage the afforestation of some farmland and thus
help to cut down acreages cropped or grazed, The compensatory allowance will be
claimable in less-favoured areas, in this connection, for a period of 15 years after
planting.
Other schemes launched-with success--during the 1970s have been retained and in
some cases strengthened. One example is the scheme for compensatory allowances for
the less-favoured areas. The need to offset-in terms of pressure on farmers' incomes-
the difliculties they have to contend with in areas where nature is hostile, and to ensure
that farming is not abandoned altogether in these parts of the Community, remains, just
as much as in the past, a matter of great importance.
Supporting the policy for the markets and guiding production
41. The new approach adopted in 1985 was later given more depth, amplified and
updated on a number of occasions.
One scheme was an acreage aid system to encourage the 'extensification '-and thus the
reduction---of output of surplus products and redeployment to non-surplus products.
These are measures which clearly illustrate the way the policy on structures is now being
used to support policy with regard to the markets and with regard to guidance of
production.
42. Following up schemes proposed in 1986 and adopted in 1987, closely connected
with the market stabilization schemes, the Commission prepared new proposals at the
beginning of 1988 which both prompted and facilitated the conclusions adopted by the
European Council in mid-February and which led on to the adoption by the Council of
Ministers in April of major new measures as regards farm structures.
1. To make sure that farmers over 55 not in a position to adapt to the new market
conditions are not left destitute, the Community pays aids for the definitive cessation of
farming (early retirement incentive); land released in this way must be either fallowed or
used for the enlargement of neighbouring farms.
2. To strengthen the contribution made by schemes concerning structures to efforts to
improve balance on the markets, and to offer alternative incomes to farmers trapped
under the low prices policy, the Community has introduced an arable farmland set-aside
scheme. To qualify, farmers must fallow at least 2OoÄ of cropping areas, but must keep
the land in good heart.
These two new schemes supplement the range of instruments designed to cover the
various situations arising and to facilitate the move towards a reformed common
agricultural policy.
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Agricultural development-rural development: new bjdogt
43. However, the policy on structures is not'designed only to support the policy on
markets or to guide production. On the ccintrary, the Commission has always been
keenly aware of the wide disparities, in terms of size of farms, location of farms, and
the-often hostile-natural conditions, between the various agricultural regions, and of
the need to promote agricultural development, or, more generally, the rural develop-
ment of those areas where farming is a struggle for existence.
44. Obviously, the accession of Greece in 1981 and of Spain and Portugal in
1986-given farming conditions in these countries-turned a real problem into a
formidable challenge. The response took the form of two sets of measures:
l. The integrated Mediterranean programmes (IMPs), the aim of which is to help tle
southern regions of France, Italy and Greece to compete effectively in a Commg,rtity
now including Spain and Portugal. Apart from their economic importagce for the
regions concerned, the programmes underpin and strengthen the Corrmission's new
approach to regional development and rural development: thaLd a 'multi-sectoral'
integrated strategy based on real partnership betweeq,rcgj€rs, Member States and the
Commission. As most of the regions concerned are very largely rural in character, the
agricultural aspect of the IMPs is generally very important.
2. The agricultural development programmes, in this case for the two new Mem-
ber States: for Portugal, the Act of Accession provides for the establishment of a
specific framework ensuring that Portuguese agriculture can be dovetailed smoothly
into the CAP. An outline programme has been worked out, the 'Pedap', (1) financed by
the Community in an amount of ECU 700 million over 10 years. So far the Commission
has adopted 17 programmes implementing the Pedap, covering the main aspects of the
modernization of agricultural structures in Portugal.
For Spain, the Council adopted in April, on the basis of Commission proposals,
agricultural development measures concerning, on a priority basis, the least-favoured
areas. Community financing has been set at ECU 420 million over five years.
As well as these specific development programmes for the Community's southern
regions, the Commission has managed a wide range of schemes designed to help
eliminate deficiences in the structures or infrastructure of agriculture in other regions.
Reform of the structural Funds and the future of rural society
45. Since publication of its Green Paper, the Commission has consistently stressed that
schemes to stabilize the markets and curtail farm output are not enough, and that a
(l) Programa Especifico de Desenvolvimento da Agricultura Portuguesa (specifrc portuguese agricultural
development programme).
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special effort must be made to promote the development of those rural regions with
particular problems. Action here must include-indeed it may be the main priority-a
vigorous drive to achieve economic diversification.
46. In a Communication sent to the Council in July on the'Future of rural
society', (t) the Commission spelled out its ideas and put forward analyses on this
subject, made tentative suggestions, and stated that it would be taking a number of
initiatives in the coming months. This Communication must be read with two other
documents sent to the Council in July: the Communication on relations between
agriculture and the environment, (2) and the Forestry Action Programme, (3) as the
three policy papers together represent the Commission's view as to how the Community
should approach the wide range of problems arising in the countryside in the closing
years of this century.
47. It is only a matter of consistency with the Commission's plans to ensure a proper
future for rural society that the strengthening and stimulation of the economic and
social fabric of 'problem' rural regions should also rank high as an objective of the
reform of the structural Funds. This important reform was endorsed by the Euro-
pean Council in mid-February 1988. It entails a change of method, strengthening and
broadening the approach adopted by the implementation of programmes on a basis of
partnership, and is designed to achieve rationahzation and better coordination of the
various Community contributions that are made to improving structures.
48. The financial resources made available to all the Funds (mainly the EAGGF,
the ERDF, and the ESF) will be doubled-in real terms-by 1993, and their
contributions will be pinpointed more sharply on the regions most in need, with the
special aim of helping their farms to compete more vigorously, as they will be more
exposed to a cold wind of competition once the single internal market is completed.
Most of these regions are, of course, very largely rural in character.
Thus agriculture has an important place in this new arrangement-witness the role
assigned to the Guidance Section of the EAGGF. Its tasks concern the adaptation of
farm structures throughout the Community and the agricultural and 'para-agricultural'
aspect of the development of problem rural regions. More specifically, the aims are
t o :
(i) strengthen and reorganize agricultural structures;
(ii) ensure redeployment and development of 'sideline' or alternative work;
(iii) ensure a reasonable standard of living for farmers;
( ') coM(88) 501.(r) coM(88) 338.(r) coM(88) 255.
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(iv) contribute to the development of the social fabric of rural areas, to the protection
of the environment and to efforts to offset hostile natural conditions.
A new basic regulation for the Guidance Section, spelling out its tasks, was laid before
the Council by the Commission in July 1988 with a view to adoption before the end of
the year. It must now be implemented.
The completion of the single market for agriculture - a path
with many pitfal ls
Health protection regulations: a complex problem - a specific approach
49. In fact, agriculture is an area in which the Community to a great extent already
has a single market. However, there are still some obstacles to freedom of movement of
goods, and it so happens that quite peculiar difficulties stand in the way of their
elimination: they arise in areas as sensitive as that of public health and the protection of
the consumer, and the health and protection of animals and plants.
As regards animal and plant health, the situation and standards vary from one Member
State to another. Some diseases occur only in certain parts of the Community. And
policies on prevention and protection also vary, for example as regards livestock
vaccination. Although this is less immediately obvious, it is a fact that much the same
can be said for public health: health protection levels imposed by law are by no means
identical.
50. Unlike technical barriers to trade, these health-related barriers often cannot be
overcome simply by mutual recognition of the Member States' individual legislations.
The Court of Justice in Luxembourg has consistently ruled that freedom of trade on the
basis of mutual recognition suffers exceptions, among which health protection (be it
that of humans, animals or plants) is the most important. Thus the Member States
retain their own powers in this field until such time as the Community has adopted
relevant legislation.
51. Faced with this situation, the strategy which the Commission presented in its
White Paper (r) on the completion of the single market involves an effort to bring health
standards or the essential requirements more closely together (harmonization). This
work must accompany the process of the liberalization of trade. In view of the
complexity of the procedure, the Commission has stressed that harmonization should be
( ') coM(85) 310.
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undertaken only in those cases where it is really indispensable and that liberalization of
trade should be the rule in all cases as at I January 1993. At that time, inspections at
frontiers are to be discontinued and replaced by verification at the place of production;
also, certain checks in the course of freighting or at destination will be permitted on a
sampling basis.
52. In the same context, the aim will be to extend the Community inspectorate in the
veterinary field and to introduce a corresponding inspectorate in the field of plant
health. The proposals sent to the Council by the Commission involve extensive
delegation: the Member States would ensure inspection in their territory while the
Community would carry out inspections in non-member countries and would have
responsibility for verifying the effectiveness and uniformity of national inspection
arrangements.
53. The complexity and sensitive character of some of the problems and the
reservations (or special requirements) of some Member States delayed the implementa-
tion of the programme provided for in the White Paper. The White Paper planned a
total of 94 proposals in the veterinary and plant health frelds, of which 52 had gone to
the Council before the end of 1988 and of these22 were adopted. Thus the bulk of the
work remains uncompleted. This legislation will be high on the new Commission's
agenda in the coming months.
An agrimonetary system adapted to the single market
54. Another problem peculiar to the agricultural market as now organized is that of
the existence of what are known as 'monetary gaps' between the exchange rates used
for agricultural purposes (the 'green rates') and the 'real' exchange rates (market rates
or central rates for the currencies stabilized within the European Monetary Sys-
tem (EMS). The gaps are a reflection of the differing price levels from one Member
State to another, and the Member States have had no choice but to introduce a system
of monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs) to prevent speculative trade induced only
by price and exchange-rate differentials.
55. But a system of artificial maintenance of differing prices is, by definition,
irreconcilable with the true concept of a genuine large market. For this reason, in its
White Paper, the Commission planned the dismantlement of the monetary gaps by the
end of 1992. Moreover, the system must be adapted in such a way that, from 1993
onwards, no new MCAs will be created.
Two important steps forward in this direction were made. ln 1987, on a proposal from
the Commission, the Council adopted a scheme for the automatic dismantlement in
three stages of all the MCAs created on the occasion of new exchange-rate realignments.
In 1988, a decision was taken concerning the dismantlement, this time in four stages, of
existing MCAs.
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In general, the demobilization of the MCAs in recent years has in fact been facilitated
by the relative stability of those currencies complying with the EMS exchange-rate
mechanisms.
Internat ional relat ions in the f ie ld of agr icul ture: consistency
and c red ib i l i t y
Growing importance - enhanced responsibility
56. For agricultural products, the Community constitutes not only a vast single
market for its farmers and processors but is at the same time the world's largest
importer and the world's second largest exporter. Inevitably, the corrmon agricultural
policy must therefore have a considerable impact on world trade. Changes to-and the
reform of-the policy must have a corresponding impact. The interdependence between
the internal and external aspects of the policy-acknowledged and stressed in the 1985
Green Paper-guided the Commission in its work over its four years.
57. In so far as the Community has been able to press forward its reforms internally, it
has also been in a position to make a credible contribution to the achievement of a
consensus at international level (OECD, GATT and the economic summits of the Seven
in Tokyo, Venice and Toronto) on the principle that only consistent adjustments of the
agricultural policies themselves will enable the world markets to be stabilized and
trading conditions to be improved. Equally, in the same spirit of safeguarding its
credibility both within its frontiers and outside, the Commission has always rejected any
extreme suggestions bringing into question the very existence of the CAP, as for
example the idea that the prices differential between the Community and world markets
should be simply abolished.
58. The influence of the Community in the world was, of cowse, further strengthened
when Spain and Portugal-two countries which are largely rural in character-joined in
1986. But this also added to the Community's responsibility in the world. The
enlargement both widened the span of regional agricultural situations within the
Community and gave greater depth to and amplified its international relations with a
large number of countries, including, of course, those with Latin America.
Once Spain and Portugal joined, many contacts and negotiations were needed to adapt
agreements with non-member countries such as the ACP countries, the EFTA countries
and the non-mernber Mediterranean countries. Negotiations also had to be conducted,
within GATT, with a number of countries to hammer out agreement on the compen-
sation to which these countries werre entitled because of the increased protection they
necessarily faced against imports of certain agricultural items into the two new member
countries.
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Difficulties and strain
59. It is true that the negotiations yielded agreements with all the countries concerned
except Canada, but it is a fact that in some cases they did not run smoothly, and there
was a good deal of actual friction. A case in point was the negotiations with the United
States, where the diffrculties the two sides ran into reflect a more general problem of
strain in trade in farm products. The strain has a background of disequilibrium of a
structural nature between supply and effective demand on the 'key' agricultural
markets at world level combined with problems generated by the United States' very
heavy dual deficit-both in payments and in the budget. It is reflected in very
active-and sometimes even aggressive----export policies, in a sharp increase in the
bilateral disputes within GATT, and in a certain tendency to move towards more
radical positions in the multilateral agricultural negotiations within the Uruguay
Round. The new United States Trade Act adopted last year offers little prospect of a
relaxation of the tension and has done little to reassure the trading partners of this
expofter of formidably large quantities of agricultural products.
The Uruguay Round - towards a realistic approach
60. Despite growing strain in recent years, the Commission held to its view that the
multilateral negotiations in the Uruguay Round, which will last until the end of 1990,
represent a unique opportunity to encourage and consolidate the reforms-indispens-
able as they are-in the agricultural policies in the various countries, and to improve, on
a lasting basis, conditions on world markets. In this spirit, it drafted proposals, drawing
on the approach recommended by the OECD, for the long as well as for the short term.
Compared with the much more radical proposals put forward for the same negotiations
by the United States, the Comrnunity proposals have the great advantage of being
realistic and practicable. Their credibility is much enhanced by the fact that the
Community has for some time itself been taking steps along the road corresponding to
the reform which it is recommending.
What about tomorrow?
The ground won: consolidation and entrenchment
61. For the next few years, there is no feasible alternative to the reform policy the
Community has now embarked upon. From whatever angle the problems are analysed,
the results are always the same. It is true that, as regards world markets, there has, since
early 1988, been a definite improvement in the situation for certain key products such as
cereals, oilseeds and milk and milk products. The tendency for supply to run well ahead
of demand for these products is not nearly as marked as it was. But it must also be
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recognized that this improvement is largely incidental or accidental, rather than
structural, in character. It does indeed, for the time being, facilitate market manage-
ment, but it does not really get to the root of the problem.
Therefore, the reform policy must be pursued and consolidated. This means, in the frrst
place, unrelenting application of the stabilization measures approved by the European
Council and adopted by the Council of Ministers. Inescapably, the proper operation of
the stabilizers entails, in particular, the retention of the rigourous policy as regards the
prices for agricultural products agreed in Brussels. Moreover, the reforms in respect of
other product groups, including beef/veal and sheepmeat, remain incomplete. And
another problem is that the heavy stocks of wine, alcohol and beef must be liquidated
or, at least, scaled down.
Completing the internal market
62. A priority issue in the next few years, which, there can be little doubt, will also
affect policy on markets, is the completion of the internal market for agriculture. The
main objective here remains the elimination of obstacles to trade between Member
States, generally relating to health protection considerations. Also, the agrimonetary
system as now operated is simply not reconcilable with the concept of a single market
untrammelled by frontiers, so it will have to be adapted to ensure that the old MCAs
have disappeared by 1992 and that no new ones can be created thereafter.
63. As regards, in particular, the health protection obstacles (veterinary, plant health),
experience does show-despite the progress made so far-that the problem is complex
and even intractable, and that, in many cases, the only solution can be that of
harmonization. But within the Member States, health protection interests, situations
and traditions vary, sometimes to the point of incompatibility. And another important
point is that the achievement of a single market means that both as regards veterinary
matters and as regards plant health protection, rules adopted at Community level
should cover all of a Member State's production and not only products intended for
export to other Member States, as is now the case. One implication of this is that in the
veterinary field the food processing industry faces actual reorganization.
64. Given these formidable problems, with the Community already behind schedule, a
vigorous effort to find solutions is now needed, both in the Council and in the
Commission. If the work is to be completed on time, the only sensible approach would
seem to be that of developing harmonization only for essential requirements, including
the eradication of certain diseases, otherwise emphasizing the liberalization of trade.
Another problem in the same context is that of the introduction, if appropriate, of some
quality aspects into Community legislation. Of late, in connection with proposals
conc,erning public health, it has been found that some of the Member States are very
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keen to achieve, at Community level, the adoption of regulations on quality, notably as
regards the ipgredients of certain products.
The Commisqion approached the issue of quality from a different angle, that of the
promotion of high-quality agricultural products by the introduction and the protection,
as appropriate, of quality labels or approved designations of origin. In its Communica-
tion on the future of rural society, it mooted the idea of a Community approach on this
question, and undertook to submit appropriate proposals.
Inplementing thd reform of the policy on agricultural structures
65. That the Community's citizens living and working in the country should have a
proper future to look forward to is also one of the priority objectives underlying the
work on the reform of the structural Funds. The basic regulations having been adopted,
the aim now is to implement the reform. For the policy on agricultural structures, this
will entail, in the next few months, detailed scrutiny of existing legislation and the
preparation of new proposals to be adopted by the Council by the end of 1989 in
respect of the 'horizontal' measures applicable throughout the Community.
As for the regional and rural development schemes, the new approach involving
planning and partnership will apply now in 1989, and will mark a major turning-point
in the Community's policy on structures.
Relations with the outside world: perseverance
66. No consideration of the conduct of the CAP in the coming years can make sense
unless it is seen in its international context. The review in the Uruguay Round, now at
about the half-way stage, has proved very hard going. But the Commission has not
wavered in its conviction that the approach chosen by the Community, inspired by a
sense of realities and the need to ensure credibility, is the right one. By now it has
become clear that the negotiations cannot succeed unless concessions are made.
What the Community needs, in this context, is a feeling for real future needs and the
courage that goes with it. The success of the Uruguay Round is a Community interest,
dictated not only by the prospect of an increase in its exports of agricultural products,
manufactured goods and services, but also because of the global importance and
responsibility which the Community has gained, in recent years, at world level, and
because of the responsibilities it has taken on in its relations with developing
countries.
l l l  The agricultural outlook
The economic situation in the Community and prospects (r)
67. Like other major industrial countries, the economy of the European Community
has shown a remarkable dynamism since the second half of 1987. Growth should
continue at a brisk pace throughout 1988 and 1989. The hesitant economic recovery of
the years 1982-83 has become a steady and stable upswing which allows the Community
to achieve, with around 3.5oÄ in 1988 and just below 30Ä in 1989 in real terms, rates of
growth last experienced in 1978179: yet at that time inflation averaged three times
today's level.
68. Investment is now growing very fast because of favourable objective conditions,
but also thanks to a remarkably confident business climate. Growth is strong
throughout the industrialized world, world trade is expanding rapidly and exchange
rates look less unstable. The fact that European currencies are not appreciating against
the dollar as much as expected last year may delay progress in reducing international
trade imbalances, but in the short term is certainly good news for European export-
ers.
69. In 1988, real domestic demand will increase at around the same level as in 1987
(+4%).In 1989, due to a certain deceleration of private consumption and to a return of
construction investment to more normal rates of expansion, the growth of domestic
demand could increase less rapidly. It will, however, as has been the case every year
since 1986, still be faster than the growth of GDP.
70. The sources ofexpansion have changed over the last few years: in 1984 and 1985
growth was primarily led by exports; in 1986, by an increase in private consumption
following the improvunent in the terms of trade as a consequence of the fall in oil prices
and an appreciation in European currencies. Since 1987, and to a greater extent in 1988,
investment, where the rate of growth until then had been relatively moderate, has
tended to be the most dynamic component of domestic demand. Furthermore, the
upturn in investment is occurring in all Community countries. In 1989 the share of
(t) This text is based on information available in October 1988.
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equipment investment in GDP at constant prices should be around ll% for the
Community as a whole against about 97o in 1982, following another increase of
investment in equipment of around 80Ä in 1988 and just below 7To in 1989. Gross fixed
capital formation will increase with rates of about 7oÄ in 1988 and more than 5oÄ in
1989.
71. If investment is the most dynamic component of domestic demand, private
consumption-which represents over 600Ä of total domestic demand-also remains
buoyant. It will slow down only marginally during the next months (3.5% in 1988 and
2.9oÄ in 1989 after 3.8oÄ in 1987). In 1986 and 1987, private consumption was boosted
by the unexpected increase in the real value of disposable income resulting from the
decline of import prices. Given the expected upward trend of these prices, the growth of
private consumption will be determined by the increase of the household's disposable
income and by the changes in the savings ratio.
72. Nominal disposable income will increase by more than 6.5To in 1988 and 1989. As
fiscal policy changes almost cancel out at the Community level, the increase is entirely
explained by the projections of per capita wages-just over SYo per year on average--
and of employment. Given the expected trend in the rate of inflation, real disposable
income will increase by 3.lYo in 1988 and just 2.7Yo in 1989. The savings ratio, which
came down by a full point between 1986 and 1987, is expected to go on declining
slightly in 1988 and 1989. This reflects the improvement in the economic climate.
73. After remaining flat in 1987, exports to the rest of the world should show a
moderate increase in 1988-arotnd 1.250Ä in real terms-and should grow by some 3o4
in 1989. Intra-Community trade will be more buoyant so that overall exports should
increase by around 5.5o/o a year in 1988 and 1989. Imports from outside the
Community, on the other hand, will grow fast and overall imports, which already were
very dynamic in 1987 (+8% in real terms), will still grow by around 90Ä in 1988 and
over 60Ä in 1989.
74. After reaching a peak in 1986 with a surplus of around 1.25 points of GDP, the
Community's trade balance (fob-fob) continues to decline throughout the forecast
period. The surplus will amount to half a point of GDP in 1988 and only one quarter of
a point in 1989. The current account balance follows a similar pattern at a level a shade
higher than the trade balance: 0.5Yo of GDP in 1988 and 0.3Yo in 1989.
The convergence in inflation rates will accelerate in 1988 and 1989 especially among the
countries participating in the EMS exchange rate mechanism where the gap between the
highest and lowest rate will be in 1989 3.3 points against more than 5 points in
1987.
In spite of a small acceleration (3.5% in 1988 and 3.75%o in 1989), inflation in the
Comnunity remains at a low level. There is, however, a growing perception, especially
in some Member States, of a greater inflationary risk.
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75. The annual trend in employment creation has since 1985 stabilized at a historically
high level, almost loÄ per annum. The increases expected for 1988 and 1989 (around
loÄ in each forecast year) should turn the years 1985-89-with a cumulative increase of
almost 4.5oÄ-into the best five-year period for employment since the beginning of the
1960s. Due to an increasing participation rate, unemployment as a percentage of civilian
labour force will, however, fall only slightly, as it has done since 1985, and it will still be
at around lloÄ of the economically active population in 1989.
76. The international economic environment is characterized by an unusual buoyancy
in economic activity and trade, with little recorded inflation. Despite the international
payments imbalances and the October 1987 stock-market crash, growth in industrial
countries continues to be steady. Growth in the industrial countries is now in its sixth
year (near 40Ä in real terms in 1988) and despite some weakening, GDP growth in the
OECD area could still be close to 30Ä in 1989.
World trade, measured by import volumes, is growing at a rate of 80Ä in 1988 and
should increase by 6% in 1989. The Community's export markets should, however,
increase somewhat less: around 60Ä in 1988 and 50Ä in 1989.
The trade imbalances among the three major industrial areas are slowly narrowing, but
the pace of the adjustment between 1988 and 1989 will be slower than between 1987 and
1988. The reduction of international current account imbalances is finally making




77. The agricultural situation in the Community in 1988 had both a positive and a
negative side. On the one hand, the farming year may be considered as satisfactory in
terms of production levels and the quality of harvests, weather conditions having been
relatively favourable for the growing of crops. On the other hand, although the markets
for several agricultural products showed some improvement, often as a result of the
reforms undertaken over the past few years, many input prices (including those which
had fallen sharply in previous years, such as feed and fertilizer prices) were on the
increase.
78. It must also be remembered that as agriculture is increasingly integrated into the
general economy and as it becomes increasingly sensitive to market forces, any increase
in supply which is not matched by an equivalent increase in demand will inevitably
mean a deterioration in farmgate prices. Conversely, a drop in the volume of production
may be fully offset, in terms of income, by a corresponding rise in the prices obtained by
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farmers. These considerations take on a new dimension now that mechanisms to
stabilize production and expenditure on market support have been introduced in almost
all sectors. These mechanisms, which were strengthened and brought into wider use in
1988 and which now apply more automatically than before, ensure that farmers are
penalized for exceeding certain maximum guaranteed quantities, either via the support
price or, as appropriate, via production aids or co-responsibility levies. These penalties
are applied either during the year in which production exceeds the relevant limit or in
the following year, depending on the product concerned. In certain cases, moreover, the
penalties are cumulative from one year to the next. An additional factor which could
have considerable influence on farming trends, given the present agricultural surpluses,
is the level of stocks, particularly intervention stocks. In this connection it should be
pointed out that in recent years the Community has successfully run down its stocks of
certain products (and milk products in particular), thus making a positive contribution
to the recovery in farmgate prices and restoring the balance of the markets
concerned.
79. In view of these various considerations, it is clear that the economic situation in
the agricultural sector can no longer be assessed in the traditional way, with each
variable being evaluated separately in terms of its specific contribution (positive or
negative) to the formation of incomes. Nowadays there is much more interaction
between the variables (including the weather) which influence farming trends in the
Community. Consequently, account must be taken of not only the direct effects but also
the indirect effects which such variables have on agricultural income.
Production levels
80. In 1988 weather conditions were on the whole more favourable than in 1987. The
winter was particularly mild and the summer, which had begun with heavy rainfall in
almost all areas, ended with a period of fairly dry weather at harvest time. In some
regions, particularly in Spain and Portugal, however, the unusually heavy rain in the
early summer did great damage to crops, whilst in other regions, particulady in
southern Italy and Greece, the drought lasted for several months.
81. The good weather experienced in most production regions was the main reason for
the quantitative and qualitative improvement in cereal harvests as compared with 1987.
In the Community as a whole, cereal production in 1988 is expected to be about
10 million tonnes greater than in 1987, chiefly because of the increase in production of
cornmon wheat, maize and barley. This increase means that production will exceed the
maximum guaranteed quantity, which was fixed at 160 million tonnes for 1988/89, thus
triggering the penalty arrangements laid down for this event (additional co-responsibil-
ity levy and 30Ä reduction in the intervention price for 1989/90). In the sugar-beet
sector, too, both yields and the quantities produced were highly satisfactory, with new
records being set for the sugar yield per hectare.
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82. The 1988 oilseed harvest was also fairly satisfactory but was smaller than the
exceptional harvest recorded in 1987, chiefly because of the reduction in the areas sown
and (in the case of rapeseed) somewhat lower yields. Despite this the maximum
guaranteed quantities fixed for this sector were once more exceeded in 1988, although
less so than in 1987.
In overall terms, wine production is also expected to be well down on 1987, but the
quality of the harvest should be particularly good in most production regions, given the
favourable weather conditions.
83. Milk deliveries continued to decline in 1988 as a result of temporary or permanent
cuts in production quotas.
Production of beef and veal in 1988 was substantially down on previous years, parfly
because of the beef production cycle and partly because fewer dairy cows were being
slaughtered. Up to 1988, on the other hand, the effect of the cycle and the slaughtering
of dairy cows had been to boost production.
Pigmeat production is also in a downward phase of its cycle, pig farming having become
less profitable over the past few years.
Farmgate prices
84. The production figures for 1988 would seem to indicate that economic develop-
ments in 1988 have been particularly unfavourable to farmers in those sectors where
substantial drops in production were recorded. This is not so in every case, however. On
the contrary, in many cases the fall in the volume of production has entailed or
reinforced the recovery of market prices, thus increasing the profitability of the types of
farming concerned. This is one of the stated objectives of the reform of the common
agricultural policy and the related measures taken to control production. The experience
gained in 1988 has been meaningful in this respect. In the milk sector, where balance has
been restored to the market by reducing the quantities delivered to dairies and by
disposing of the bulk of the surpluses accumulated in the past, prices for milk products
have either stabilized or shown a definite improvement. In the beef and veal sector,
prices have also been on the increase since the end of 1987,in line with the sharp drop
in production. Pigmeat prices have been moving upwards since April 1988, mainly
because of the cutbacks in pig numbers and the volume of production, but are still
relatively low as compared with the prices obtained in the three previous years. In the
oilseed sector the case of rapeseed is particularly interesting, since it clearly illustrates
how the measures taken to stabilize production and expenditure, together with the
adjustments made to these measures in 1988, have led to a cutback in production, thus
raising the support price and, consequently, the farmgate price as compared with 1987.
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It should be pointed out that in 1987 the support price for rapeseed was lowered by
107o because the maximum guaranteed quantity fixed for 1987/88 had been exceeded.
In 1988, when production was down on the previous year, the overstepping of the
maximum guaranteed quantity entailed only a 7.60Ä reduction in the price of rapeseed.
Thus, the support price expressed in ecu was 2.4Yo up on 1987'
85. This does not necessarily mean that the downward trend in farmgate prices was
reversed in respect of every product and in every Member State. In most sectors,
however, the decline in farmgate prices was much less marked in 1988, and in many
cases prices increased in nominal terms. This improvement is particularly significant
since it occurred despite the almost universal 'freeze' on institutional prices (as
expressed in ecu) for 1988/89 and despite the postponement to I January 1989 of the
price increases in national currency which follow from the agri-monetary adjustments
agreed as part of the price package for 1938/89. According to preliminary estimates
farmgate prices, expressed in nominal terms, rose in the Netherlands (by 2.0oÄ as
compared with 1987), Denmark (by l.SYo), Spain (by 3.2oÄ), Ireland (by 10.2%),
Luxemboure (by 13%), the United Kingdom (by 0.2Vo),Italy (by 0.7%) and Greece
@y 12.7%). They fell slightly, however, in Belgium (by 0.5%). It must also be
remembered that these are average figures for all products and that the changes in prices
varied considerably from one sector to another. Generally speaking, prices for livestock
products improved in all Member States and particularly in France (by 2.5oÄ), the
Ünited Kingdom @y 3.7%), Spain (by l.9oÄ), Denmark (by 3.4%),Italy (by l-60/0),
Ireland (by 11.8%), and Luxembourg (by 1.2%). Prices for crop products increased, on
average, in the Netherlands (by 4.0%), Greece (by A.2%\ Spain (by 4.4%) and
Luxemboure (by Zvo), but declined in France (by 2.8%), the united Kingdom (by
6.5yo), Denmark @y a.2%) and Ireland (by 1.2%), whilst remaining relatively stable in
Italy (increasing by only 0.2oÄ).
Input prices
86. Whereas farmgate prices improved in 1988, inBut prices ceased to follow the
downward trend which they had followed ir! recent y$rs. In particular, the positive
impact which the fall in the dollar and in world market $rices for feedingstuffs had had
on production costs was gradually lost from the second,,half of 1987 onwards. In the
case of some inputs, such as fertilizers,'and feed, therC was even a reversal of the
downward price trend which had worked to the farmer'sJadvantage in 1986 and 1987.
Although fuel prices generally continued to fall in 1988 böcause of the decline in crude
petroleum prices, this was insufficient to offset the rise iin feed prices on the wodd
market, a trend which began in mid-1987 and gained impetus in the summer of 1988,
following the drought in the United States.
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87. The most striking example of this reversal of the downward trend in input prices
was the spectacular surge in the price of soya cake. In the first nine months of 1988 the
price of soya cake cif Rotterdam, expressed in ecu, increased by 26% as compared with
the corresponding period of 1987, after falling steadily for two years. Between the first
and third quarters of 1988 the price of soya rose by more than 40Yo as a result of a drop
in United States production and feverish activity on world agricultural markets from the
spring of 1988 onwards as the drought continued in the United States. This also had
repercussions on compound feed prices and, consequently, led to higher feed costs for
stockfarmers.
Another example was that of fertilizer prices, which had fallen sharply in recent years in
line with diminishing fuel costs. Although the latter have remained low in most Member
States, fertilizer prices are on the increase, generally speaking.
88. According to initial estimates the overall increase in input prices in nominal terms
amounted to 2.60Ä in France, 4.8%o in the United Kingdom, l.2Yo in the Federal
Republic of Germany,3.IoÄ in Italy, 2.0oÄ in the Netherlands, 4.3oÄ in Denmark,2.BoÄ
in Ireland, 1.3%o 1n Belgium, 0.5Vo in Luxembourg,l.lvo in Spain and7.8oÄ in Greece,
as compared with the substantial reductions in input costs which were recorded in
almost all these Member States in 1987.
The farmgate-price/input-cost 6 squeeze,
and farm incomes
89. When changes in farmgate prices are compared with changes in input prices, it is
seen that the'price squeeze'eased somewhat in Ireland (+7.2oÄ), Greece (+4.5%o) and
Luxembourg (+0.8%), but tightened in Belgium (-l.syo), Denmark (-2.7%o), the
Federal Republic of Germany (-0.9%),Italy (-2.3Yo), the United Kingdom (-4.4%)
and France (- 2.4%). This tightening of the squeeze, although it presents a threat to the
profitability of the sector, does not necessarily entail a drop in agricultural income,
firstly because of the influence of other variables (such as fluctuations in the volume of
production) and secondly because agricultural income is no longer so dependent on the
level of final production and intermediate consumption or, consequently, on the
changes in producer prices and inppt co6ts (in the Community as a whole, intermediate
consumption represents on aver4ip 45.3% of the value of final agricultural prod-
uction).
90. Tentative estimates $ farm incomes in 1988 confirmed this finding: they point to
an improvement in farm'incomes (net value added at factor cost per work unit, in real
terms) not only in the Member States in which the 'squeeze' became less rigorous but
also in some Member States in which input prices actually rose faster than farmgate
prices. None the less, the farm income lost ground in 
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TABLE A
Changes in (nominal) farmgate prices
of agricultural products in 1987 and 1988
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TABLE C
Changes in (nominal) prices of inputs in 1987 and 1988
Total intermediate consumption(l)























4.3 5.9 7 .9
5 .6  8 .3  8 .1
9 .7  11 .0  0 .8
0.9 0.  1 t .4
0.7 2.6 0.3
3 .8  r .9  0 .5
0.3 0.6 7.2
4.9 6.2 8.1
8 .7  - r 0 .2  -19 .1
n.a. n.a.
l  .3 0.2




1.3 l .8 9.9
4.3 4.0 2.4
1.2 3.0 s.0
7 .8  7 .3  1 .0
1 .1  2 .4  0 .1
2.6 5.4 3.2
2.8 2.5 2.3
3 .1  4 .4  0 .5




2.8 4. t  -  0.8
Source.' Eurostat.
(l) L"tg*ediate consumption: feed, seed, fertilizers, plant health products, fuel and overheads.(2) Estimate.
TABLE D
Deflated index of input prices(l)
Total intermediate consumption
Base 1980 : 100
( % )
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Markets for agricultural products
91. Each and every year a complex range of forces impinge on Community agricul-
tural markets. In 19b8 these forces were supplemented by special and in certain
instances new components. These new components were:
1i; the European Council decisions taken in February 1988 concerning in particular
the stabilizers and budget discipline mechanisms;
(ii) the significant progress made in reducing Community stocks of various products in
particular butter and skimmed-milk powder;
(iii) the repercussions of the exceptional drought in North America.
The stabilizer and budgetary discipline mechanism decisions introduced in 1988
constitute further steps in the long process of adapting the agricultural policy- to
changing market realities. The main ieature of these decisions, which are described
elsewheie in this report, is that they open Community agriculture more fully than in the
past to internal market forces.
The impact of these decisions on markets, and particularly on production levels during
1988, wäs, however, limited. The reason for this is essential$ because the decisions were
taken after producer plans for the year had been finalized. Consequently it would_.be
premature to attempt to assess the impact of these stabilizer and budgetary discipline
äecisions on the bisis of data relating simply to 1988. None the less, these policy
decisions began to take effect in 1988 for various sectors especially in terms of changes
in effective iupport prices. Their impact on production levels, and not simply on
effective support prices, should be detected as from 1989.
92. The budgetary discipline and stabilizer provisions-the latter applied through the
new maximum guaranteeä quantity measures-were, however, implemented in 1988 in
conformity with ttre objectives set by the European Council. Thus the Commission,
when dete-rmining the lwel of ewe premium, in addition to the usual criteria, also took
account of the overshoot of the maximum guaranteed quantitites and the forecast level
of expenditure on sheepmeat in 1988. As a result the levels of premiums paid to
producers were lower fhan they would otherwise have been. Likewise for various^oilseeds, 
where production also exceeded the maximum guaranteed quantities, reduc-
tions in effective support prices were triggered for the crops involved.
In certain cases these support reductions were less severe than those applied in 1987.
This situation occurred io ttre oilseed sector, where for some crops the overshoot of
output, in relation to the maximum guaranteed quantities, was less in 1988 than in the
previous year.
93. Consequently the objectives of the new maximum guaranteed quantity measures
for the various sectors, inCluding oilseeds, were fulfilled. It should be recalled that these
objectives are to reduce support only to the extent that output exceeds the set guarantee
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levels and then only in proportion to the overshoot. In the event of production not
reaching the determined levels no support reduction is made. In most caies the support
reduction applies to the current years' production, but in others (particularly fruiiänd
vegetables) the reduction applies on output in the following year. Thus the impact of the
European Council conclusions on these'other'products will not be felt oo the market
until 1989 and then only if the quantitative limits set for 19gg are exceeded.
For cereals, the market was also subject to policy changes determined by the European
Council in February. Producer returns from sales were subject to the impact of the
additional co-responsibility levy provisionally set at 3Vo of the interventiön price of
wheat. In addition, and to take account of the budgetary discipline changes also
determined by the same Council, the Community cereal export prograrnme was curbed
during the summer months.
9l Significant progress was made towards reducing Community intervention stocks.
This progress was most marked in the dairy sector. Here due to a combination of
reduced supplies flowing from the cut-back in quotas, and to a number of major sales
both on the domestic market and for export, stocks which had stood at I b06 000
tonnes of butter and 708 000 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder in October 1987 were at
only 183 000 tonnes and 13 000 tonnes respectively one year later. These levels are now
the lowest for many years. These stock reductions contributed to a subsequent
significant firming of prices both internally and externally. In this way the burden on
the budget ofstockholding and disposal is being progressively reduced. Stock reductions
also make a major contribution to easing tensions in international trade and in
improving the returns to those exporters whose revenues are highly dependent on
international trade prices.
95. Trade circles in the Community are now readjusting their business patterns so that
they no longer consider intervention to be either a convenient outlet or a reliable
supplier. This development helps not only the Community budget but makes all
involved in production and marketing more sensitive to market needs. These are
precisely the objectives the Community has been striving to achieve over recent years.
At last the benefits are beginning to be realized. However, success has not yet beeo
reaßzed in all sectors. In particular for beef the balance between intervention support
and market forces is still inappropriate despite the various policy changes -uG irt
recent years.
The drought experienced in North America was one of the most severe ever recorded.
Its impact was widespread given its intensity and the major contribution the area
normally makes to markets both international and domestic, especially for cereals and
oilseeds, but also for other products including sugar.
96. For the community the main impact of the drought, on a short-term basis, was
one of surging cereal and oilseed prices. For some weeks after the drought had become
apparent there was considerable speculation as to its extent, and in pärticular on its
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likely output-depressing effect. During this period markets moved erratically in response
to each successive weather forecast. This uncertainty impacted on the Community
market both for oilseeds, where due to the absence of import levies, conditions are
closely related to world conditions, and to a more limited degree, for cereals. As the
extent and persistence of the drought grew, prices of the affected commodities, as well
as of substitutes, continued their upward movement.
It is evident that, in the absence of the drought, prices in the Community of oilseeds
would have been much lower than they were. This factor contributed significantly to
curbing budget costs of support for oilseeds. For cereals these costs were likewise
curbed especially because of the significant reductions-of around 50%- in export
refund rates.
97. The impact, in the longer term, of 1988 North American drought is less clear.
There is evidence that producers in certain parts of the world are already increasing
their production objectives in response to the high prices obtained in the second part of
1988. Ifthe drought experienced this year proves to be an exceptional event and North
American production in 1989 is at normal levels, international markets could readily
return to their over-supply conditions that caused so much diffrculty in recent years. It
is therefore vital that neither producers nor policy-makers misread any short-term signs
flowing from the drought and become deflected from the need for more market-
orientated agricultural support provisions.
Cereals
98. The weather conditions encountered with the 1988 harvest were generally more
favourable than for the previous year. Thus, in the main producing regions of the
Community, harvested yields in 1988 were well up on 1987 when losses of the order of
l0 million tonnes were experienced due to very adverse weather. As a result the 1988
harvest is expected to be substantially up on the 153 million tonnes recorded last year.
None the less in the United Kingdom weather conditions, especially in the latter part of
August and early September, were very difficult, depressing both yield and quality
However despite the generally more favourable weather conditions in Western Europe,
a derogation for seven Member States was again made from Community provisions to
allow cereals with a 15.5Yo moisture content to be purchased into intervention, instead
of at the 14.5% nonn.
International market prices, which were low at the beginning of the year, firmed
considerably as the seriousness of the impact of the drought in North America became
fully apparent. This drought was the most acute since that experienced in 1934. It is
estimated to have caused a reduction in output of maize of some 60 to 70 million tonnes
(mainly in the United States) whereas for wheat, where the impact was marked also in
Canada, the reduction is considered to be some 18 million tonnes. Overall world
production of wheat, which peaked at 537 million tonnes in 1986 and declined to 513
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million tonnes in 1987, is expected to be around 508 million tonnes in 1988. World stock
levels have consequently been sharply reduced in 1988.
99, The change in the market situation triggered by the drought was reflected in
record rates of increase in prices. Thus over the three-month period from when the
drought became apparent and its full effect being irreversible, international prices
increased by some 50 to 60Yo for wheat and barley, and by about 40oÄ for maize. These
increases allowed Community export refunds for trade in the latter part of the year to
be reduced to about ECU 60 per tonne whereas earlier in the year they had been over
ECU 110 per tonne.
Community exports of cereals, especially wheat, are expected to be significant in 1988.
In view of the substantial reductions in export refunds for this trade in the latter part of
the year, the cost to the budget will be significantly less than it would otherwise have
been.
100. Community cereal stocks, in intervention, which were 14.2 million tonnes in
1987/88 were reduced to just over 11 million tonnes at the beginning of the l9S8/S9
marketing year. In 1986187 they had reached a peak of over 18 million tonnes. Included
in these figures are the stocks of durum wheat, where, contrary to the trend for cereals
in general, stocks of this product are rising rapidly. They have doubled over the past
two years to some 2.3 million tonnes, a quantity equivalent to about one-third of annual
Community production.
The co-responsibility levy system raised ECU 477 million for the 1987188 marketing
year. This levy system was extended from the 1988/89 marketing year by the
introduction of a supplementary levy (set at3Yo of the intervention price of wheat). This
supplementary levy is designed to reduce proper returns per tonne in the event of
Community output exceeding a threshold set at 160 million. It was applied for the first
time from the beginning of the lgSS/89 marketing year and was fixed at l.60Ä following
the determination by the Commission of Community production of 162.5 million
tonnes, which will mean a refund of l.4oÄ of the supplementary levy already
collected.
Milk
101. Further progress was made towards restoring market balance within the Com-
munity. Deliveries of milk to dairies fell to 98.5 million tonnes in 1987/88, a reduction
of 3.2oÄ over the past year and l0oÄ below the peak reached in 1983-the year prior to
the introduction of quotas. This reduction in output is particularly marked for butter
and skimmed-milk powder. Thus butter production in 1988 is expected to be down by
9.5oÄ on the previous year, or 260Ä below the peak recorded in 1983. The corresponding
figures for skimmed-milk powder are reductions of 19 and 47oÄ.
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Intervention stock levels have also continued to contract sharply. In part this is due to
reduced purchases resulting from the changed buying-in rules agreed in December 1986
and the cut-back in production. Intervention purchases of butter in 1987 amounted to
368 000 tonnes, in contrast to the peak of 655 000 tonnes recorded in 1986. During the
first six months of 1988 they were only 23 000 tonnes, 88% less than in the
corresponding period in 1987 where purchases were 192 000 tonnes. The cut-back for
skimmed-milk powder has been even more marked. In 1987 purchases amounted to
57 000 tonnes, a quantity 917o lower than in 1986. In 1988 purchases have been
zero.
102. Stock levels have also been reduced to a number of major export sales as well as
sales onto the domestic market. Of particular note are exports of butter which in 1987
reached a record high of nearly 440 000 tonnes, an amount almost double the annual
average recorded fröm 1979 to 1986. A significant part of this recent export was old
buttei where the price obtained was well under l07o of the intervention price. Such sales
were made in a manner to ensure that they did not impact negatively on international
prices for fresh butter. They were made in the context of the special disposal programme




(iv) concentrated butter (cooking butter).
By September 1988 the objectives of the disposal programme were well on target with
gg.4% of the total planned amount of 1 030 000 tonnes having been sold at a budget
cost of gg.zyo of the budgeted allocation of ECU 3 200 million. Disposal under other,
long-standing actions, such as sales for pastry and ice-cream continued to operate for
significant quantities (estimated at 300 000 tonnes for 1988).
103. As expected, both internal and international prices firmed as a result of the lower
stocks of Community dairy products. The International Dairy Arrangement minimum
prices were increased for butter from USD I 000 at the end of 1987 to USD 1 250 in
September 1988. On the internal market butter prices almost reached the intervention
level whereas one year earlier they had been some 5 to 60Ä lower. Even more significant
price increases were noted for skimmed-milk powder where levels in mid-1988 were
more than 25oÄ above the intervention level.
104. Some complaints were voiced about what were termed 'shortages' of some dairy
products. In practice these complaints relate to the fact that the dairy market,. as
intended, is now at last running on commercial lines where to a much more marked
extent than in the past transactions are determined by the interplay of market forces
rather than public policy actions.
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In the Mulder and Von Deetzen cases, the Court of Justice handed down two rulings in
the spring that are significant in terms of Community quota arrangements. The rulitrgs
concern the treatment to be accorded to those producers who during the late 1970s and
early 1980s submitted their dairy herds to the premium system for non-marketing and
reconversion. Under existing specific Community rules these producers had no rights to
obtain quota entitlements, a situation that the Court later held to be incompatible with
general Community provisions. In the latter part of 1988, the Councii is due to
regularize the situation
Beef
105. The policy changes agreed by the Council late in 1986 including, in particular, a
major weakening of the intervention support system, failed to bring aboui the market
improvements that some had expected. Intervention purchases remained high in 1988, a
result only in part due to supplementary slaughterings flowing from the reduction of
milk quotas. These purchases in 1988 are forecast to be 400 000 tonnes, a rate far in
excess of the levels of under 300000 tonnes per anmrm recorded until the early 1980s
but below the rate of 537 000 tonnes reached in 1987 and 578 000 tonnes in 1986.
Further changes in Community intervention provisions were therefore agreed by the
Council and applied from the middle of 1988. These changes allow for greaier nexi-bility
in setting buying-in prices, in particular to discount elements that would otherwisä
unreasonably boost their level and so deflect supplies from the market. In addition the
Commission decided to move away from the practice widely used in past years of
switching intervention to hindquarter beef during some of the winter months. Through-
out 1988 it continued its action, decided in December 1987, to restrict purchases to
forequarters. In this way the losses on sale from intervention per tonne have been
considerably reduced.
!06. Market prices for beef, which had been on a downward path in the Communityfor some years, increased in 1988 by about 5oÄ in relation to the low reached at the enä
of 1987. The price of calves likewise increased so that by mid-1988 they were some 107o
above the levels reached in 1986 and 1987.
Problems on the domestic market were triggered by the detection of the illegal use of
hormones and other prohibited substances. In the countries concerned lmainty tneFederal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands) this resulted in falls in market
prices for veal.
Exports in 1988 are expected to be less than in 1987 (909 000 tonnes) which in turn was
lower than the record level reached in 1986.
Imports in 1987 increased by about 6%o, to 496 000 tonnes, from the level of 455 000
tonnes in 1986.
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107. Various major sales from intervention to Eastern Europe are expected to be
finalized in 1988. Sales from intervention onto the domestic market for processing are
also running at a relatively rapid rate in 1988 and expected to total 90 000 tonnes for the
year (70 000 tonnes in 1987).
Intervention stocks by the end of 1988 are expected to total 675 000 tonnes (776 000
tonnes in 1987 and 576 000 tonnes in 1986).
Sugar
108. The gross oversupply situation that dominated world markets since the late 1970s
showed soÄe signs of improving in mid-1988. This improvement was stimulated by the
low level of stocks held by the principal exporting countries. Thus in mid-July world
prices increased sharply to above ECU 320 per tonne, the highest since 1983/84. In the
months before July these prices had fluctuated at around ECU 150 per tonne. Export
refund rates were adjusted to take account of the price surge and measures taken to
avoid speculation at the expense of Community sugar producers and of the budget.
However, from late July international prices slipped again in the wake of forecasts of a
new world record output level in 19SS/89 and rain in the drought-hit regions of North
America.
109. Community sugar production from the 1988/89 harvest is expected to be greater
than the 13.2 million tonnes reached in 1987/88. The increase could, if early analyses
prove to be correct and harvest conditions are good, be as much as I million tonnes. If
Itti. is the case then Community production would exceed the combined 'A' and 'B'
quotas by some 2.89 million tonnes, 800 000 tonnes greater than in 1987/88.
The self-financing arrangements for the sugar market orgarnzation, which were modi-
fied in 1987 to ensure full budgetary balance within each marketing year, resulted in
production levy receipts of ECU 925 million in 1987. They are forecast to be ECU 910
million in 1988.
Community exports of sugar in 1986/37 were 4.9 million tonnes (including sugar
contained in piocessed products) and are forecast to be 4.6 million tonnes both in
1987/88 and in 1988/89.
Oilseeds
110. The new stabilizer measures were applied for the first time in 1988. The essential
change represented by the new provisions is that they contain no set limit to the
downward reduction in effective support price. Until this year the limit was 107o. The
new provisions also include certain increases in the maximum guaranteed quantities
beyond which support prices may be cut.
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In the case of rape seed, the most important Community oilseed, the size of the harvest
was determined by the Commission late in August. As a result a reduction in support
prices of ECU 34.4 per tonne was made (7.65%). This reduction is a direct result of
production exceeding the maximum guaranteed quantity by 800 000 tonnes. The
reduction was incidentally less than that applied in 1987/88. The reason for this is that
in 1987/88 the limit of l0oÄ in the reduction in the support price provided for in
Community rules had to be respected, even though the harvest of 5 900 000 tonnes
exceeded the maximum guaranteed quantity by some 2 400 000 tonnes. Were a similar
size of harvest to occur under current rules and support prices, the level of effective
support prices would be cut by ECU 62.8 per tonne (13.95%).ln l9s9l90 the penalty
coefficient applied to each loÄ of production over the maximum guaranteed quantity
changes from 0.45 (1988) to 0.5.
111. For sunflower seed, the 1988 crop is estimated to exceed the maximum
guaranteed quantity of 2 million tonnes by 880 000 tonnes, with the result that the
guaranteed price was reduced by ECU 11.55 (19.S%). This compares with a cut of ECU
5.83 (10%) in 1987/88.
Soya bean prices were also reduced by l0% in 1987/88, and in 1988/89, the stabilizer
mechanism, applied to the level of production of around I 600 000 tonnes or 300 000
tonnes above the maximum guaranteed quantity, reduced the guaranteed price by
10.35%.
For field peas and beans, a rnaximum guaranteed quantity of 3 500 000 tonnes was fixed
for 1988/89 and with production estimated at 4200 000 tonnes, the stabilizer mechanism
reduced the guaranteed price by ECU 26.6 per tonne (5.940Ä).
Tobacco
112. Community tobacco production is relatively small on a world scale (some 60Ä of
world output) but, with an annual output of some 400 000 tonnes it provides about
50o/o of Community consumption. It is also of major economic importance in many of
the less prosperous regions of the Community.
About 90oÄ of Community tobacco production is grown on farms using exclusively
family labour. This family-based production is particularly important in the southern
parts of the Community where most of the 250 000 smaller tobacco-producing holdings
are located. For these farms, tobacco often represents as much as 80% of total revenue.
The budget cost of support for this sector, much of which is paid through deficiency
payments is none the less high in relation to the total value of output. Often over 75olo
of the total earnings from tobacco production is accounted for by such payments.
113. During 1988 marketing concentrated on production from the 1987 harvest. The
market was relatively buoyant this year compensating to a large extent the low
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purchases made by operators in 1987, when they were reluctant to buy the 1986 crop
due to the'Chernobyl'effect. Consequently intervention purchases during 1988 are
expected to be less than in recent years, when normally some 5 to l0%o of total
production is subject to such purchases.
Sales from intervention in 1988 have succeeded in removing all stocks from the 1985
harvest, and by September 1988 some 3 500 tonnes of the 18 000 tonnes of the 1986
crop had been sold. It is planned to sell all of the remaining 1986 crop in intervention by
the end of 1988.
114. The maximum guaranteed quantity of 385 000 tonnes, agreed at the level of the
European Council in February 1988, began to have an impact on the market in 1988.
Totai production in the Community is forecast at 395 000 tonnes in 1988. It will
therefoie exceed this quantity by l0 000 tonnes. However, the maximum guaranteed
quantity is divided into various sub-groups by a greater level, estimated at some 100 000
tonnes. Consequently the varieties within these subdivisions were therefore subject to
reduced support levels for the 1988 crop. The reduction in support prices was however
in all cases limited to 50Ä as provided for in Community rules relating to 1988
production.
In line with the Community action programme against cancer, developments are well
advanced to find low-tar varieties of tobacco but which retain other sought-after
properties.
Farm incomes
Farm incomes in the Member States
115. There are many different ways, several in regular use, of measuring farm profit
and income. Most of the indicators give an indication of the perfortnance of agriculture,
and, furthermore, often the average for a country or sector of production. Conse-
quently, sometimes the result may not at all correspond to what many farmers receive
'cash in hand'.
For an international comparison of the relative profitability of farming in the European
Community'net value-added'is often used. This is what remains of the value of
agriculturai production after deduction of intermediate consumption fnpyts (t) and a
"hurg" 
for replacement of capital (depreciation). The result is a profit frgure out of
which the farming sector has to remunerate its labour (including self-employed),
managerial input and capital.
(r) Farm costs or intermediate consumption: includes all direct costs (the p{nciplg ones are: seeds, fertilizers,
sprays, animal feed and energy) plui maintenance of machinery and buildings. No labour costs-either real
or imputed-are included.
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11-6. The average net value-added per person engaged in agriculture (r) for the
Member States of the Community is shown in Figure 2.
The calculation is theoretical : the total agricultural 'cake' (Net value-added) is divided by
the total labour input in each Member State, and this figure is then compared with thl
Community average. A special calculation (2) has been made to take account of the
different purchasing powers in Member States. Nevertheless, the variation between
countries is considerable. The Netherlands has an average over twice that of the
Community, followed closely by Belgium. Ireland stands at only 62% of the Community
average, the next lowest are Greece (80%) and the Federal Republic of Germany(84%\.
Agriculture and the rest of the economy
117. Table E shows estimates of the net value-added in the whole economy as
compared to the agricultural sector.
(t) Equals final agricultural output (the value of all
costs and the depreciation charge, per labour unit(') The units used for the calculation äre purchasing
agricultural production) less intermediate consumption
(annual work unit).
power standards at current prices.
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Estimates of net value-added per person engaged
in agriculture and the whole economy,
indices of the average for 1982-861t;
Sorrce.' Euostat - Economic rcconts for agriculnre; Labou fore surueys; Natioml mutrs.
(r) Net National-Prodrct at frctor ost is usd for the whole mnomy, in pmhasinß powq standards at ctrrmt Dries: for asi@ltue n€t
valre-added is taken. Nmben mployed, for boti rows, u* fü*'rto. iu-uiä-i.i.r.l räpLyr*i-il;ääffi-ä';äl;*'"-td;
stors'.
Q \g1cult is available for Port"Cal.(3) CEC atinate, Dirutorate-Genelal for Agriculture.
118. Here the total'cake'in agriculture and the economy as a whole is divided up
amongst all occupied persons (those occupied in agriculture in the case of tlie
agricultural sector). The calculation is only approximate because of the lack of precise
information on part-time working, both in agriculture and the general ecooo-y.
In Member States where agricultural net value-added (NVA) is highest, the index is
closest to the all-sectors level (i.e. in the Netherlands and in Belgium); where
agricultural NVA is low, the difference between agriculture and the rest of the economy
is greatest (e.g. the Federal Republic of Germany, Spain, rtaly and, Greece). There ii
also a big difference for France between NVA in agriculture and the whole
economv.
Cost and income shares in Member States
119. In Figure 3 the major cost and income components have been calculated as a
proportion of the value of the total agricultural output to allow comparison between
Member States. As with NVA above, the situations of Member States are verv
different.
Income trends - the last 10 years
121. Returns to agriculture vary from year to year, sometimes with considerable
fluctuations. Agriculture is particularly susceptible to changes in output because of the
unreliability of the weather (this effects also inputs of agricultural origin), and
fluctuations in prices.
Figure 4 shows the variations in income for each Member State and the Community for
10 years up to 1987. Each Member State is given its own base (average of 1979-91 :
100), so that direct comparisons in the variations can be made.
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The relat ive value of outputs and inputs
in the agr icu l tura l  sector-compar ison
between Member States
Inputs and income expressed as a % of f inal  output
i n  each  Member  S ta te  and  EUR 11  (1985 )  ( t )
(current pr ice)
Belg iq ue/  Belgiö
Danmark





I ta l ia
Luxembourg
N eder la nd
Uni ted  K ingdom
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Net income from agr icul tural  act iv i ty
Rent and interests
Renumerat ion of  employees
Depreciat ion







Source; Eurostat - Economic accounts for agriculture.
(1)  Average of  1 984-86.
(2)  No resul ts  are avai lable for  Portugal .
(3)  Inc luding adjustments for  taxes and subsid ies.
(o) See footnote 'l , p. 47 .
N
Figure 3
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Net  va lue -added  (1 )  pe r  l abou r  un i t  ( 2 )
in  the  agr icu l tu ra l  sec tor  (3 )
1  980 (4 )  :  100
77 7 9 7 7 7 9
77 7 9 7 977
81 83 85 87
0 0
71 79 81 83 85 87 77 79 81 83 85 87
source.' Eurostat - sectoral income index anatysis.
(t)  At factor cost in real terms adjusted on the basis of the GDP indicator.(2 )  Annua l  labour  un i ts .
(3) Except Portugal.
(o)  Average 1979-81 .
Figure 4
B e l g i q u e /  B e l g i ö B R Deutsch land
I t a l i a
Luxembou rg
U n i t e d  K i n g d o m
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122. The Community result shows stability over the period with a maximum deviation
of eight percentage points, 1980 level. However this apparent stability masks great
differences in absolute income levels (see Table 2) and movement in Member States.
There have been sharp movements downwards (in Ireland) and upwards (in Belgium,
Denmark and Luxembourg). Several countries experienced a steady or sharp rise at the
beginning of the 1980s, and in Belgium and Denmark this was followed by a rapid fall
in net value-added. Performance in the Federal Republic of Germany has oscillated
with regularity from year to year, whereas France and the UK (together accounting for
one third of the Comrnunity's agricultural output) have shown considerable stability.
123. Income trends in Member States, relative to each other and to the Community
average, can be seen in Table F.
TABLE F
Net value-added per person (in annual work units)
in the agricultural sector
EUR 11 (1980)( t )  :  100
Source.' Eurostat; Sectoral income index and employment statistics.
(1) Average of years 1979-81.
(2) Eurostat estimate.
(3) For 1977 and 1978 : EUR 10.
124. Medium-term trends in the components of productivity in agriculture are shown
in Table G. These show a steady increase in production, in terms of volume, and at the
same time a declining labour force and falling (albeit slowly) net value-added per
person, in real terms. Input prices have increased relative to output prices (column 3) so-
that value-added in agriculture has been bolstered by increasing productivity of
intermediate consumption inputs (column 2), this having risen by almost 67o between
1977 and 1987.
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TABLE G
Factors in agricultural production and productivity
100 : average t979-gt



































































































Source.' Eurostat - Sectoral income index.
Output, costs and incomes on commercial farms
125. A sample survey of farm accounts (the farm accountancy data network -
FADN) provides available detailed information on the economics of farm businesses.
The diagram in Figure 5 gives an overview of the different criteria of output, costs and
returns in the results.
The economics of production on farms depends on the resources available, (land,
labour, capital), the type of production (including the prices of inputs and outputs),
location (see the section below dealing with the less-favoured areas) and manage-
ment.
Costs and incomes according to type of production
126. In Figure 6, aggregate results for the Community (excepting Spain) are shown for
10 different production types or'types of farming'. These include all farms in the
Community covered by the FADN. The bars represent the absolute values of costs,
output and income for the average of each type of farming. In order to try and remove
the effect of different sizes of farms, all criteria are shown per unit of labour input.
127. Regarding farm output, pigs and poultry farms stand out immediately, with over
twice the output of the next nearest type of farming, i.e. dairy farms. Pigs and poultry
farms are an extraordinary group of specialist farms with large business size, very high
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(As a percentage of all units)
Source: FADN, 1985/86 results.(a) Net value-added.
(b)Labour input.
(1) For brief descriptions of the terms used in the Farm Accountancy Data Network results, see Table
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output and very high costs, and resemble industrial undertakings more than most
agricultural holdings. However, they account for relatively little (less than 4o/o) of the
total net value-added of commercial farms.
Dairy farms have well above average output per labour unit, whilst permanent crops'
farms (including vineyards) and general cropping farms have well below average output.
Some care with interpretation is needed : farms within 'type of farming' groups are very
heterogeneous, being from many different regions in the Community with different
structural conditions. For instance, the average mixed farm in the Federal Republic of
Germany is 2.5 times larger (in terms of economic size (t)) than the average of that type
in Italy.
128. Specific costs, (2) which are directly related to crop or livestock production, are
equivalent to a very low proportion of the value of output on permanent crop farms
(including vineyards), at between 14 and 16%. At the other extreme are the pig and
poultry farms with a very high 63%.
Other costs (3) (overhead costs) amount to a high 24oÄ of output on horticultural farms,
due to the high energy and packaging costs on these farms.
With the exception of pig and poultry farms (at 5%), depreciation forms a stable
proportion of output, between llYo and l4Yo.
Farm net value-added as a share of total output ranges ftom 23To on pig and poultry
farms to 57Yo for vineyards and60Yo for'other permanent crops'. For the remaining
types it lies in the range 30 to 40oÄ.
Distribution of incomes in agriculture
129. Incomes are frequently quoted as averages for countries, regions or different farm
production types. This hides wide variations in the incomes of individual farmers. In
Figure 7, the distribution of incomes in each Member State and the Community are
represented, using the indicator 'family farm income' per labour unit. The labour force
to which income accrues is self-employed labour in agricultural activity, essentially
farmers and their working families.
(t) Size of farm business, or economic size of farm, is expressed in European size units (ESLD. I.ESU : 
.FCp'- 
I 100 of 1982 standard gross margin. This is the sum of the imputed standard gross margins for all the
enterprises on a farm ( jthe total fann gross margin or value-added). Thc gross mar4ns are estimated for
regions of the Community using standarä values öf output less certain direct costs. The advantage of this
imputed measure is to be able to directly compare farms with different types of production and intensity,
whereas using agricultural area may not allow this.
See note 3, p. 55.
See note 2, p. 55.
(')
(3)
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Dist r ibut ion of  farm incomes per person (1)
5 0 -  f
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This measure represents approximately the income for each full-time equivalent -in
agriculture. The main deviation from returns in practice would be the deduction of a
däpreciation charge (1) for machinery and buildings. on the other hand, the cost of
investment (i.e. new purchases) is not deducted.
130. In 1985/86 the average income per person on commercial farms (see above) for
the Communiiy (excluding Spain) *u. ECU 7 040, afall of 90Ä relative to 1984/85' This
compares wittr net dispoäble ,"n"r*" per head for EUR 10 of ECU 10 171 (mean of
1985^-86), which increased from the 19s4-85 mean (ECU 9 570) by 60Ä' The distribution
of uueräg" incomes of commercial farms (per person)g! C_olryl"ity level (see_Figure 7)
is very ,r-n"u"rr: 68% of labour units 
"utoed 
less than ECU 8 000, whilst only 50Ä earned
over ECU 24000. These 57o of labour units had an average income of five times the
Community average.
Extreme situations are evident in Greece, where 83o/o of labour units earned less than
ECU 4 000, and in Portugal.
Two types of distribution are evident.
l. An even spread of incomes, i.e. approximately the same number in each income class
(the Beneiux countries and Denmark). In the Netherlands there is also a large
proportion in the top income class: this is really due to the lack of higher income
classes in Figure 7.
2. A skew at the lower end of the distribution, i.e. a majority of labour with lower than
average income. This is the situation for the Community as a whole, and for all
countries outside case I above.
No case approximates to an even distribution of incomes, that is with the majority of
labour onit, hurring close to the average income for the country (which would give a
delta-shaped distribution)'
Not only are there large differences in incomes in agriculture between countries, but the
distribution is also uäy ,rn u"n within countries and for the Community taken as a
whole. This phenomenon is not unique to agriculture'
Cost structure and size of farm
131. There is a wide variety of size of farm, even within the'commercial'farms
covered by the FADN. Results are shown in Table H for six classes of economic or
business size (2) of farm.
Between the largest and the smallest groups there is a difference factor of 60 in
economic size. and a factor of 30 in agri-dtural area. A large proportion of the labour
(t) The depreciation charge is
buildings on the farm, based
(2) See note 1, p. 56.
the imputed amount required to replace fixed equipment, machinery and
on the current cost of these items as new'
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force in agriculture is concentrated in the smaller classes, and a large proportion of
gl9duclio1t in the larger classes. In the FADN survey, the two smallest sizä göups have
38oÄ of the farms and 32vo of the labour input, but account for only g% of theproduction. The two largest classes include oity t+"t" of the farms and 22yo of the
labour input, but nearly half @8%) of production. The more limited field of survev of
the FADN is indicated by the fact that, from FADN data,80Yo of productioo 
"Ä".from 40%o of the holdings surveyed, while in the agricultural sector aJ a whole, 80% ofproduction comes from around 20% of all the holdings.
132. Incomes are also seen to be related to size of farm. Understandably, income per
farm would be expected to be higher the larger the farm, but also income p., p"rroo
increases considerably with increasing business size of farm in the Community. notn
farm net value-added and family farm income are seven times as high in the largäst class
than in the smallest.
TABLE H
output, costs and income according to business size
of farm 1985/S6 - EUR tt (without Spain)



























































































2 .7  1 .6
19.2 20.8
1 .8  2 .0
39.r 36.4
16.5  15 .9
55.6 52.3




87.  I 7 5.6
Source: FADN results 1935/g6.
(') See note l, p. 56.(2) Agricultural-area-more precisely named .utilized











oÄ of farms in each class
Average economic size (ESU) (t)
'Ä total output in each class
% AWU in each class
verage agricultural area(r) ha
verage family farm income per
bour unit (ECU) 3
19 19  2 t  27
3.3 6.3 12.7 29.1
3  5  1 1  3 3
15 t7  19  27
5.1 7 .5 15.7 30.6






15 300 23 400 7 400
agricultural area' (UAA) means agricultural land that can be directly used in
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These differences can largely be explained by the dominance of certain countries in the
size classes. In the smallest tlass there is a large share of ltalian, Greek and Portuguese
farms (where typically the average size of farm is small and income low). In the largest,
the United Kingdom, the NeGrlands and Italy account for the majority of farms'
(Perhaps surprislngly here, there is a relatively large number of Italian farms with very
high incomes per person-see Chapter VII, Table 3.2.4.)'
133. As farm size increases, intermediate consumption (r) costs go up from 35Vo of the
value of output of the smallest group to 560Ä of the largest. Total costs go up ftom 49Yo
of the value of output for the smailest to 760Ä fot the largest size class' Family farm
income, being the difference of value of output less total costs, declines correspondingly
as a share of the value of outPut.
Depreciation as a share of farm output does not change very much over the sizes
(varrying from l0 to l3Yo), whilst both rent and interest payments creep up with
i*räutittg farm size. Rent faid rises from I to 30Ä of output, interest payments from
less than 1 to over SX. this is not at all surprising: larger farms use more external
resources, by either employing labour, renting land or borrowing capital.
One observation that could be drawn from the comparison of the size group is that
whilst the'very small'farms would be much more concerned with their total output
(because intermediate consumption costs (1) comprise only 35Yo of the value of output),
ihe largest farms would be coircerned much more with the cost and use of inputs (farm
cost eq:uival ent to 52o/o of output, rising to 69'Ä with the inclusion of depreciation and
*ug.r; as well as with output-in other words with margins over costs and the
efficiency of use of inPuts.
Capital and size offarm
134. Table I includes some details of capital availability across the different sizes of
farm. The two largest classes-maktng 14;/o of farms-include 40% of the total capital
on corlmelcial farms. The two smallest classes---comprising 38% of farms-include
only l3oÄ of the capital stock. This distribution of the capital could be expected from
the relative contributions of the different size classes to total output (see paragraph on
cost structure and size of farm) where the corresponding contributions to total output
were 48Yo (two largest classes) and 80Ä (two smallest classes). However, the differences
in the proportions suggest a lower than average capital to output ratio on the large
farms ind a higher than average on the small farms (see Table 3)'
Two observations can be made regarding farm capital and size of farm (other than, of
course, that total capital increases with increasing size of business).
(t) See footnote I, P. 47.
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TABLE I
Business size of farm and capital structure r9s5/s6












Yo of farms in each class
oÄ total capital in each class
Fixed (as oÄ of total)
Current (as oÄ of total)
Capital to output ratio
Liabilities
Own capital (as oÄ of total)









































The ratio ofcurrent to total assets increases with size offarm business, at least up to
the'upper-medium'and'large'sizes, then levels off at around zoy". rnir is
explained by the diminishing share of land in total assets. The value of land forms
an important share of total capital on , small , farms.
The extent of borrowing (as shown by the ratio of liabilities to assets) rises rapidly
with increasing farm size, up to a maximum average of 22oÄ on'large'farmi.
Farm incomes and resource use in the less-favoured areas
135- The less-favoured areas (LFAs) (1) of the Community are those designated under
the common agricultural policy as having particular disadvantages which, rähtive to the
'normal' agricultural areas, lead to poorer economic performance and in the longer
term, the risk of decline in the population (normally because the population in thise
areas is considered to be dependent on agricultural activity).
Such zones are typified by-and indeed must show, in order to be considered for
inclusion-problems of either climate, altitude, slope and poor land quality. Since 1986
they cover 52% (2) of the agricultural area of the Community. the areas are shown on a
map of the Community (Figure 8).
Farms in the LFAs are eligible for additional assistance. In brief, these are: higher rates
for investment aids; 'compensatory allowances' (headage payments) to supplement
(t) The less-favoured areas were rrritially defrned in Council Directive 75l26SlFj[,C of 28.4.1975.(2) The extent of the less-favoured areai mentiorcd, (52Yo of the agriculirirä-ireaj."fe.s to the situation afterthe-enlargement of the Comnunity t9 lUR tZ, it* the latesiextension of the areas (in particular in thiFedel4 Republic of Germaay), both in l986..However, all the other statistics in tie ti:xt tefo to ttr"pre-1986 position (i.e. EUR l0 and before extension of the German zone).
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income from livestock production and special measures for particular problem regions
within the less-favoured areas (including integrated development and MediterrJnean
programmes).
Comparison of farm structure
136. Observed statistics can give an idea of what is meant by the'less-favoured'and
'normal' agricultural zones. The latest EC structural survey (Table J) shows that in
1985 about 40Vo of the total farms, labour input (t) and agricultural area (2) fell into the
less-favoured areas (referred to from now on as LFAs). However, their share of
aericultural activity, measured as the total of farm gross margins, (3) is markedly lower
at 25oÄ. This is to be expected, as we know that the farms in these areas produce less on
the same area of land albeit with the same labour force as those in 'nörmal' areas.
TABLE J
Farm resources in the LFAs









Part-time farming is more common in the LFAs. Only 42Yo of farmers have farming as
their main activity,(a) compared to 48oÄ in'normal'zones. The labour rorce is
predominantly family labour (88% of the labour input) (see Table K), and less hired
labour is used than in 'normal' areas. The economii or business size'and agricultural
areas of farms are also much smaller, in fact about half that of farms in 'normal' areas(see Table L).
(r) Labour input refers to the amount_ of time 
.actually spent on agricultural work. It is normally measured inannual work units (AWLD, equivalent to the work oi one p"t-son full-time over one year.See note 2, p. 59.
See note 1, p. 56.
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TABLE K




The economic situation of farms in the LFAs
137. In order to make any appraisal of the profitability and resources of farms in the
different zones, we need to look at results from the Farm Accountancy Data Network
(FADN). Unfortunately the smallest farms---of which there are a high proportion in the
inAr 1+eX)-are exciuded, as the survey covers most full-time farms. However, a
co*puriron can still be made of farms inside and outside the LFAs.
A comparison of farm size in the different zones of the Community, for both
commercial farms and all farms, is given in Table L.
First, farms in the population covered by the FADN are larger than the average for the
total population. fne average size of business, probably the best indicator of size, is
almost double. The relation (factor of 1.8) is the same whether farms in the
less-favoured or 'normal' areas are taken. Farms in the LFAs have a greater share of
livestock and livestock products in output, 560Ä compared to 50% on 'normal'
farms.
TABLE L
Average size of farm in the LFAs: for all farms























3 1 . 1
24.9
t .73
Source: FADN results for 1985/86; Eurostat (Farm structure survey) 1985.
138. In terms of agricultural
smaller than 'normal' farms.
activity are much greater. The
area or labour input, LFA farms are not dramatically
However, their average business size and agricultural
comparison is made in Table M below.
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TABLE M
Comparison of average output and inputs per farm:
t normal t compared to LFA average
Total output
Intermediate consumption ( t)
Depreciation (2)
Business or economic size (3)
Agricultural area (ha) (o)
Labour input (AWU) (5)





L . l 4
1.04
Source: FADN results 1985/86.
(r) See note I , p. 47.(2) See note l, p. 58.
(3) See note l, p. 56.
(a) See note 2, p. 59.
(s) See note l, p. 63.
This leads us to look at the use of the different resources used in agricultural production
and their returns in the two groups. It is also important to look at the situation in the
different Member States of the Community, as the 'average' farm in one country may
be very different from that in another country.
Table N looks at farm resources and margins for the two zones. These are expressed per
unit of labour input (annual work unit), thus serving as a common denominator.
TABLE N
Output, Inputs and Income - LFA and 5normal' farms
(ail figures are '000 ECU per Annual Work Unit)









Labour/l0 000 ECU gross margin






























(t) See note 3, p. 55.
(2) See note l, p. 55.
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139. For the Community as a whole,'normal'farms have about twice the economic
activity per person working (in precise terms they have twice as many economic size
units per annual work unit: 18.0 as compared to 9.0). Correspondingly, they use about
twice the number of inputs (farm costs) and have almost double the depreciation
charge. The result is that value-added per person is almost double, with family farm
income per self-employed person (after deduction of cash rent and interest) being 1.7
times higher on average.
Looking at the relationship the other way round (last line of Table N), one sees that the
labour requirement per ECU l0 000 profit (gross margin) is about twice as much in
LFAs as in 'normal' agricultural areas.
140. This ties in with the average capital input of farms;normally during development
of the farm business, capital is increasingly substituted for labour. We see that on
'normal' farms the capital available (measured as total assets per hectare to eliminate
the effect of reduced labour) is 50% higher than on LFA farms. This may be explained
by the higher land values in the 'normal' areas, but looking at assets per unit labour
input (see Table N above) also reveals capital per unit labour as being 620Ä higher. The
'normal' farms have a higher availability of both fixed and current capital, and also
borrow much more actively-l8oÄ of their assets are borrowed compared to only llYo
in the less-favoured areas.
Less-favoured areas: farm size and incomes in Member States
Table O reveals wide variation between countries, for both (on average) farms inside
and outside the LFAs.
141. There is a vast variation in economic or business size of farm within the LFAs: a
factor of 6 between the largest (UK) and smallest (Greece). Even the average size in
Greece in the 'normal' area (9.9 ESU) is well below the EUR 10 average for the LFAs
(14.9 ESU). This suggests that the situation of farms in the LFAs in, for example, the
UK and Greece, is very different.
For income, using the indicator family farm income per person, there is a factor of 3.4
between the highest (Belgium) and lowest (Greece) over the three-year period 1983184-
1985/86 (see Table P below). Income per person in Belgian LFAs, using this indicator, is
still 50% above the average for the Community of Ten for the 'normal' zones; the
result for Luxembourg is almost as high.
In four countries, Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece and Italy, the
average family farm income in LFAs is equal to almost 80% of the average for the
'normal' zones (see Table P).
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Average size of farm business
(ESUX') (FADN le85/86) Proportion of agricultural activity















































Business size of farm inside and outside the LFAs
Sorce.' FADN 1985/86 resülts.
(t) Se note l, p. 56.(2) There are no LFA's in Demark or tüe Netberlands.
(s) All fams in Luemboug fall geographically into the LFA's. Howewr, vineyuds re excluded fron my speial meslm detined for
the LFA's md are too few to used in the statistie.
TABLV P
Average income (FFI per person(l))
inside and outside the LFAs, 19M185
Source: FADN results, averages of 1983/84, 1984185, 1985/86 accounting years.
I( t )  See note l ,  p.  55.
(2) See Table O, note 2 above.
(3) See Table O, note 3 above. i
Ecu per person
(annual wor( unit of family labour)
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Productivity
142. The different agricultural zones show very similar results when it comes to certain
productivity measures.
Table Q shows the ratios of, respectively, intermediate consumption inputs, (1) the
depreciation charge (representing use of capital in machinery, equipment and buildings)
and labour input, to output.
For the Community (EUR 10), farms in the LFAs use on average less intermediate
consumption inputs (t) than farms in 'normal' zones @CU 47 compared to ECU 53).
Machinery use, in terms of depreciation charge, is the same in both zones. However,
labour input in farms in LFAs per ECU 100 farm output is on average more than
double that on farms in 'normal' zones.
Averages for Member States follow these trends, with certain exceptions. Productivity
of intermediate consumption inputs is the surme across both zones in the Federal
Republic of Germany; the depreciation charge is significantly lower in 'normal' zones
in Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, France and the United Kingdom but
higher in Italy.
An important observation is the relative difference between Mernber States. For
instance, Greek farms use ECU 31-34 intermediate consumption inputs per ECU 100
output, whereas German farms use ECU 60. However, in the same comparison, labour
input per ECU 100 output is four to five times greater in Greece. In simple terms, not
only is there a substitution between labour and machinery but also between labour and
TABLE Q
Productivity of different inputs inside and outside the LFAs













































































Source: FADN results 1985/35.
(*) On the basis one annual work unit : 220 days.
(t) See note l,  p. 47.
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interpediate consumption inputs. (In practice, for instance, crop yields may be geatly
inc6ased through labour intensive husbandry andf or irrigation.) This substitut'ion is a
general observation applying to both less-favoured and 'normal' zones. However, there
{s still a wide gap between labour input (per fixed volume of farm output) in
less-favoured compared to'normal'zones. This is true for all Member States (which
have LFAs), excepting Italy, where the gap is very small (although in Italy machinery
use is significantly less in the LFAs).
Low income problem
143. When the different agricultural regions are seen from the point of view of low
incomes, the worst affected areas, irrespective of LFA designations, seem to be the
LFAs in Italy and lreland, and both LFA and 'normal' zones in Greece. These are
areas typified by small economic or business size of farm (see Table R) and low
capital/labour ratios (see Table O below).
Summary
144. The main features of the LFAs that stand out in results taken from farm accounts
are the small average size of farm, high labour intensity and relatively low output per
person. The designation 'less-favoured area' is more pronounced in some Membgr
States than in others, but more significantly, differences in farm incomes and struct/re
are much more marked between than within Member States, whether a comparisoh is
made between less-favoured or 'normal' areas.
TABLE R
Output and use of capital per person
Source.' FADN 1985/86 results.
(t) See Table O, note 2, p. 67.
(2) See Table O, note 3, p. 67.
Output per labour unit
ECU I OOO
Depreciation charge per labour unit
ECU

























































lV The common agricultural pol icy rn 1988
Measures relating to products
145. The European Summit which gathered the Community's Heads of Government
in Brussels in early 1988 confirmed, once again, the course of reform for the common
agricultural policy. Paving the way for agreements on the financial resources and the
budgetary discipline for their use, the pursuit of a more market-orientated policy in
agriiulture stood out as vital for the Community's future prospects. Since 1985 and for
tlie foreseeable future, farmers must plan accordingly. This is particularly so in as much
as their expectations are affected by perseverance with the price policy recalled
below.
The Brussels Summit also decided on a doubling of the structural Funds between 1987
and 1992. This will enable, inter alia, a reinforcement of the structural instruments for
rural areas just as significant as the reinforcement, or tightening, of policy on prices and
intervention mechanisms. Not only by increasing the funds available, but also by
achieving greater effectiveness with them, the Community will help to establish a
healthier economic climate for its agriculture. Potcy documents were also published in
1988 on rural development in general, on the forestry sector, and on agriculture and the
environment. Further information on these will be found elsewhere in this report.
Price Policy
146. As in 1986 and 1987, support prices for most agricultural products were frozen in
1988 in nominal terms, which, with inflation, means a reduction in real terms. The only
exceptions this year, apart from products still governed by the Spanish and Portuguese
acceision treaties, were some nominal price reductions intended to emphasize the
importance of quality. The new common prices in ecu are shown in Table A.
This persistent freeze is an inescapable necessity in view of the continuing imbalance on
the agricultural markets. Given the scale of the problem when the Community's
long-term restrictive price policy was embarked upon, it could not have been expected
to be otherwise. Not even the important recent reductions in the levels of the
Community's surplus stocks allow room for relaxation of this price policy. To
appreciate the necessity for proper use of the price mechanism, one need only refer to
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Table A. The budgetary cost of providing unlimited price guarantees far outpaces
agricultural productivity, which, in turn, is then barely able to maintain the remunera-
tion of agricultural work even with input costs falling in real terms.
147. The price policy was reinforced in 1988 by agreement on detailed mechanisms
intended to stabilize production and agricultural expenditure. These 'stabilizers' are
now in place for all but a few of the products subject to a common market organization.
They impose corresponding and automatic reductions in the level of support if at any
time the volume of production exceeds limits which correspond to our markets. These
stabilizers are of course essential if the Commuqity is to respect the budgetary discipline
which goes with the agreement o-n total resourfes also decided at the Brussels Summit.
This states that the annual rate/f increase in EAGGF 'guarantee' expenditure may not
be greater than 74oÄ of the arlrual rate of increase of the gross national product of the
Community.
The 1988/89 price decision. *.r. accompanied by a number of agri-monetary measures
(see below) giving the results shown in Table C when expressed in national currencies. It
stands out clearly from this table that, regardless of the effects of devaluations of green
currencies, the price policy maintains its properly restrictive character across the whole
range of inflation rates,äpparent in the Community.
Related measures
148. The stabilization mechanisms described in Chapter II are the most significant
adjuncts to the price policy. But other related measures were also decided upon at the
same time as the common prices for 1988/39.
The monthly increments on intervention prices for cereals and rice were reduced by a
quarter, and foq oilseeds by a fifth. This reduces the incentive to hold back sales in the
expectation of a higher price from intervention. All the basic co-responsibility levies, as
distinct from the levies imposed by application of the stabilizers, were however left
unchanged.
As with previous years, there was a link between the price decisions, with all their
consequences for small farmers, and the need to help these latter. The aid for durum
wheat producers was increased, by 12.52oÄ, and ECU 220 million was set as the new
limit for direct aid to small cereal producers in general. For small olive oil producers,
the production aid was increased by l% as shown in Table A.
In the case of wine production, important changes were introduced along the lines of
the stabilization mechanisms in other sectors. But at the time of the price decisions,
changes were also made which make the distillation of some products of the vine much
more unattractive. The products concerned are the by-products of winemaking, some
enriched,wines, and those made from table or dried grapes or meant for making
cognac.
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Production aid for small producers
Rape
Sunflower
Flax and hemp (target prices)
Cotton
Silkworms; aid per box
Peas
Beans and field beans
Sweet lupins
Soya (minimum prices)
Dried fodder (target price)
Guide price
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Price decisions in ecu for 1988/89
iV8.' The figurcs do not include the effffts of @-reponsibility lwic. For ercals, rie, and oilseds, the buying in pries ue also lss tlan
the above iDteryention pri6.
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Agri-monetary measures
149. In 1988, those currencies offrcially maintained within an exchange-rate differen-
tial of 2.25% either way enjoyed relative stability. As a result, there was no need to
activate the arrangements for automatic dismantlement made in July 1987.
This means that, apart from residues of MCAs for these currencies now being
dismantled, MCAs paid or charged are either derived from 'stocks' of monetary gaps
constituted in the past or due to changes in exchange rates for the currencies not
complying with all the EMS rules.
In connection with the 1988/89 farm price decisions, the Council and the Commission
agreed on the need to provide for appropriate action as regards dismantlement of the
'stocks' of MCAs. For the currencies complying with the 2.25% differential, the
intention was stated that these MCAs would be phased out over four stages of
adaptation of the agricultural conversion rates by 1992. For the other currencies, the
Commission is studying what action would be appropriate, having due regard, in
particular, to the fact that new MCAs can be created at any time through changes in
exchange rates.
TABLE B
EAGGF expenditure, agricultural production and income
(1e7s-87)



























































































Source.' EAGGF - Eurostat - DG VI.
GDP: Gross domestic product at market prices.
NVA: Net value-added at factor cost.
AWU : Annual work unit.
(l) In real terms (GDP deflator).
(2) At constant price.
O EUR 12 (1987: l0 months).
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The decision was taken to start dismantling the negative MCAs from the beginning of
the marketing year for the drachma and the escudo, and for the other currencies
concerned from I January 1989 onwards.
These decisions are shown in Table D, which gives the number of monetary gap
percentage points eliminated by devaluation of the agricultural conversion rates.
Harmonization of national laws
Veterinary and animal husbandry legislation
150. The Council adopted a large number of measures on a wide variety of veterinary
matters and thus accomplished further progress towards the completion of the single
market for livestock and livestock products.
Under the heading of animal health, it laid down the guarantees required in respect of
enzootic bovine leucosis in intra-Community trade (1) and the rules for intra-Commun-
ity trade and imports from non-member countries of frozen spenn of bovine animals. (2)
For trade purposes several more regions of the Federal Republic of Germany, France,
Greece and the Netherlands were recognized as free or officially free from classical
swine fever. (3)
151. Under the heading of public health, the Council adopted the health inspection
rules for red meat intended for sale on Member States' domestic markets and fixed the
TABLE D




























(t)  OJ L 194,22.7.1988, p. 1.
(') OJ L 194, 22.7.1988, p. 10.
(3) OJ L 353, 16.12.1987, p. 34; OJ L 132,28.5.1988, p.76.
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fee to be charged by Member States for health inspections and checks on fresh meat. (t)
Trading conditions for frozen meat and sliced bovine livers were also harmonized. (2)
The Council laid down in detail the conditions for trade in breeding livestock, spent
breeding stock and meat thereof, where in the course of its ab-tiyg breeding life such
livestock has received hormonal substances for the purposes of treatment or perfor-
mance enhancement. (3)
152. The Council also approved, on behalf of the European Econogric Community,
the European Convention for the Protection of Animals for Slaughter. (a) Finally, the
Commission was instructed to draw up a programme for the computerization of
veterinary procedures applicable to imports (Shift project). (5)
The Commission has submitted proposals to the Council for the harmonization of rules
on minced meat and meat in pieces of less than 100 g, (6) for health guarantees
regarding nematodes in fish and fishery products, (7) and for rules governing pure-bred
sheep and goats to be used for breeding. (8)
153. In the Commission's opinion a major effort is needed in the veterinary sector in
order to establish the single market. It has submitted three basic proposals to the
Council. (e) The first provides for the discontinuation of veterinary checks at the
Community's internal frontiers; parallel to this, the protective arrangements would be
extended and amended to cover all products subject to veterinary control. The second
proposal concerns a measure to reinforce controls at the production and marketing
stages. The third clarifies the scope of the rules on mutual cooperation between Member
States' inspection services.
Whereas the Council lays down general rules, it falls to the Commission to attend to
their management and to adopt detailed rules for their application. In thisconnection, it
adopted alarge number of decisions on classical swine fever (t0) and plans for hormone
residue testing. (tt) The animal health situation in the Community has improved consid-
erably, so the Commission was not obliged to take any protective measures.
OJ L 194, 22.7.1988, p. 24; OI L r94, 22.7 .1988, p. 26.
OJ L 124,18.5.1988, p. 28; OJ L 124, 18.5.1988, p. 31.
OJ L 128, 21.5.1988, p. 36.
OJ L 137,2.6.1988, p. 25.
OJ L 89, 6.4.1988, p. 32.
OJ C 18, 23.1.1988, p. 8.
OJ C 66, 11.3.1988, p. 2.
OJ C 348, 23.12.1987, p. 6.
OJ C 225,31.9.1988, p. 4 et seq.
OJ L 9, 12.1.1988, p. 13; OJ L 60, 5.3.1988, p.45; OJ L 71, 17.3.1988, p. 50; OJ L 71, 17.3.1988, p. 55; OJ
L 83, 29.3.1988, p. 42; OJ L 83, 29.3.1988, p. 44; OJ L 106, 27.4.1988, p. 42; OJ L 156,23.6.1988, p. 68;
OJ L 221, 12.8.1988, p. 53.
(tt) OJ L 94, 12.4.1988, pp. 22 to 32; OJ L 105, 26.4.1988, p. 28.
e)
to)
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Veterinary inspection
154. Veterinary inspection work has progressed at a regular and sustained pace.
Animal health inspections were carried out in non-mernber countries where the health
situation required them, especially Brazil and Canada, and appropriate decisions were
adopted. The Commission agreed to take decisions concerning animal health conditions
and veterinary inspection certificates for imports of live animals from certain non-
member countries.
Public health inspections concerning fresh meat were pursued in all the approved
establishments in non-member countries. Discussions with the US authorities were
wound up this year and the temporary arrangements allowing the coexistence of a
Community list of establishments and a national list came to an end on 31 March 1988.
The sole remaining arrangements are therefore those provided for in the Comrnission
Decision of 25 April 1988. (1) To optimize the system a Community inspector
permanently resident in the United States has been responsible for inspections there
since August 1988.
155. With a view to 1992, emphasis has been placed on inspections in those
establishments in the Member States which produce meat for intra-Community trade.
These inspections are beginning to bear fruit and, in addition to their significant
practical impact, are improving the general level of awareness of Community rules in
the trade and a good spirit of cooperation between the Commission and the veterinary
authorities in the Member States.
The code of rules for Community inspections is technically complete and will be
adopted shortly.
Most of the non-member countries have sent in plans or guarantees as required by
Council Directive 86l469lEEC (2) for residue testing in animals and fresh meat. The
appropriate decisions will be adopted shortly. Application of the legislation prohibiting
the use of certain substances with a hormonal effect is making good progress.
Plant-health legislation
156. In March 1988 the Commission sent a proposal (3) to the Council for a directive
embodying some of the measures outlined in the White Paper and detailed in a
communication setting out the new plant-health strategy for the single market. (a)
( t )  OJ C 116,3.5.1988,  p.  9.
(') OJ L 275, 26.9.1986, p. 36.
(3) CoM(88) 170 final.
(') CoM(87) 97 final.
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The proposed directive would modify some of the plant-health arrangements laid down
in Directive 77l93lEEC, mainly by setting up a Community plant-health inspectorate,
phasing out plant-health inspections on imports from one Community country to
another and improving the protective arrangements.
In November 1988 the Council adopted the last remaining points in a Commission
proposal dating back to 1984, also for the amendment of Directive 77l93lEEC, mainly
to improve plant-health inspection procedures in respect of imports from one Commun-
ity country to another and to specify precisely the various wood products which are
subject to the plant-health regime. (1) Agreement on these points had been held up until
the question of the legal basis had been settled, as mentioned in the 1987 Report. (2)
157. On 16 May 1988, the Council adopted a Directive(3) amending, in the light of
scientific and technical developments, the annexes to Directives 76l895lEEC (a) and
S6l362lEEC(5) fixing maximum levels for pesticide residues in fruit, vegetables and
cereals. This introduces stricter limits for the phthalimide group of fungicides following
a re-evaluation of the safety of these substances by the Scientific Comnittee for
Pesticides.
Seeds and other plant-propagating material
158. In June 1988 the Council adopted two Directives amending the basic rules on the
marketing of seeds and seedlings of agricultural plant species and vegetables. The first
Directive extends the present rules to several other species, in particular new types of
hybrid, provides a framework for the organization of experiments to simplify seed
certification systems, introduces more precise labelling requirements and a system for
adapting traditional 'umbrella' varieties of vegetables to modern requirements. (6)
The second Directive provides a framework for the practical procedures for authorizing
seed, which is subject to less stringent requirements when in short supply. (7)
The adoption of both these Directives had been delayed by at least l8 months because
of the problem of the legal basis, now settled by Court of Justice decision 68/86 which
decided that Article 43 of the Treaty was the only legal basis required (and not both
Article 43 and Article 100). o
( t )  OJ L 313,  19.11.1988,  p.  39.
(') See point 102 of the 1987 Report.
(3) OJ L 126, 20.5.1988, p. 53.
(o) OJ L 340,9.12.1976, p. 26.
( t )  OJ L 221,  7.8.1986,  p.  37.
(6) OJ L 187, 16.7.1988, p. 31.
(t) OJ L 151, 17.6.1988, p. 82.
(8) See point t02 of the t987 Report.
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On 14 November 1988, after certain problems had been resolved in the Community's
favout, the Council decided that, for five non-member countries, the duration of
validity of the seed equivalence system allowing them to export seed to the Community
should be aligned on the duration of validity fixed for most other non-member
countries. (1) However, for two non-member countries, (2) equivalence was extended for
a limited period only.
Feedingstuffs
159. On I June 1988 the Commission sent a proposal to the Council for a.directive
amending Directive 79l373lEEC on the marketing of compound feedingstuffs. (r) The
proposed changes take account of technical progress and should eliminate, with a view
to the single market, all disparities resulting from the derogations currently allowed
under Directive 7 9 I 37 3 IEEC.
During the year, in the light of the latest scientific and technical developments, the
Commission also adopted several dirpctives adapting the annexes of Directives
70l524lEEC(a) and 82l47IlEEC(5) concerning additives and certain products used in
feedingstufß.
Agricultural policy and consumer interests
Introduction
160. For some years the emphasis in agricultural policy has been shifting from
production and price support towards more demand-orientated policies. Moreover the
Commission this summer presented a new policy orientation placing the CAP in a wider
framework of major interest from the consumers' point of view. Much in the
Commission's communication on'The future of rural society'(6) is along the lines
European consumer organizations have been pressing for. They have long argued that
agricultural policy should be part of an overall rural policy including such elements as
protection of the environment and natural habitats, forestry, recreation and tourism. In
their view, bringing agriculture more in line with environmental constraints (limiting
the
( ' )  oJ  L  313,  19 .11 .1988.
(2) Australia, Norway.
e) OJ C r78,7.7.1988, p. 4.
C) OJ L l0l,  20.4.1988, p. 30; OJ L 237,27.8.1988, p. 39; OJ L 343,13.12.1988, p.25; QJ L l l ,  14.1.1989,
p . 3 4 .
C) OJ L 239, 30.8.1988, p. 36.(6) COM(88) 501 final, 28.7.1988.
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use of fertilizers and pesticides) and gearing it more towards quality and safety of
foodstuffs (banning the use of antibiotics, hormones and other chemicals) would in the
longer run render unnecessary measures such as quotas and stabilizers to bring
over-production under control.
Policy framework
161. 'The future of rural society'provides the framework to face the diverse problems
confronting rural areas. With the ongoing adaptation of agriculture to market demands
(to bring over-production under control) less people and land will be needed for
farming, aggravating the problems of rural areas already in decline. In other areas,
suffering from the pressures of intensive farming and over-development of the country-
side, further steps are needed to restore ecological equilibrium. The Commission has set
out the major fields of action on a Community level to cope with environmental
pressures and to reactivate rural areas in decline. (t) Two policy areas, environment and
forestry, have been worked out in separate communications.
Environment
162. In its communication on 'Environment and agriculture'12; the Commission
further details its views on the role of agriculture in protecting the rural environment. A
combination of regulatory and incentive measures is envisaged to curb certain poten-
tially damaging practices (intensive livestock rearing, excessive use of fertilizers and
pesticides) on the one hand and to encourage farming practices compatible with or
beneficial to the environment (organic farming, extensification, set-aside, fallowing, etc.)
on the other hand.
Forestry
163. In its communication on'Community strategy and action in the forestry
sector'(3) the Commission sets out a policy aimed at conservation of the environment
(protection against soil erosion), of waterways and natural habitats, promoting wood
production (diversifying rural economies and creating new employment opportunities)
and enhancing the recreational function.
(t) COM(88) 501 pp. 39 to 69.
(2) COM(88) 33S final, 8.6.1988.
(3) COM(88) 255 final, 26.7.1988.
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Reform of the CAP
164. Apart from the wider orientation the Commission is taking in setting farm
policies, the European consumer otganizations generally concur with the ongoing
reform of the CAP. A restrictive price policy and other market management instruments
such as the introduction of a wide range of stabilizers contribute to bringing
over-production and soaring budget costs under control. Production quotas as used in
the sugar and milk regimes artificially raise consumer prices. The socio-structural
measures such as set-aside, eady retirement and direct income aids are also seen to have
a positive influence on balancing supply and demand.
Meanwhile, the Commission expressed in its document 'The future of rural society' the
intention of bringing in proposals setting out a coherent policy in favour of up-market
quality foodstufß. This policy would be composed of a legal framework concerning
quality labels and designations of origin, as well as appropriate stimulatory meas-
ures.
Special measures benefiting consumers
165. Since the 1960s the Community has had schemes to distribute certain agricultural
products in surplus for welfare purposes. In 1988 the existing schemes for reduced-price
sales of beef and butter from intervention store to charitable orgarizations, the school
milk and cooking butter schemes, and the regulations authorizing the free distribution
of fruit and vegetables withdrawn from the market to certain specified groups were
continued.
Free food for the least well-off people in the Community
Final resource allocation for the 1988 action
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In addition the Council adopted (1) a Commission proposal to give the emergency
action which was undertaken after the cold spell in the winter of 1986/87 an annual
character and make food from intervention stocks available to the most deprived
persons in the Community using as intermediaries organizations designated by the
Member States. In contrast to 1987, when allocations were limited to the first few
months of the year, in 1988 they have taken place throughout the year. A comparison of
the amounts distributed in both years is to be found in the table on the preceding
page.
Agricultural structures
166. In implementation of the Single European Act the Commission has continued to
encourage and direct the reform of the agricultural sector, whilst gtving special
consideration to the situation in the most sensitive regions.
Reform of the structural Funds - EAGGF Guidance Section
167. On24 June 1988 the Council, acting on the proposal which the Commission had
put forward in 1987 for the overall reform of the structure and operation of the
structural Funds under Article 130d of the Treaty, adopted a comprehensive Regulation
on the tasks of the said Funds, their effectiveness and the coordination of their
activities, both between themselves and with the operations of the European Investment
Bank and the other existing f,rnancial instruments. (2)
The Regulation provides that, within the framework of multiannual programmes, the
action taken through the structural Funds should aim to achieve the following five
priority objectives:
promoting the development and structural adjustment of the regions whose
development is lagging behind (objective l);
converting the regions seriously affected by industrial decline (objective 2);
combating long-term unemployment (objective 3);
facilitating the occupational integration of young people (objective 4);
with a view to the reform of the CAP, adjusting agricultural structures (objec-
tive 5a) and promoting the development of rural areas (objective 5b).
168. Regulation (EEC) No 2052/88 thus assigns three main tasks to the EAGGF
Guidance Section, namely contributing towards the achievement of objectives 1, 5a
(t) Regulation (EEC) No 3730187; OJ L 352, 15.12.1987.
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and 5b. Of these tasks,'speeding up the adjustment of agricultural structures'is
horizontal in nature and applies theoretically to all parts of the Community.
The contribution towards the achievement of objective l, on the other hand, will be
made in certain well-defined regions of Spain, Greec,e, France, Italy, Ireland, Northern
Ireland and Portugbl.whilst the rural areas to which objective 5b relates are, as a rule,
located in those parts'of the Community not covered by objective 1.
Priority criteria will have to be developed, however, to take account of such factors as
the dependence on agriculture and the level of economic and agricultural development
in the areas concerned.
The EAGGF Guidance Section will make its contribution towards the achievement of
objective I through multiannual regional development plans which will provide the
framework for all the measures contemplated.
In the case of objective 5b a similar procedure will apply, involving the submission of
rural development plans.
169. The Regulation also defines the tasks of the EAGGF Guidance Section; apart
from the customary range of structural measures, provision is made for the promotion
of supplementary activities for farmers, forestry improvements, the safeguarding of the
environment and the preservation of the countryside. The Regulation also re-
emphasizes the special position of areas suffering from natural handicaps (upland and
less-favoured areas).
Assistance from the Guidance Section will mainly take the form of contributions
towards operational programmes designed to achieve objectives I and 5b and the
co-financing (reimbursement) of national aids for the achievement of objective 5a. The
financing arrangements for individual projects, which are currently applied in the
context of direct measures, will have to be changed. It is felt to be particularly
important that the Funds should make a simultaneous contribution towards the
implementation of integrated operational programmes.
170. On 29 August 1988 the Commission sent to the Council four proposals (t) for
implementing regulations which were adopted at the end of December. (2) The first
concerns cornmon operating rules for the three structural Funds (ERDF, EAGGF,
ESF) and the other three relate to how each of the three Funds should operate.
In the case of the EAGGF, the implementing Regulation specifies the various measures
to be financed with a view to achieving the three objectives mentioned above. It thus
creates the institutional basis for EAGGF assistance to the areas covered by objectives I
and 5b. Any measures currently in force will have to be gradually adjusted in line with
the reform of the structural Funds.
(1) COM(88) 500 frnal, 29.8.1988.
o oJ L 374, 3r.12.1988.
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Horizontal measures
Application of existing measures
Fann investments, early retirement and occupadonal trrining.
171. The three socio-structural Directive" o{SlZ ceased to be applicable to aid
applications as from 30 September 1985, but some applications submitted shortly after
that date were not approved until 1986. Such applications were few in number, however,
and they do not significantly alter the overall results achieved by the said Direc-
tives. (t)
Investment aids and other measures to assist agricultural holdings now come under
Titles I, II and VII of Regulation (EEC) No 797/85 on improving the efficiency of
agricultural structures. (2) A start on implementing the new arrangements was not made
in the Member States until 1986 and in some Member States the new rules have still to




172. The new Community scheme to encourage early retirement is the result of two
years of discussions. The European Council of February 1988 decided that the early
retirement scheme should be introduced at the same time as those relating to the
stabilization of agricultural expenditure and the set-aside of farmland; the Regulation
was adopted by the Council on 25 April 1988. (3)
Farmers are eligible for the scheme if they practise farming as their main occupation,
are over the age of 55 and permanently cease all farming activities.
The new scheme has primarily a social purpose: to provide an adequate income for
elderly farmers who will be unable to adjust to the new situation on the market. The
land released by farmers taking early retirement may be used to help achieve two other
objectives:
(a) either a reduction in agricultural surpluses, in the event of the land being
withdrawn from production; or
(b) an improvement in agricultural structures, if the land is used to enlarge neighbour-
ing farms.
(t) 1987 Report on the Agricultural Situation in the Community, points 124 to 127.(t) oJ L 93, 30.3.1985.
(') Regulation (EEC) No 1096/88; OJ L 110, 29.4.1988.
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173. In either case (cessation of production or restructuring), the original farm no
longer exists as an independent production unit; the early retirement scheme will
probably appeal most to farmers on relatively unprofitable holdings, the absorption of
which will have an effect on the socio-structural situation.
The early retirement scheme is voluntary and highly flexible. Member States may apply
all or some of the scheme to all or part of their territory, or may make no use whatever
of the scheme.
The financial contribution from the Community depends on the option selected. In the
case of restructuring, the financial contribution towards eligible expenditure by the
Member States varies from one region to another on the basis of a composite indicator
which gives a 75Yo weighttng to the gross domestic product per inhabitant and a 25oÄ
weighting to the percentage of total employment represented by non-agricultural
employment. (t)
Where production is discontinued, the reimbursement from the Community does not
depend on the level of regional prosperity and is at a higher rate than that generally
applied to structural measures.
Sct-aside of arable land, extensilication and conversion of production
174. In April 1988 the Council introduced modified schemes relating to the set-aside of
arable land, extensification and conversion of production. (2)
These three schemes reflect the new policy on agricultural structures whereby the
modernization of farms and the improvement of farmers' incomes is to be achieved not
by any increase in production but rather by rationaliza.tion measures which entail no
such increase. The three schemes will also help to restore balance to the markets and to
achieve greater control over production by introducing disincentives to the latter.
Although the schemes must be introduced by the Member States, individual farmers are
not obliged to participate. Exemptions from compulsory implementation may be
granted in the case of certain areas where natural conditions and the threat of
depopulation make production cutbacks inadvisable. Portugal has been authorized not
to apply the schemes concerned immediately.
(a) Set-aside
175. The purpose of this scheme, for which detailed rules were laid down in
April 1988, (:) is to contribute to the limiting of the supply of surplus agricultural
products by reducing the areas farmed. The link with the markets policy, and with
(t) Decision 88l470lEEC; OJ L 231,,20.8.88.
(2) OJ L 106, 27 .4.1988.
(3) Regulation (EEC) No 1272188; OJ L I2I, 11.5.1988.
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agricultural stabilizers in particular, is a fundamental aspect of the scheme and it is for
this reason that it has come into force at the same time as the stabilizers.
To qualify for the scheme, farmers must undertake to withdraw from production at
least 20%o of the arable land on their holding for at least five years, although the
contract may be terminated after three years. Where at least 30Yo of the arable land is
set aside, beneficiaries are exempted from the co-responsibility levies in respect of
20 tonnes of cereals.
The land thus withdrawn from production may be left fallow, wooded or used for non-
agricultural puq)oses, although the farmer is obliged to ensure that the land is properly
maintained with a view to protecting the environment.
The premiums are set by the Member States according to detailed Community rules of
application on the basis of the resulting loss of income and in a range from ECU 100 to
700 per hectare per annum.
The Community contribution is graduated in such a way that it is highest in those zones
where the premiums (corresponding to the loss of income) are relatively small and
lowest in the more productive areas where the premiums are relatively substantial.
(b) Extensification
176. The purpose of this scheme is to encourage farmers to adopt less intensive
farming methods, with a view to achieving a 20oÄ reduction in output on the farms
concerned. The scheme is to be brought into force by the Member States as from
I January 1989 in the beef/veal and wine sectors and as from 1 January 1990 in the
other surplus sectors.
The reduction in output may be achieved, in the case of beef and veal, by reducing the
number of livestock units by at least 20Yo and, in the case of wine, by reducing the yield
per hectare by atleast 20oÄ.
The premiums are set by the Member States according to Community rules of
application on the basis of the loss of income incurred.
(c) Conversion of production
177. The purpose of this scheme is to encourage farmers to convert towards
non-surplus products or to activities which are not strictly agricultural but are relevant
to rural society. The scheme is one of a number of Commission measures designed to
encourage fresh initiatives.
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Processing and marketing of agricultural products
178. In 1988 the Commission approved 34 programmes submitted by Member States
pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 on cornmon measures to improve the
conditions under which agricultural products :ue processed and marketed. (1)
Most of the programmes represent the continuation of earlier programmes. In some
cases, however, they reflect a new interest in the improvement of quality and the
manufacture or marketing of new products.
Producer groups
179. Following the extension of Regulation (EEC) No 1360/78 on producer groups
and associations thereof, (2) detailed rules have been adopted for applying the Regula-
tion in Spain (3) and Portugal. (4) A proposal for an amendment has also been drawn up
with a view to applying the Regulation in Ireland (5) in the beef/veal, sheepmeat, cereals
and potato sectors and bringing the descriptions and tariff codes appearing in
Regulation (EEC) No 1760/87 (0) into line with the new Combined Nomenclature based
on the Harmonized System now in force. On the basis of experience with the eronomic
activities of producer groups and associations thereof, certain limits relating to the
volume of production have been adjusted in the interests of greater effectiveness. (7)
In view of the particularly difficult production conditions and the inadequacy of
production structures on the Canary Islands, the Commission has proposed (8) that the
Council extend to these islands the aid scheme provided for in Regulation (EEC)
No 1035/72 (e) so as to encourage the establishment of producer organizations and to
facilitate their operation in the fruit and vegetables sector.
kss.favoured areas
180. In 1986 the number of holdings receiving the compensatory allowance in the
Community totalled 806 679, i.e. 3lYo of all holdings located in the less-favotred areas.
The average allowance per farm was ECU 938.
( t )  oJ L 51,23.3.1977.
(2) OJ L t66,23.6.1978.
(3) oJ L 54, 1.3.1988.
(o) oJ L 249,8.9.1988.
(t) COM(88) 467 final, 8.9.1988.
(6) OJ L t67, 26.6.1987.
(t) coM(88) 1747, 3.10.1988.
(t) COM(8$ 4e final, 7.9.1988.
(e) oJ L 118, 20.5.1972.
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For 1987 the Commission approved an extension of the less-favoured areas in France (l)
and the Netherlands. (2) Taking into account the statistical corrections arising from a
reassessment of the UAA, the less-favoured areas now represent 5l.9Yo of the UAA in
the Community.
Specific regional mea$ues
181. Since 1978 there has been provision under the agricultural structures policy for
specific schemes to assist rural regions facing difficulties. These schemes were added to
the general measures which had proved inadequate given the scale of the structural and
infrastructural handicaps in the regions concerned.
The main results of these measures so far are as follows:
Ireland
182. Application of the common measure for the stimulation of agricultural develop-
ment in the less-favoured areas of the west of Ireland has been satisfactory. (3) In 1987
trees were planted on a total of 5 361 hectares under this scheme, which the Council has
decided to extend to all the less-favoured areas in Ireland. (a)
By the end of 1987, field drainage work had been completed on I42 071 hectares(target: 150 000 hectares) under the programme for the acceleration of drainage in the
west of lreland. (5) Particularly wet weather in 1985 and 1986 having caused the
prograrnme to fall behind schedule, the Council decided to extend the said programme
by two years so that it would end on 31 December 1988. (6)
United Kingdom
183. The common measure to improve the processing and marketing of feedingstuffs
in Northern Ireland ended on 31 December 1987, having run for seven years. In all, 34
projects were financed from the funds allocated to this scheme. (7)
In 1987 the Regulation on the stimulation of agricultural development in the less-
favoured areas of Northern Ireland was amended because the funds needed for rural
( t )  oJ L 189,  11.6. t987.
(r) oJ L 252,4.8.1987.
(3) oJ L 180, t4.7.1980.
(o) oJ L 102,2t.4.1988.
( t )  oJ L 214,  1.8.1981.
(6) oJ L 323, 13.11 .1987.
(?) oJ L t97, 20.7.1981.
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infrastructures and land improvement had proved to be greater than forecast' The
original allocation was increased by ECU 9 million. (t)
The Commission has approved (2) a five-year agricultural development plan for the
Scottish islands pnrsuattilo Regulation (EEC) No 1402/86. (3) Under this programme'
aid may be granted for farm dävelopment, environmental measures, fish farming and
crofter housing.
Federal Republic of Germany
184. The measure for the acceleration of infrastructural improvements in certain less-
favoured agricultural areas came to an end in 1987, e) 157 projects having been
financed at a total cost of ECU 157.4 million.
France
Ig5. In 1985 work began on the flood protection programme in the H6rault valley.
The first stage (the tuilaing of the Peyne barrage) was completed in July 1988' The
second stagelthe dams on ihr lo*"t reaches of the H6rault) will be completed towards
the end of 1988. (5)
The implementation, since 1982, of Directive 8ll527lEEC(a) reflects the importance
attached to the development of the French overseas departments, and the diffrculties
which these territories encounter in overcoming the handicaps attributable to their
remote location. Since implementation of the Directive has been satisfactory, the
Council has decided to consolidate the progress achieved so far by extending the
Directive for another two years and increasing the budget allocation by ECU
30 million.
186. The Commission has approved a progralnme for the Massif Central, (6) submit
ted under Regulation (EECi 
-N  
1400i86 introducing a common measure for the
encouragemeni of agriiultuie by improving the rearing of beef cattle in certain
less-favoured areas o--f F.uot". (7) Under this programme, aid may be granted- for
grassland improvement, water engineering works, rural infrastructures, forestry and the
consolidation of holdings.
(t)  oJ L 301, 24.10.1987.
(r) oJ L 105, 26.4.1988.
(3) OJ L 128, t4.5.1986.
(o )  oJ  L  t97 ,20 .7 .1981.
(r) oJ L 38, 6.2.1979.
(6)  OJ L 76,22.3.1988.
(r) oJ L 128, 14.5.1986.
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A draft common decision of the Council and the Commission setting up a programme
of specific options (Poseidom) regarding the remoteness and insulaiity of the-French
overseas departments was approved by the Commission on 30 November 1988 and
transmitted to the Council.
This draft provided in particular for measures aimed at facilitating the supplying to the
overseas departments of inputs destined for local farming as well as provisionslo help
the fruit, vegetable and flower sectors of these departments.
Italy
187. By the end of 1987 all the regional prograrnmes for the improvement of cattle,
sheep and goat farming had been approved and were being implemented. (r)
The Commission has approved seven regional aid schemes for the improvement of
agriculture in certain less-favoured areas of northern Italy. (2) Under these schemes, aid
may be granted for rural infrastructures, farm tourism, forestry improvements, land
consolidation, the prevention of erosion, and the improvement of soil quality.
Greece
188, The programme for the acceleration of agriqulturaLr{evelopment (3) is now a-bouG
50% behind schedule. rn order to speed up this progr?mme, the Council has adopted
new and more flexible implementing rules. (a)
Little progress has yet been made on the programme (5) drawn up pursuant to
Regulation (EEc) No\q95/s5 on a commoo ."ugür. to improve the stiuctures of the
wine-making sector in Greece. (6)
Cotton: Greece, Italy and Spain
189. By the end of 1987 the Rpgulation on cotton producer groups (7) had been
implemented only in Gree@, whete 364 groups had beln set up witli a'membership
accounting for 50%o of the cotton-growing area in that country. Over the period 1984-
87, mechanized harvesting was introduced on 50 000 hectares under thiJ scheme. In
( t )  oJ  L  r97 ,20 .7 .1981.
(2) oJ L 128, 14.5.1986.
(3)  oJ L 214,  1.8.1981.
(o) oJ L 329, 20.t1.1987.
(t) oJ L 237, 23.9.1986.
(6) OJ L 97, 4.4.1985.
(r) oJ L 51, 23.2.1982.
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1987 the Council decided to extend
widened its scope to include Spain,
to 50%. (t; The Regulation has not
adopted to date.
the validity of the Regulation by a five-year period,
and raised the rate of the Community contribution
yet been applied ini Italy as no programme has been
Emergency measures: Italy, France, Greece and Spain
Ig0. The cold spell which affected southern Europe during the winter of 1986187
caused great damage to citrus fruit plantations and delayed implementation of the




fruit. O In the case of Gteece, therefore, the validity of the
Regulation has been extended by two years. (3)
Under the scheme for the replanting of olive groves damaged by frost in 1985, (a)
programmes have been upp.ouäd for lhe Tuscany, Lazio, Umbria and Liguria regions in
italy, and for the tanguedoc-Roussillon and Provence-Alpes-Cöte d'Azur regions in
France. Bad weather has delayed the implementation of these prograrnmes, which have
still to be completed. To compensate for this delay, the scheme has been extended for
one year. (5)
Following the severe frost which affected parts of Greece in March 1987, the
Commission has proposed emergency measures to help re-establish frost-damaged olive
groves in that country. (3)
The Commission has also proposed emergency action to restore the infrastructures
damaged by floods in the Spanish regions of Valencia and Murcia. (3)
Portugal
tg1. Under the special scheme for the development of agriculture in Portugal, (6) work
has been stepped up and 11 programmes have now been approved by the Commission.
The Councii for lts part, hai approved two amendments which widen the scope of the
scheme and raise the rate of thJCommunity contribution to 75oÄ in every case. (7)
(r) oJ L 329,
(r) oJ L r40,
(3) COM(88)
(o) oJ L r4s,
(r) oJ L 346,








327 ftnal, 4.7 .1988.
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The specific common measure for the improvement of wine-growing structures in
Portugal (t) provides for the restructuring of vineyards and for the permanent abandon-
ment of wine-growing. Since 1987 some 700 hectares of vineyards have been withdrawn
from production under this scheme. To encourage the permanent cessation of wine-
growing, the Council has decided to raise the rate of the Communitv contribution to
7s%.121
Spain
192. The Council has adopted a specific common measure to encourage the develop-
ment of agriculture in certain less-favoured regions of Spain. (3) The measure is to last
for five years and the total cost to the EAGGF Guidance Section will be ECU
420 million. Aid is to be granted for the improvement of rural infrastructures, irrigation
works, land consolidation, the prevention of soil erosion, forestry improvementi and
farm housing.
Community regions overseas
193. The Community's overseas regions consist of the French overseas departments,
the Canary Islands, Ceuta and Melilla, the Azores and Madeira.
The EAGGF contribution towards the improvement of agricultural structures in these










194. On 24 September 1988 an Interdepartmental Group for the Overseas Depart-
ments, Overseas Countries and Territories, Ceuta and Melilla, the Azores and Madeira
was set up by the Commission to study the overall situation in the outlying areas of the
Community. The Commission having received a French Goverment memorandum on
the fuller integration of the French overseas departments into the EEC, the Group is
preparing a report which particularly stresses the development of agricultural structures
in these regions.
(t)  oJ L 196, 18.7.1986.
(2) COM(88) 327 final, 4.7.1988.
(3) oJ L 107, 28.4.1988.
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1g5. Structural development is further emphasized by a special conference on the
overseas departments which the Commission organized on 4 and 5 June 1987' The
Group has ilso been instructed to prepare analytical reports on the Canaty Islands, the
Azores and Madeira with special- reference to the development of their agricultural
structures.
(i) Directive 8ll527lEEC on the development of agriculture in the French overseas
departments has been extended for two years, the financial allocation having been
inCreased from ECU 85 to ll5 million (Council Directive of 19 October 1987).
(ü) Since 1987/88 additional aid has been granted to the refining industry in order to
place the refining costs of overseas sugar on a par with those of preferential
sugar.
(iii) France has been authorized to apply to the overseas departments and to continen-
tal France a reduced rate of fiscal duty on the consumption of rum traditionally
produced in these departments (Council Decision of 19 April 1988).
Integrated development programmes (IDPs)
1\6. In addition to the aid glanted for specifically agricultural purposes, provision is
m\de under all such programmes for coordinated assistance from the other Funds
pÄ,Of, ESF). The progruLrn" for the Western Isles of Scotland ended in June 1987. (1)
'i-tranks to the proper coordination of all the Funds concerned, the programme was fully
implemented ind-the entire allocation was put to good use. Further work will be
required, however, if the results achieved are to be consolidated.
The programme in the department of Lozöre in France is progressing satisfactorily. (1)
To til& äccount of the foreseeable rate of implementation, however, the programme has
been ektended by two years. (2)
Implementation of the IDP in the less-favoured areas of Belgium (1) has continued. It
inc-ludbs the testing, development and distribution of products with a high value added.
Data-processing techniques have also been introduced to improve farm management.
Integrated development operations (IDOs)
1gZ. At the end of January 1988 the Commission approved a number of decisions on
an integrated approach to development in which not only the EAGGF but also other
Funds iuch as the ERDF and the ESF would play their part over a period of several
years. The development operations in question are to be implemented in Auvergne,
Limousin, ile de la R6union, Central Brittany, Ariöge, eastern Tarn and southern
Aveyron.
(1 )  OJ L  t97 ,2A.7 .1981.
(2) OJ L 301, 24.10.t987.
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Integrated Mediterranean programmes (IMPs)
Greece
198. At the end of 1987 the Commission approved seven IMPs (r) including six
regional IMPs (crete, Northern Greece, western Greece and the peloponnese, the
centre-east of Greece, the Aegean Islands and Attica) and one sectoral IMP (computer
technology).
The measures to be financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section relate to the develop-
ment of agricultural advisory services, irrigation in conjunction with the reorientation of
production, the provision of rural infrastructures (particularly in inland areas), forestry
measures, assistance to stock farmers and the processing and marketing of certain types
of product. In 1988, the forestry and infrastructure measures have been implemented at
approximately the rate originally forecast, whereas the progress made on advisory
services and irrigation has varied considerably from one IMP to another and other work
is now behind schedule, the delay in adopting the IMPs concerned having prevented
national measures from being implemented in good time.
By 31 December 1987 , 17% of the
completed.
France
planned agricultural operations had been
199. In 1987 Commission decisions were taken on seven IMPs covering the regions of
Aquitaine, Midi-Pyr6n6es, Provence-Alpes-cöte d'Antr, Languedoc-Roussillon and
Corsica and the departments of Dröme and Ardöche.
Good progress has been made on these programmes in general and on the agricultural
operations in particular. Almost all the approved measures are on schedule. By
3l December 1987,35Yo of the planned agricultural measures had been completed.
Italy
200. on 30 July 1988 the commission approved the 14 regional programmes and
one sectoral programme for lagoon aquaculture in the regions of Emilia Romagna,
Friuli and Veneto.
The regional programmes cover Liguria, Emilia Romagna, Tuscany, Marche, Abrazzi,
umbria, Basilicata, Sardinia, calabria, Lazro, Sicilia, Puglia, campania and Molise.
The IMPs so far approved by the commission ( including the Molise programme
approved in 1987) involve investments totalling ECV 2 568 million over the period
1987-92, of which the agricultural operations represent 37.20Ä, or ECU 995.5 million.
(t)  oJ L r97, 20.7.1981.
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Forestry
201. In 1988 the Commission took a particular interest in the forestry sector.
The most important event was undoubtedly the Commission's adoption of a communi-
cation to the Council proposing a strategy and a Community action prograrnme for the
forestry sector. (1)
202. This communication was the result of wide-ranging consultations which the
Commission had held with all the various interested parties since 1986. (2) The
Commission has reached the conclusion that a forestry strategy is necessary for the
overall development of the forestry sector in the Community. The proposed measures
should enable the sector to play its full part in the next phase of European integration
and to make an effective contribution towards the reform of the corlmon agricultural
policy.
The eight main aims of the forestry strategy proposed by the Commission are:
(i) to participate fully in land-use planning and to help ensure the future of rural
society in the Comrnunity;
(ii) to provide a proportion of the Community's timber requirements;
(iii) to help preserve and improve the environment;
(iv) to enable the forestry sector to perform all its essential functions;
(v) to safeguard and protect existing forests;
(vi) to extend the role of woodlands as a setting for social and cultural activities;
(vii) to help develop the most impoverished parts of the world;
(viii)to give due weight to the forestry sector in the formulation and implementation of
Community policies.
203. The forestry strategy is to be implemented in stages, each covering a period of
four years.
The first action prograrnme (19S9-92) submitted to the Council comprises eight
proposals relating- to such matters as the afforestation of agricultural land,- the
proiection of woodlands, forestry development in the context of the reform of the
structural Funds and the primary processing and marketing of forestry products.
Mention should also be made of certain other important events in this sector.
With a view to the improvement of agricultural structures, forestry schemes have been




final and COM(86) 26 frnal.
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agriculture (1) and additional provision has been made for similar schemes already in
force in Portugal.
Forestry projects have been proposed in the context of the integrated Mediterranean
programmes (2) and as pilot schemes pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 797/35. (3)
A study on the forestry policies of the Member States has been carried out by the
Commission with. the assistance of the FAO. (4)
204. As regards protection against forest fires, the Commission has granted Commun-
ity financial assistance towards 46 of the 81 projects submitted under Regulation (EEC)
No 3529/86. (5) The aid granted totals ECU 4.34 million.
In 1988 the Community drew up, pursuant to Regulation (EEC) No 3528/86, (s) its
second inventory of the damage caused to forests by factors such as atmospheric
pollution. Community financial assistance was granted towards 32 projects relating to
the investigation of atmospheric pollution in the forestry environment and the effects
thereof, the improvement of methods for the assessment of damage and the develop-
ment of methods for the restoration of damaged woodlands. The aid granted totalled
ECU 1.56 million.
Coordinated measures included the development of a common methodology for the use
of remote sensors to detect forest damage and the adaptation of the cornmon inventory
techniques to conditions in the Mediterranean regions.
Protection of the environment
205, The common agricultural policy increasingly reflects awareness of the need to
safeguard the environment, particularly in view of certain harmful effects of intensive
farming.
Regulation (EEC) No 1760/87 (6) accordingly provides that aid may be granted in areas
which are particularly sensitive as regards the protection of the environment and natural
resources and as regards the preservation of the landscape and the countryside.
The aim of this scheme is to offset the real loss of income incurred by farmers who
undertake to introduce farming practices compatible with the requirements of environ-
mental protection.
(t) Regulation (EEC) No 111S/S8; OJ L(t) Regulation (EEC) No 2083/85; OJ L(3) OJ L 93, 30.3.1985.
(o) Mr de Naurois, CEC, March 1988.
(t) oJ L 326, 2r.t1.1986.
(6) OJ L 1,67, 26.6.1987.
t07, 25.4.1999
Lg7 , 20.7 .l gg I :
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Since this Regulation entered into force, only the Federal Republic of Germany and the
United Kingdom have notified measures with a view to Community financing.
206. The German Government has submitted for approval 16 measures introduced by
the Lilnder to protect biotopes such as wetlands, rough grazing and the edges of fields
or to preseru"lh" countryside. So far, only one measure (Schleswig-Holstein, offshore
islandi) has been deemed eligible for aid by a Commission decision. All the measures
notified have, however, been approved as national aids.
The United Kingdom Government has submitted 20 programmes, of which ll are
located in England, three in Wales, five in Scotland and one in Northern lreland. The
main objectives are to protect the environment and to preserve the countryside. The
Commission has adopted decisions on the eligibility of measures relating to nine such
programmes.
In June 1988, in a communication to the Council, the Commission defined its position
on the strengthening of existing legislation and on ways to ensure that progress in the
agricultural sector does not conflict with the needs of the environment.
207. The Commission takes the view that such progress may be achieved by a
judicious combination of incentives and regulatory measures suited to the regional and
structural diversity of European agriculture.
The planned incentives would include increased provision for advisory services and for
structural and socio-economic schemes to improve and diversify farmers' incomes,
particularly by recourse to alternative activities'
As regards regulatory measures, the Commission intends to present proposals relating
to thä markfiing oi plant health products, the production and marketing of the
products of 'biologicäl farming'and the protection of water resources against
-oitrog"oorlr 
pollution. It also intends to propose a new version of the Directive on the
assessment of environmental impact.
V - Financing of the common agricultural pol icy
The EAGGF and its f inancial resources
208. The EAGGF (European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund) has two
sections: the Guarantee Section, from which expenditure incurred under the market
organizations is financed, and the Guidance Section, covering expenditure on improving
farm structures. The EAGGF also contributes to the financing of expenditure incurred
under the fisheries market organization and in connection with the policy on fisheries
structures.
The EAGGF is not really a separate 'fund', but a set of appropriations in the
Community's general budget, and the relevant appropriations are approved according
to the normal budgetary procedure, as for other Community expenditure.
The CAP generates revenues as well as expenditure, these being the ordinary levies
charged on imports into the Community of agricultural products coming under EEC
market organizations and the special levies charged under the sugar market organiza-
tion. These funds accrue to the Community as its own resources.
20g. Also, dairy farmers and cereals growers pay financial contributions known as the
'co-responsibility levy', as well as an additional levy if milk production quotas or cereal
maximum guarantee quantities are exceeded. These payments do not rank as the
Community's own resources and are deemed to form part of the intervention arrange-
ments designed to stabilize the agricultural markets. The funds contribute mainly to the
expenditure involved in disposing of surpluses of the products concerned and, in the
case of milk products, are used to finance specific schemes. For 1987, the contribution
from dairy farmers came to ECU 601 million and from cereals growers ECU
379 million. At the end of September 1988, the contributions were ECU 506 million and
BCU 523 million respectively.
Financing of the CAP in 1988
210. In recent years, the main problem hampering the financing of the CAP has been
the very difficult budgetary arrangements which the Community has had to contend
with in general. This situation derives from the widening gap between the limited
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appropriations assigned to the Guarantee Section and the increase in the volume of
agricultural expenditure.
Accordingly, in view of the inadequacy of the Community's own resources and of
appropriali,ons allocated to the Guarantee Section for 1987, the European Council
däcided, when it met in Brussels on 29 and 30 June 1987, that compliance with the
overall EAGGF guarantee budgetary total for that year, and, as a result, coverage of
agricultural expenditure, would be ensured by transitional adjustment of the arrange-
ments for advance payments to the Member States first made in 1971.
This adjustment was expressed in legal terms in a Council Regulation adopted on
19 October 1987 establishing special rules on the financing of the common agricultural
policy, (t) flanked by three Commission regulations on procedures and implementing
measures.
211. The result of the implementation of this legislation was that when the appropria-
tions available to the Guarantee Section for 1987 ran out in November of that year, the
Member States were required to find themselves the funds needed for the advance
financing of the expenditure chargeable to the EAGGF Guarantee Section, and the
Commisiion makes advance payments against the booking of the expenditure at the
beginning of the second month following that during which the funds have been
disbursed by the paylng agencies. As a result of this adjustment, about ECU
4 500 million paid to the beneficiaries in 1987 were charged to 1988 and a similar lag
effect is planned for the following years.
The 1987 budget thus bore a charge equivalent to the payments made to the
beneficiaries during a little more than 10 months. Figures on the execution of the 1987
budget are given in Annex 3.4.3.
1988 budget
212. Because of the time taken in the Council to proceed to adoption of a draft budget
for 1988, Parliament and the Commission instituted proceedings before the Court,
under Article 175 of the EEC Treaty, for failure to act as required by the Treaty, asking
the Court to rule that by not adopting the draft budget for 1988, the Council had
disregarded obligations incumbent upon it. The Court's ruling, handed down on 12 July
1988, i.e. after the adoption of the budget, simply stated that there was no need to give
judgment.
The delays also compelled the Community to use once again the provisional twelfths
system, until June.
(t) oJ L 304, 27 .10.1987.
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Also, changes in the situation on the agricultural markets meant that the Commission
had to use its right of initiative and submit, on 23 December 1987, amending letter
No 1/1988 to the 1988 preliminary draft budget, which the authority had adopted on
14 May 1987. The letter, reflecting the Commission's need to allow for various factors
unknown when the preliminary draft was established, sets out a new agricultural
expenditure financing plan :
(a) in view of the transfer to Title 8 of the budget of the stock depreciation
appropriations (ECU 1 240 million), the total for Titles I and 2 (Guarantee
Section) is cut to ECV 27 000 million;
(b) the Guarantee Section's requirements are kept within this limit because of
management savings and the maintenance at this stage of negative expenditure of
ECU I 270 million under the oils and fats stabilization mechanism;
(c) to cover any changes in the ecu/US dollar exchange rate, a currency reserve of
ECU I 000 million has been entered in Chapter 100 of the budget.
213. On ll, 12and 13 February, the European Council, held in Brussels, reached an
agreement on the financing of the Community and its annual budgets from 1988 to
1992. (1 Its conclusions cover the system of 'own resources', budgetary discipline, the
management of appropriations and reforms of the CAP and the structural Funds.
As regards agricultural expenditure, a reference framework has been set up restricting
the annual rate of increase in Guarantee Section expenditure to 74oÄ of the annual
growth rate of the Community's GNP. The reference basis for the calculation of the
annual guarantee totals is ECU 27 500 million. This amount must also cover
appropriations needed for the systernatic depreciation of new agricultural stocks.
To ensure that the situation as regards stocks in general can be restored to normal
conditions by 1992, the Council has undertaken to enter annually in its draft budget the
appropriations needed to finance the cost of appropriate depreciations. Thus, the 1988
budget already includes an appropriation of ECU I 240 million , and a sum of ECU
1 400 million per year is planned from 1989 to 1992 (at 1988 prices). This amount is in
addition to the sums appropriated within the reference framework.
214. Also, to cover any situations arising from significant and unforeseen changes in
the ecu/US dollar exchange rate on the market as compared with the rate referred to for
the purposes of the budget, a 'monetary' reserve of ECU 1 000 million will be entered
each year in the form of provisional appropriations. Transfers from the reserve to the
corresponding headings of the EAGGF Guarantee Section will be made, or conversely,
from the EAGGF headings to the reserve, up to a maximum of ECU 1 000 million,
depending on whether exchange rate changes entail additional expenditure or yield
(t) See also Bulletin EC 2-tr988, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.1 l.
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savings. The transfers will be made, however, only where the additional costs or the
savings exceed ECU 400 million. This appropriation is made in addition to those under
the reference framework, but it is provisional in character, and actual use of the reserve
must be endorsed by the budgetary authority.
The budgetary management of guarantee expenditure is underpinned by an early
warning system used to monitor expenditure chapter by chapter.
215. Since April 1988, the Commission has been reporting to the Council and
Parliament each month under this system. Whenever the tempo of actual expenditure
seems liable to exceed or is actually exceeding the expenditure 'proftle', the Commission
uses its management powers, including those it holds under the stabilization schemes, to
restore equilibrium. If such action fails in its effect, the Commission reviews the
operation of the stabilizers in respect of the relevant product group and, where
necessary, may lay before the Council proposals to strengthen their impact. The Council
must give a ruling within two months with a view to restoring an orderly situation.
The reference framework must be complied with each year. This obligation must be
borne in mind when the Commission makes its farm price proposals. If it takes the view
that the Council's guidelines, in deviating from its original proposal, are liable to
engender additional costs, it can request that the final decision be taken at a special
session of the Council including the Ministers for Finance as well as the Ministers for
Agriculture.
216. As a result of the application of the reference framework, EAGGF guarantee
expenditure may not increase, in real terms, over the next four years at a rate exceeding
1.S% (t) per year, contrasting with increases of about 7.5Yo per year, in real terms,
since 1975.
The action taken to bring farm expenditure more firmly under control includes more
general use of the stabilizers, reflected in the establishment of maximum guaranteed
quantities, and the introduction of certain automatic mechanisms as regards adjust-
ments of market schemes. A further important innovation of a structural character is
the farmland set-aside plan.
The amending regulation introducing the arable farmland set-aside scheme in all
Member States (except Portugal) was adopted by the Council on 25 April 1988 (see
point 174).
The-relatively complex--detailed rules of application for this scheme provide for equal
contributions from both sections of the EAGGF.
Following the Conclusions of the Brussels European Council of ll,12 and 13 February
last, the Commission sent to the budgetary authority on 19 February amending letter
No 2 to its 1988 preliminary budget (PDB).
(1) On the basis of present Community GDP growth forecasts.
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217. Allowing, as well, for the latest estimates as regards revenues, the amending letter
provides mainly for an increase of ECU 250 million for the financing of guarantee
expenditure as compared with amending letter No 1/1988, which corresponds to a total
of ECU 27 250 million in expenditure, a sum just inside the ECU 27 500 million ceiling
fixed by the European Council. The increase in requirements is justified by the
elimination from the budget of the oils and fats consumer price stabilization mechanism,
which was not adopted (an increase of ECU 1 270 million) and by the inclusion of an
amount for stock depreciation (an increase of ECU 585 million). On the other hand,
three factors helped to hold down requirements: the two-week extension in the
timelimit for transfer of the advance payments to the Member States, the effect of
which was to shorten financial year 1988 to eleven-and-a-half months for the
Guarantee Section (a reduction of ECU 1 200 million), the conclusions of the European
Council concerning the agricultural stabilizers (a reduction of ECU 380 million) and the
reduction in the interest rates to be referred to for the calculation of the cost of
financing intervention in certain Member States (a reduction of ECU 25 million).
At the conclusion of the budgetary procedure, under which the appropriations allocated
to the EAGGF Guarantee Section were raised from ECU 27 250 million to ECU
27 500 million, the President of Parliament recorded, on 1 June, the final adoption of
the 1988 budget.
For the Guarantee Section, the budget provides for total appropriations which were
initially ECU 28 770 million and were later fixed at ECU 28 795 million, broken down
as follows:
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, Guarantee Section
(total of Titles I and 2)
Fishery products market organization (Chapter 40)
Stock depreciation (Chapter 81)
Total for Guarantee Section
2t s00 000 000(1)
ss 000 000
r 240 000 000
28 795 000 000
(r) Further sm available up to ECU I 000 million, deriving from the'monetary'reseryc entqed in Chapter 102, may be added to this
mount, in so far m the onditions govming nobilization of this lffie ue met.
Amending and supplementary budget No 1188
218. On the basis of the preliminary draft sent by the Commission on 2l June, the
Council formally adopted, on 24 June, a draft amending and supplementary budget
No I for 1988. Its purpose was to rectify the budget to bring it in line with the wording
of the Council's decision on the 'own resources' system, adopted on the same day.
( ECU)
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Expenditure and revenue
21g. The table below shows EAGGF expenditure and also net CAP expenditure,
i.e. net of revenue in the form of ordinary and sugar levies. The table indicates that net
EAGGF expenditure has been steadily increasing since 1984. (t)
Agricultural expenditure
iV8.' The figuc for 1984 and 1985 reftr to the l0 Commuity countries; from 1986 onwards they include Spain md Portugal.
(r) Net of exp€nditurc disallowed in aocouts cleuane dcisions (ECU 25.5 million in 1984, ECU 99.2 million in 1985, ECU 55.3 million
in 1986 md ECU 208.2 million in 1981.
O Budget adopted on I June 1988 (Ol L226) amending md supplmmtary budget No I and transfq No 6/88 including fishcries(Chapter 40, ECU 30 million) ild stock depruiation (Chapter 81, ECU 1240 million).(r) Prelimimrv draft budset for 1989 as ammded bv mmdins lettq No l/89.(a) Variou asirwts of thc-Comunity's poliry on tr;de, not diictly linked with the CAP, also have budgetary inplications which m not
shown sptratcly uder hcadinge other than thorc dircdy conemed with the CAP. This fetor includ6:
(a) sugar'importi (about 1.3 mälion tomes/yeu) udu piefmtial agmmts within the Lon6 Convention md a sp@ial agr€mflt
with India-
(b) imports of olive oil (46 m0 toms) from Tunisia, beeue of agrements the CoImuity has ben negoxiating following thc
ression of Spain and Portugal,
(c) reducedJevy imports of butte; from New Zealand (?5 000 tonna in 1988),
(d) redued- oi nit-äuty imports of beef (43 000 tonnes) md grain substitutes (minly mmic md om glutar feed).
Thes low- or nil-duty imports from ertain non-mmber omtries üe tle outcome of negotiations udtr the General Agmmt on
Tariffs and Tnde (GATT) üd in mmy instmm sfle to offst conmsions granted to the Comuity.
220. At budgetary level, the share of gross EAGGF expenditure in the budget as a
whole has been as follows:
1VB.' The frgurc for 1984 and 1985 rcfs to the 10 Connuity countries; frm 1986 onwards ttey reftr to all 12.
O Eudget md supplercntary budget No I and tramfa No 6/88.(1 Preliminary dmft budget for 19E9, arended by l€tts of ametrdment No l/89.
The Guarantee Section 
€xpenditure accounts for a large share of the budget, which is
restricted because of the limits set to the Community's own resouroes. Revenue figures
from year to year for the whole budget are given below.
(MECU)
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Community revenue from 1984 to 1989
iY8' The figuc for 1984 md 1985 refer to the l0 Commity @utries; from 1986 onwards they include Spain and Portugal.
(t) Budget, supplementary budget No I md trosfs No 6/88.(f Preliminary dmft_budget for.l989, mmded. by letta oi mo.dmmt No l/89.(r) Unifom rate, before conections to temper builgtary disquilibna.
The EAGGF Guarantee Section
221. The Guarantee Section finances the expenditure incurred under the EEC market
organizations-refunds on exports to non-member countries and the cost of interven-
tion to stabilize the agricultural markets. Depending on the product, intervention may
take the form of production aids or premiums, price compensating aids, buying-in, or
storage aids.
Guarantee expenditure is now covered by monthly advance payments made by the
Commission to the Member States against the booking of payments effected previously
by the national paying agencies handling the beneficiaries' files. Subsequently, the
paying agencies' payments and accounts are audited by the Community authorities
under what is known as an o accounts clearance' procedure, with a view to definitive
recognition by the Community.
222. As the table shows, in contrast with previous years, the aggregate effect of
changes in the stocks of agricultural products in 1987 was a reduction in their book
value, from Ecu 1l 360 million on 30 November 1986 to Ecu 9 368 million on
3l December 1987, a cut of ECU I 992 million (17.5%\.
For the main items, the breakdown of book values changed in 1987: in that year, dairy
products accounted for 43.5%o (compared with 51.5% in 1986), cereals for 24.7%o
(compared with 26.20Ä in 1986) and beef 2430Ä (compared wrth 17.6% in 1986).
(MECU)
1984 1985 1986 t987 1988( t ) 1989(2)
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As for quantities stored, between 1986 and 1987:
(a) there was a decline for cereals in general (29%), milk products (317o), and
sunflower (38%);
O) there was a very sharp increase in stocks of alcohol, a more modest increase in
stocks of beef, olive oil and tobacco;
(c) stocks of pigmeat, sugar and rapeseed were eliminated altogether.
There was no financial depreciation of stocks in 1987 as no funds were available for this
purpose.
The decline in the book value of stocks continued in the first nine months of 1988 and,
allowing for intervening depreciations, the value of the stocks stood at ECU 4 800 mil-
lion at 30 September.
223. In 1988, the regulations directly concerning the Guarantee Section were adapted
on a number of occasions:
(i) On 10 February, (1) the Commission approved a Regulation listing measures
deemed to comply with the concept of intervention intended to stabilize the
agricultural markets, within the meaning of Article 3(1) of Council Regulation
1Beq No 729170 of 2l April 1970 on the financing of the common agricultural
policy. (2) In fact, this is a list of all the CAP schemes financed by the Guarantee
-Sectiän'under 
intervention arrangements. It has been brought up to date by
Regulation (EEC) No 2938/88. (3)
(ii) On 12 February, (a) it also approved a Regulation on the method and the rate of
interest to be used for calculating the costs of financing intervention measures
comprising buying-in, storage and disposal. This Regulation consolidates the
Regulation of 7 March 1977, (s) which had often been amended'
(iii) On 15 March, (6) the Commission adopted a Regulation amending for 1988 the
Regulation of 12 February 1988 on the method to be used and the interest rates to
be äpplied for the calculation of the cost of financing intervention in the form of
buying-in, storage and disposal. (a)
224. This Regulation reflects the downward movement in interest rates in 1986 and
continuing in igSZ in the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands. For the
period from t January to 3l December 1988, it sets the specific interest rate at 5Vo for
Germanv and 5.5oÄ for the Netherlands.
(t)  oJ L 38, t1.2.1988.
(2) OJ L 94,28.4.1970.
(3) OJ L 264,24.9.1988.
(o) oJ L 40, 13.2.1988.
(r) oJ L 62, 9.3.1977 .
(6) OJ L 70, t6.3.1988.
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(iv) On 21 March, (1) it also adopted a Regulation fixing the amounts and laying down
the procedure for the depreciation of certain stocks of cereals, butter and beef in
public storage.
This Regulation formally ascertains that the legal conditions governing the financial
depreciation of stocks of these products during 1988 are met and establishes, for each
product, the depreciation amount; the depreciation took effect on I March 1988.
Involving a total of ECU I 240 million, the decision is to make the following
depreciations:
. cereals, up to ECU 750 million,
. butter, up to ECU 300 million,
o beef, up to ECU 190 million.
(v) On 14 July, (2) the Commission adopted a Regulation establishing relevant
amounts and procedures in respect of a further depreciation operation concerning
certain stocks of cereals, butter, beef, alcohol and tobacco held in public
storage.
225. This Regulation formally ascertains that the legal conditions governing financial
depreciation of these stocks in 1988 are met and determines, in respect of each product,
the depreciation amount; the depreciation itself took effect on I July 1988. Involving a
total of ECU 700 million, the decision is to make the following depreciations:
o cereals, up to ECU 300 million,
. butter, up to ECU 135 million,
. beef, up to ECU 140 million,
. alcohol, up to ECU 115 million,
. tobacco, up to ECU 10 million.
226. The Council also adopted, on 24 June, after consulting Parliament, the following
two Regulations:
(i) a Regulation (3) amending that of 21 April 1970 (Regulation (EEC) No 729170) on
the financing of the common agricultural policy. (a) This Regulation had already
been adapted by a Regulation of 19 October 1987 (5) to enable the Community to
ensure the financing of expenditure provided for by the various regulations relating
to the market organizations where appropriations available for that purpose were
( t )  oJ  L  76 ,22 .3 .1988.
(r) oJ L 184, 15.7.1988.
(3) oJ L 185, t5.7.1988.
(o) oJ L 94, 28.4.t970.
(5) OJ L 304, 27.10.1987 .
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exhausted. The amendment, adopted pursuant to a decision of the European
Council taken in February, consists essentially in increasing to two-and-a-half
months, only for expenditure of the second two weeks of the month of October, the
timeJag between the disbursements by the Member States of their own funds and
the booking of such expenditure by advance payments paid to the Member States
by the Community;
(ii) a Regulation (1) amending that of 2 August 1978 (Regulation (EEC) No 1883/78)
on general rules on the financing of intervention by the EAGGF Guarantee
Section. (z) This Regulation follows up a decision taken by the European Council
in February concerning the financial depreciation of current agricultural stocks and
newly constituted stocks as soon as they are bought in, and also creates the legal
framework for systematic depreciation operations.
Free food
227. It had been felt that the Community scheme orgarnzed in the winter of 1986-87 to
help those most in need by grants of free food had been successful and of genuine
benefit to those concerned, although some of the voluntary organizations involved had
had frnancing and distribution problems to contend with. Also, because intervention
stocks of various agricultural products are available, the Community has the potential
to provide assistance to those most in neeo.
For these reasons, the Council agreed to adapt and improve the current distribution
arrangements under the free food scheme by laying down general rules for the
organization of any future scheme of this kind. For this purpose, it adopted, on
10 December 1987, Regulation (EEC) No 3730/87 laying down the general rules for the
supply of food from intervention stocks to designated organizations for distribution to
the most deprived persons in the Community. (3)
The Regulation includes the following points:
(i) the scheme will be implemented under an annual plan established by the Commis-
sion on the basis of information provided by the Member States;
(ii) the products will be drawn only from intervention stocks and placed at the disposal
of certain agencies to be appointed by the relevant Member State. These agencies
will distribute the food to those most in need in the Community, either without
charge, or at a minimal charge meeting certain criteria;
(iii) expenditure incurred in the execution of these operations (provision of the products
and, where appropriate, coverage of certain accessory costs) will be financed by the
EAGGF Guarantee Section and will be charged against the appropriations in a
special budget heading to which ECU 100 million have been allocated for 1988.
( t )  oJ L 185,  15.7.1988.
(2 )  OJ L  216,5 .8 .1978.
(3) OJ L 352, t5.12.1987.
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228. Taking the view that a food supply prograrnme of this kind should be available as
soon as possible, the Commission adopted on 14 December 1987, under Regulation
(EEC) No 3744187, (t) detailed rules of application of the Council's Regulation,
including a requirement that distribution arrangements relating to 1988 should'be
subject to a limit for all Member States of a global quantity of product of a value of
ECU 100 million, including administration and transport costs'.
Under this Regulation, the Commission adopted in December 1987 a number of
decisions allocating to most of the Member States appropriations chargeable to 1988
and enabling them to draw from intervention limited quantities of food for distribu-
tion.
The final resourre allocation by Member State for 1988 is shown on page 82.
229. The Commission has made good the time lost in clearing the EAGGF Guarantee
Section accounts, i.e. the final recognition of the expenditure effected by the Member
States pursuant to the Community regulations, after verification of the annual claims
sent in by the Member States and after on-the-spot checks of details of the operations.
Thus, it adopted in June, August and October 1987 accounts clearance decisions for
1983, 1984 and 1985 covering a total of ECU 52 000 million; the 1986 accounts-
covering ECU 21 600 million-were cleared in the last quarter of 1988.
230. On 1 October 1988, the Commission had already received 202 nottfications from
the Member States concerning irregularities detected during the first half of 1988. The
'cases reported involve a total of ECU 74 million. The schemes concerned are mainly the
tomato processing aid (33 cases), the suckler cow premiums (32 cases), the skimmed-
milk aids (20 cases) and the refunds on beef/veal (14 cases). Out of a total of ECU
215 million, ECU 23 million have been recovered of the funds relating to previous
cases.
Expenditure on the agricultural markets in 1988
231. Implementing the arrangements made under paragraph 8 of the Conclusions of
the European Council held in February, the Commission sends a report on EAGGF
guarantee expenditure to the budgetary authority every month (the 'early warning
system') (see point 214).
The eighth report, (2) sent in on 8 November 1988, shows that the overall rate of
expenditure was running at the level of the indicator based on the expenditure profile of
the three preceding years.
(t) oJ L 352, r5.t2.1987.
(') SEC(88) I62s final.
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The payments made over 1l months of the budgetary exercise totalled ECV 24 994 mil-
lion, i.e. 91%o of the 1988 appropriations of ECU 27 500 million.
Only a fortnight's expenditure for 1988 was outstanding with F,CU 2 500 million still
uuuilubl", ro ihut it bicame clear that 1988 would be completed without exhaustion of
the appropriations. The estimate showed a surplus of about ECU I 000 million for the
year.
During any given year, agricultural expenditure, heavily dependent upon external
constriints (weather, international trade, harvests in non-member countries, and general
economic conditions) seldom comes close to the estimates. The year 1988, because of a
variety of circumstances, including the levels of certain Community harvests (cereals,
and fiuit and vegetables, in particular) and the influence on world prices of a drought in
the summer in the United States was no exception. The authorities therefore transferred
appropriations from chapter to chapter.
The EAGGF Guidance Sect ion
232. The EAGGF Guidance Section finances'common measures'approved with a
view to the achievement of the objectives set out in Article 39(l)(a) of the Treaty,
including adjustments to structures needed to ensure the proper operation of the
cornmon market.
Its financial resources are established under a five-year framework determined by
Regulation (EEC) No 729170. (t) The amount for the 1985-89 period was ECU 5 250
miliion, but was increased, by Regulation (EEC) No 3769/85, (t) to ECU 6 350 million
to cover new requirements resulting from the accession of Spain and Portugal.
233. Within this framework. the Guidance Section has been expanded in recent years,
both in terms of the number of schemes financed and in terms of annual expenditure,
although the appropriations earmarked annually under the budget procedure still fali
far short of the Guarantee appropriations.
The Section acts on the basis of specific legal instruments (Council regulations,
directives and decisions) in respect of each of the operations financed. However, from
the point of view of management, two types of scheme may be distinguished:
(i) 'direct measures', for which the Commission grants Guidance Section aid directly
to the applicant in respect of specific investment projects. The decision granting
assistance thus forges a direct link between the Community and the beneficiary, the
aid being paid to the benefrciary and not the Member State; and
(t) oJ L 94, 28.4.1970.
(r) oJ L 362, 3r.12.1985.
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(ii) 'indirect measures', for which the Section reimburses to the Member States part of
the eligible expenditure effected in accordance with Community rules, and, where
appropriate, with national implementing provisions endorsed by the Commis-
sion.
Financing
234. Guidance Section expenditure breaks down as shown in the following table,
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As the preceding table shows, the scheme for the improvement of the conditions under
which agricultural products are processed and marketed (Regulation (EEC)
No 355/77) (1) was again in 1987, as in previous years, one of the most important
measures in terms of appropriations committed.
The scheme to assist mountain and hill farming and farming in certain less-favoured
areas (Directive 75l268lEEC (2) and Regulation (EEC) No 797185, Title III, (3)) ranks
second in financial importance, and shows an upward trend.
For 1987, the Member States implementing this scheme-in declining order of
scale-were as follows: France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland, the United
Kingdom and Italy.
235. The third largest scheme in financial terms was that concerning the moderniza-
tion of farms (Directive 721159/EEC (4) and Regulation (EEC) No 797/85, Title I). The
leading beneficiary is France, ahead of the Federal Republic of Germany, the United
Kingdom and Ireland, followed, at some distance, by the Netherlands, Italy and
Belgium.
As regards market-related schemes, there was heavy expenditure (ECU 91.4 million) on
various measures under Regulations (EEC) Nos 456/80,(s) 777185,(9 458/80,(?)
25lll69(s) and l204lS2(e) and Directive 7Sl627lEEC,(r0) most of which relate to
wine.
Outlook for the Guidance Section
236. The appropriations entered in the 1988 budget are substantially up Q2.5%) ot
those for 1987, as the package of decisions taken by the European Council in Brussels
enabled the budget to be brought more into line with real needs, after three years of
austerity.
On the other hand, the amendment to the Financial Regulation in June (11) led to a
reduction in 'non-budget' appropriations made available by the non-execution of
certain projects. Re-use of these appropriations, which generally accounted for about
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special authorization from the Commission. This amendment will particularly affect the
appropriations available for funding investment projects under Regulation @EC)
No 355/77.
237. As regards the various schemes to be financed, the Member States are tending to
make more use of the facilities offered by the general measures, in particular
Directive 75l26SlEEC, which enables allowances to be granted to farmers in the
less-favoured areas of the Community. This trend, which was already noticeable in 1986
and 1987, must be regarded as the corollary to an increasingly rigourous farm price
policy, particularly affecting those farms whose natural production conditions are the
least favourable. It is therefore likely to continue.
In addition, expenditure on general socio-structural schemes (farm investment aids, aids
for young farmers, aids for agricultural training, etc.) is gaining momentum following
the changes made to the rules in 1985 and the enlargement of the Community.
Expenditure under this heading in 1989 is expected to be almost twice the figure for
actual expenditure in 1987.
238. In the years to come, the reform of the structural Funds should result in greater
numbers of structural operations to assist, in particular, under-developed regions and
rural areas. This reform is accompanied by a substantial increase in the financial
resourc€s available to the Funds: in 1993 they are expected to be double the figure for
1987 (in real terms). The draft 1989 budget represents the first step in this direction, for
it shows an increase from ECU 7 800 million in 1988 for the structural Funds as a
whole to ECU 9 400 million in 1989, i.e. a rise of 2lVo. Out of this total, the EAGGF
Guidance Section is to receive a 25%o increase on the 1988 budget. Compared with the
Guarantee Section, the Guidance Section's appropriations represent 5% in 1989,
against only 4.1% in 1988.
National aids in the agricul tural  sector
239. The general principles followed by the Commission in applying the rules of
competition to the agricultural sector were described in the 1987 Report and, in greater
detail, in the series 'Green Europe-Newsletter on the colnmon agricultural pol-
icy ' .  ( t )
Theoretically, the rules of competition set forth in Article 92(l) of the Treaty apply to
agriculture as well as the various industrial sectors, but they cannot prevail over the
relevant provisions of secondary legislation relating to Community agriculture. The
specific features of the agricultural sector and the objectives of the common agricultural
policy are taken into account so that certain types of aid may qualify for exemption
from the rules under Article 92 of the Treaty.
(r) 'Competition policy in agriculture', No 221 of the series'Green Europe - Newsletter on the common
agricultural policy'.
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When allowing such exemptions, the Commission must ensure that the aids are
implemented in the common interest, which is usually the case as long as the aids in
question do not distort the operation or the objectives of the common agricultural
policy and as long as they do not disrupt the harmonious development of agriculture in
competing Member States.
240. The Commission, acting within this framework, has approved more than a
hundred draft aid measures.
It has, however, had to initiate the procedure provided for in Article 93(2) of the
EEC Treaty in respect of operating aids designed to reduce production costs. The
Commission takes the view that such aids can have no lasting effect on the development
of the sector concerned, since the effect which they have will not outlast the validity of
the measures themselves.
Such aids do not therefore, as a rule, qualify for any of the exemptions provided for in
Article 92(3) of the EEC Treaty. In most cases they must be seen as infringements which
could jeopardize the proper operation of the market organization concerned, since they
are set at levels calculated in terms of quantities, prices or production units or are
intended to cover a proportion of production costs. Measures of this kind may
adversely affect the mechanisms which govern markets and prices under the common
agricultural policy. Steps must also be taken to prevent any measures which the
Member States have adopted unilaterally in areas where, because of the common
organization of the market, they no longer have the power to take independent action.
The fact that such aids are in breach of the rules is a further reason why they cannot
qualify for exemption under Article 92(3) of the Treaty.
The following cases were among those which the Commission examined in 1988 and
against which it had to initiate the Article 93(2) procedure:
haly
241. (i) Aid amounting to LIT 2 000 per kilogram of beef, to offset part of the loss on
freezing and the cost of transporting hindquarters to sales outlets;
(ii) free insurance for farmers against the risk that they would not be paid for
agricultural products sold to processing plants;
(iii) aid to subsidize market intervention by national associations of fruit and vegetable
growers;
(iv) aid of LIT 5 000 per quintal for the storage and marketing of olive oil;
(v) Decree No 370 of 7 September 1987 concerning, in particular, the granting of an
aid for production and use of concentrated musts (in 1987 : LIT 3 300 per degree of
alcohol and per litre of must);
(vi) Sicilian Law No 24 of 27 May 1987 concerning, in particular, the granting of aid
for the processing of mandarines (in 1986/87: ECU 6.51 per 100 kilograms).
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France
242. (i) Premium amounting to FF 500 per calf fed exclusively on farm-produced
milk, such premium being granted in addition to Community aid;
(ii) storage aid for hemp seed, at the rate of FF 140 per quintal.
(iii) in addition to the Community premium, an aid payable per ewe and per goat;
(iv) refund of certain frscal and parafiscal charges to producer-farmers of cereals when
buying animal feedingstuffs.
243. The Commission also had to give rulings on aids financed from the revenue
accruing from parafiscal levies or obligatory contributions and earmarked for certain
specific purposes. The levies in question are payable under the terms of ministerial
orders or other legislative provisions. The product of the levies is not spent under the
overall farm budget but is, as a rule, used directly to finance expenditure in the sectors
where the levies have been raised.
The Court has ruled (in particular in Case 47169, France v Commission, textile products)
that aids financed from such State resources are incompatible with the common market
in that they are financed by means of charges, obligatory contributions or parafiscal
levies payable on imports and/or exports and contrary to Articles 12 and 95 of the
Treaty.
244. In order to obtain comprehensive data for an in-depth examination of aid
schemes designed to promote agricultural products and financed by means of obligatory
contributions which are also levied on imports and exports, the Commission has
initiated the Article 93(2) procedure in respect of aids granted in Belgium for poultry
and small livestock, fruit and vegetables, pigmeat, beef and veal, sheepmeat, goatmeat
and horsemeat. Regarding the sectors of poultry farming, small livestock farming, fruit
and vegetables, the Commission decided to send a negative decision to the Belgian
Government and asked it to abolish these aids since they were partly financed by
compulsory export charges which are considered as taxes of equivalent effect to customs
duties and are, as such, incompatible with Article 12 of the Treaty.
Vl The Community's external relations
Overview
245. The year 1988 was marked by two major events.
The situation of the agricultural markets has improved considerably. Without doubt, a
decisive element in this has been the internal measures taken to reform the CAP.
Notably in the milk sector, where measures to curtail production have been in force for
some years, the improvement in the situation has been reflected in an increase in world
market prices.
In addition, the drought in the United States of America and the steps taken by the
Community to stabilize and even cut production of cereals and oilseeds, have led to a
rise in prices and a large fall in world stocks.
The United States is expected, in the aftermath of the drought, to increase its future
production targets in order to replenish stocks and continue its export policy. If this
proves to be the case there is good reason to fear that the current situation is only
temporary.
The second outstanding feature of 1988 is the progress made in the Uruguay Round.
The GATT contracting parties have clarified their positions on both short-term and
long-term reform of agricultural policies world-wide.
The mid-term review which took place in December in Montreal has not yet allowed a
consensus to be reached on the approach to be followed in the agricultural negotiations
regarding short-term measures and long-term objectives. The Community has, on this
occasion, shown its willingness to contribute in a constructive manner to an improve-
ment in world market conditions, without having put into question the fundamental
principles of the CAP.
Relat ions wi th  industr ia l ized countr ies
The United States of America
246. The US Trade Bill (Omnibus Trade
law by the President on 23 August 1988,
and Competitiveness Act of 1988) signed into
grants to the Administration the authority to
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negotiate in the Uruguay Round, amends US trade law and implements certain trade
agreements. For agriculture, the bill extends and expands export subsidies, makes
provision for automatic triggering of marketing loans (a mechanism for granting higher
subsidies) for wheat feed grains and soya beans should there be what the US would
consider as 'insufficient' progress in the Uruguay Round, and strengthens import relief
and 'unfair' trade practice legislation. Strict application of these latter provisions would
put the common agricultural policy under further threat by depressing world prices
through the use of larger US export subsidies or by increasing US protectionism
through the import relief arranganent. The strengthened 'unfair' trade practice
legislation is likely to lead to a multiplication of petitions against Community products
and trade practices, and its new unilaterally determined mandatory retaliation clause,
which seems at best questionable under GATT rules, is likely to harm Community trade
interests.
247. At the end of May 1988, the US took a decision to reduce set-aside requirements
for wheat producers ftom 27.50Ä for 1988 to l0oÄ for 1989 and in September 1988
there were similar cuts for feed grains from 20oÄ to l0oÄ. The effect will be to increase
production to above what it would otherwise have been. The combined effect of
increased supplies through reduced set-aside coupled with increased funding for export
subsidies through the Trade Bill will weigh on world prices and offset a recovery
attributed, in large part, to exceptionally dry and hot weather in the US through the
summer of 1988 which reduced grain yields and had therefore tightened supplies.
The accreditation of US meat establishments by Community veterinary officers under
the Community's Third Country Meat Directive (Council Directive 72l462lEEC
amended by S3/91/EEC), which subjects meat imports into the Community to regula-
tory requirements on standards in abattoirs and meat processing and packing establish-
ments, has progressed sufficiently well. However, on a separate dispute, continued
consultations with the US have still failed to settle differences concerning the equival-
ence guarantees sought in Council Directive 85l649lEBC which prohibits the use of
hormones for fattening purposes in the production of red meat. If a mutually
satisfactory solution is not found in the near future, then the United States will make
use of the retaliation measures which were introduced in 1987 and immediately
suspended. In this case, the Community reseryes the right to take retaliatory counter-
measures and has asked the Council of GATT to examine whether the American
measures constitute an action contravening the rules and discipline of GATT, in
particular its Articles )O(I and XXIII.
Canada
248. The long-running dispute over the access of Community beef to the Canadian
market remains unresolved. In 1985 Canada applied safeguard measures on the imports
of beef from all suppliers. Later, in 1986, following considerable bilateral contact
between Canadian and Community officials, a Canadian import tribunal in effect
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overturned a voluntary restraint agreement which had been all but concluded and
applied a definitive countervailing duty on beef imported from the Comrnunity. The
Commission requested the establishment of a GATT panel whose work was concluded
in September 1987. The panel found that the imposition of the countervailing duty was
not-in conformity with Canada's obligations under GATT and recommended that
Canada terminate the outstanding duty and refund any duties collected under the order.
Despite repeated calls by the Community in the GATT and bilaterally with Canada that
the findings be implemented, to date there has been no movement by Canada. The
inaction by the Canadians on this matter, together with only relatively limited or slow
progress on other concerns has contributed towards uneasy bilateral relations in
agriculture between the Community and Canada.
249. It was because of the lack of willingness of the provinces of Canada to correct
discriminatory pricing practices by the Canadian Provincial Liquor Boards on imported
alcoholic drinks that the Community launched another panel against Canada in GATT.
This panel also recommended that Canada take all necessary measures so as to ensure
observance of Articles II and XI and to report on the action taken before the end of
1988. The panel report was adopted in March.
A conflict arose in March 1987 when, unexpectedly, an apparently new interpretation
was put by Canadian officials on the various types of pasta imported into Canada. It
meant that imports of Community pasta, instead of entering Canada free of duty, were
suddenly required to pay an ad valorem tariff of l0oÄ. The error was finally recognized
by Canada and corrected.
Australia
250. Ministerial and high level consultations were held in Canberra in May 1988 in
Australia's bicentennial year. It afforded an opportunity for agricultural experts to
examine the situation and outlook for a number of key agricultural commsfiliss m6
exchange views on multilateral and bilateral concerns.
New Zealand
251. Within the framework of the reforms for the sheepmeat sector, the European
Council called for the Commission to prepare for negotiations with third countries. In
order to fully explain the objectives of the sheepmeat review and to find a solution
which suits the interests of both parties, consultations between the Commission and
New Zealand have produced a result which was submittted to the Council by the
Commission in November 1988.
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Consultations and informal discussions have also been held on New Znaland's
continued access to the United Kingdom butter market. A Commission report and
proposal on this subject was also addressed by the Council in November 1988.
Consultations also covered the market situation for apples in the Community in 1988,
and the situation and outlook for milk and beef.
Japan
252. The Commission has continued to exert pressure on the Japanese authorities to
open up their market to agricultural products from the Comrnunity.
In July Japan finally agreed to discuss the matter and the following requests have been
repeated:
(i) the elimination of quantitative restrictions on some dairy products and a reduction
in customs duties on cheese from 35oÄ to l5oÄ;
(ii) a change in the conditions for importing pigmeat into Japan, so that Community
exporters receive equal treatment with those of Taiwan;
(iii) the adoption by Japan of plant-health legislation in line with international
practice;
(iv) a change in the system of import 'levies' on preparations of pigmeat and the
abolition of veterinary measures banning the importation of Parma ham into
Japan.
253. The Commission also asked Japan to act on the commitments undertaken in
November 1987 following the accession of Spain and Portugal (Article XXIV.6 of
GATT), in particular:
(D an agreement permitting Community-produced citrus fruit to be exported to
Japan;
(ii) the elimination of quantitative restrictions and reduction of tariffs on tomato-based
products;
(iii) a substantial reduction in the customs duties on fortified wines;
(iv) the inclusion of Spain in the system of on-the-spot plant-health inspections in the
country of origin.
The panel dealing with the elimination of quantitative restrictions imposed by Japan on
12 categoÄes of agricultural products finished its report in February and the Commis-
sion took the opportunity to state its interests in the matter; similarly, it urged access to
the Japanese market for Community exporters, following the agreement between the
United States and Japan on imports of beef and veal into Japan.
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Austria
Negotiations under Article XXWil of GATT
254. In December 1986 Austria informed the GATT contracting parties of its decision
to amend or withdraw the bound concessions for a dozen agricultural products (broken
rice, dried peas and beans, vegetable oils, chocolate, jams and marmalades, etc.) all of
which were products for which the Community had negotiating rights.
The negotiations held on this matter under Article XXVII of GATT led to the
signature of a mutually satisfactory agre€ment on 4 July. The compensation oflered by
Austria covered preparations of fish and ground chilli peppers in particular. It was
possible for two bilateral agreements to be signed in the wine sector. The first of these
consisted of a revision of the existing agreernent concerning the verification and
reciprocal protection of quality wines. The second consisted of the reciprocal establish-
ment of tariff quotas for quality wines.
Relat ions with the State-trading countr ies
Countries in Eastern Europe
255. In June, after years of negotiations, the EEC and the Council for Mutual
Economic Assistance (CMEA) signed a joint declaration on the establishment of offrcial
relations. At the same time, bilateral negotiations (in which agricultural questions
played an important part) were held with a number of Eastern European countries and
formal relations were established with them also.
Exploratory talks are under way with the Soviet Union, Poland, Bulgaria and the
German Democratic Republic with a view to negotiating agreements which would
improve trade.
Negotiations with Czechoslovakia on a trade agreement have reached a more advanced
stage, and the agreement is expected to be signed in the near future.
Hungary
256. In September a trade and commercial and economic cooperation agreement was
signed between the EEC and Hungary.
In particular, the agreement provides for the Community to eliminate the quantitative
restrictions it applies in respect of Hungary.
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Provision is also made for negotiations on reciprocal concessions for agricultural
products, which may be held at any time throughout the lO-year lifetime of the
agreement.
Romania
257. There has been a trade agreement between the EEC and Romania since 1980, and
negotiations are currently under way to renew and possibly extend it. There are regular
contacts on the subject of agriculture under agreement. The most recent of these
meetings was held in Bucharest in September and the discussions touched on problems
involving sheepmeat and poultrymeat, quality wines, cheese and a number of animal
health issues.
Relat ions with developing countr ies
Mediterranean
258. The entry of Spain and Portugal into the Community has had consequences for
the traditional agricultural trade between EUR 10 and the Mediterranean countries with
which the Community has association and cooperation agreements. Since Spain, in
particular, is a substantial and expanding producer of many of the agricultural products
exported from Mediterranean countries, these nations are concerned that their exports
to the Community might be reduced as a result of Spain's entry. This trade often
represents a substantial part of these countries' export earnings. Since, in general, the
Community has a substantial favourable balance of trade with these countries, it is
important to maintain their possibilities of export trade, particularly for agricultural
products, in the interest of preserving their overall trade relations with the Community.
Given, however, that their trade deficits include considerable imports of agricultural
products, there is a need for domestic agricultural development to stabilize their
economies.
As a result, the Council agreed, on 25 November 1985, the negotiating directives
allowing the Commission to open negotiations with the Mediterranean countries having
such cooperation agreements, with the particular object of maintaining their traditional
trade with the Community, while encouraging diversification of their agricultural
production and greater self-sufficiency. Following preliminary negotiations with these
countries, the Council drew up revised directives on 2l October 1986, taking into
account the concerns expressed by the Community's negotiating partners.
Under the terms of the revised directives, adapted trade and aid agreements have been
initialled with 12 Mediterranean countries (Algeria, Cnrrus, Egypt, Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon, Malta, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Yugoslavia). As of I September
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1988, the new protocols have been concluded with nine countries (Algeria, Cyprus'
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Turkey, Tunisia, Yugoslavia).
Libya and Albania do not at present have agreements with the EEC.
The EEC has in general an overall trade surplus with the Mediterranean countries in
agricultural products (average 1981-87: MECU 768 per year).
ACP States
259. Following the entry of Spain and Portugal into the EEC, the Community started
negotiations with the ACP countries to work out a protocol of accession of the new
Member States to the Third Lom6 Convention.
Pending the conclusion and entry into force of the protocol, the Community adopted
transitional arrangements to enable Spain and Portugal to take part immediately in the
Convention and to enable the ACP States to improve the conditions of access of their
products on the markets of the two new Member States.
260. Further, the ACP States were concerned that their traditional agricultural trade
with the Community could suffer from competition from Spain and Portugal after
enlargement. For this reason, as for the Mediterranean countries, the Council drew up
negotiating directives on 26 November 1985 allowing the Commission to open
negotiations with the ACP countries to modify the provisions of the Lom6 Convention
with the object of maintaining their traditional trade.
Following subsequent negotiations, the Council arrived at an agreement initialled with
the ACP on 14 and 15 July 1987 on the adaptations to be made to the Lomö
Convention as a consequenc€ of enlargement. While awaiting conclusion of the
agreement, the measures concerned have been applied autonomously by the Community
as of 1 July 1987.
The beginning of negotiations between the Community and the ACP countries on the
Convention to follow the Third Lomö Convention was fixed for 12 October 1988. The
present Convention applies until 28 February 1990.
The EEC has an overall deficit trade with the ACP in agricultural products (1987:
MECU 4.396).
Overseas counhies and territories (OCT)
261. The overseas countries and territories of the Community are covered by Part IV
of the Rome Treaty. Their products have tariff exemption on entry into the Commun-
ity, and they benefit from the same general provisions as the ACP States. Consequently,
in the context of enlargement, the Community adopted similar measures for imports
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from the OCT as were agreed with the ACP countries to preserve their traditional
trade.
On 24 September 1986, an Interservices group 'DOM, OCT, Canary Islands, Ceuta and
Melilla, Azores, Madeira' was set up by the Commission to study the overall situation
of the peripherial territories of the EEC . This Group continues to examine certain
aspects of agricultural trade between the OCT and the metropolitan EEC.
Structural spending by the FED on the agricultural sector and rural production in the
OCT has represented approximately MECU 21 since 1979.
Agricultural trade between the OCT and the metropolitan Community represented in
1987:
Exports to the Community:
Imports from the Community:
Act iv i t ies within GATT
285 MECU
135 MECU.
262. Where relations with GATT are concerned, attention and efforts were focused on
two areas: the continuing work in the current round of international negotiations, and
the modification of disputes between contracting parties.
The Uruguay Round negotiations
(a) The Community's activities in GATT have been concerned mainly with the
continuing multilateral trade negotiations. After putting forward their negotiating
proposals in 1987 and early 1988, the contracting parties had to submit more
technical documents, mainly explaining in greater detail the key points of most of
those proposals.
The Community submitted a number of documents to the Negotiating Group on
Agriculture:
(D a proposal on imnediate measures in respect of cereals, dairy products and
sugar;
(ii) a proposal for less urgent short-term measures to avoid any worsening of the
existing imbalances for the main agricultural products worldwide;
(iii) a contribution suggesting a concerted approach to reduction in support levels
in the long term. Sustained improvement in the situation on the world
agricultural markets will involve equivalent reciprocal undertakings on the
level of support granted by the different countries to their farmers; this in turn
will require the parties to measure support, make an undertaking regarding its
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maximum level over a suffrciently long period and introduce adequate
compensation mechanisms in case a pafty to the agreement fails to comply
with its terms. During the discussions on the last two proposals, the Commun-
ity also highlighted the internal measures it has taken, in particular since 1984,
which aim to control in a more effective manner, the supply of agricultural
products (for example, the introduction in 1984 of milk quotas and a
co-responsibility levy for cereals) and the credit which should be accorded to
the Community as a result of these measures;
(iv) finally, a plan has been submitted for the definition of a set of appropriate
health and plant health rules.
263. These proposals, together with those of the other contracting parties, in particular
the United States and the Cairns Group countries, were extensively discussed by the
Negotiating Group on Agriculture, which has also been preparing for the mid-term
review to be held in Montreal in December.
(b) In the Negotiating Group on Tropical Products, the Community has submitted a
list of offers intended to facilitate access to its market. The offers concern both
fresh and processed products. The negotiations on tropical products should be
finalized before the completion of negotiations on other areas, in accordance with
the Punta del Este declaration launching the Uruguay Round of negotiations.
Disputes between contracting parties
264. Disputes involving the Community and its agricultural policy have arisen in
several areas:
(a) At the beginning of the year the Community was obliged to restrict imports of
apples because of a serious imbalance on the market. Several contracting parties
contested the validity of this measure, and in particular its compatibility with
Article XI of the General Agreement.
Chile and the United States requested the setting up of a panel. In its written
observations to the panel, the Community was able to specify the legal context and
prove that the restrictions were in conformity with the GATT.
(b) A panel was also set up at the request of the United States to examine the workings
of the Community oilseeds arrangements, which the United States claims cancel
out or preclude the zero-duty tariff concession agreed for certain agricultural
products in the Dillon Round.
(c) The Community is itself studying the way in which the United States applies the
waiver by which in 1955 the contracting parties released it from its obligations
under Articles II and XI of the General Agreement, to avoid conllict with the trade
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restrictions it had to take pursuant to Section 22 of the 1933 Agricultural
Adjustment Act. Trade restrictions have been continued up to the present by virtue
of the waiver.
The Community takes the view that the conditions spelled out at the time no longer
obtain; this is particularly evident in the United States' sugar policy.
Accordingly, it has requested the setting up of a panel on sugar.
Other business
265. (a) Negotiations under Article XXIV.6 of GATT following the accession of
Spain and Portugal came to a close with agreements with all third countries
involved, except Canada, where an arbitration regarding some particular aspects has
been asked for and recently received, permitting the negotiations to go on.
(b) Cooperation under the auspices of the GATT affangements on dairy
products and meat contributed very much to keeping track of and assisting the
sometimes rapid movements noted in those markets over the last year.
Participants recognized in particular the efforts undertaken and positive results
achieved by the Community in improving world market conditions for dairy
products by vigorous and skilfully managed stock-disposal actions. As a conse-
quence of such actions, world market prices increased considerably and the export
minimum prices of the dairy products arrangement were increased several times.
General ized system of preferences (GSP)
266. For 1989 the Commission has made a proposal to the Council for a reduction of
the duties applied under the GSP in respect of processed tobacco, mushrooms (except
cultivated mushrooms), okra, papaya chutney and limetto juice.
In addition, to give the least-developed countries access similar to that enjoyed by the
ACP States, the Commission is proposing that pineapples, dried figs, dried grapes and
frozen strawberries be imported at zero duty.
World Food Council (WFC)
267. The 14th ministerial session of the WFC took place in Nicosia, Cyprus, from 23
to 26 Mav.
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The principal outcome of the session was agreement on a 'Cyprus Initiative against
Hunger in the World'. This provides for the establishment of an informal ad hoc
consultative group with the following functions :
(a) to review and assess the policies and instruments at present available to combat
chronic hunger and malnutrition in developing countries, particularly in low-
income food-deficit countries, and to identify the reasons and obstacles which may
have hindered their greater impact;
(b) to consider concrete and realistic measures that could make existing policies and
instruments more effective;
(c) to identify workable initiatives;
(d) to recommend a course of action to combat hunger rnore effectively.
The group's proposals will be presented to the WFC's l5th ministerial session in
1989.
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
268. The FAO's agenda for the year included the risk of deterioration in food stocks
following poor harvests by certain large producers, world debt, North-South financial
flows and international trade in agricultural products.
In 1988 the FAO organized its five biennial regional conferences. The European
Community was directly involved in the 16th Regional Conference for Europe, held in
Krakow, Poland. The two main topics discussed at the Conference were environment
policy, the shortcomings of which were much in the news (the North Sea seal disease,
exports of waste to the Third World, acid rain, etc.) and cooperation between European
countries themselves and between Europe and the Third World.
The delay in the payment of the United States contribution to the FAO budget (for the
second year running) caused serious problems for the Organization this year. Italy's
special payment to the FAO of USD 30 million was therefore especially appreciated.
Thirteen 'wise men' have been nominated to study ways of improving the effrciency of
the FAO. Their report will be examined at the November 1989 Conference.
Food aid
269. On 16 March 1988 the Commission approved a Decision (t) frxing the overall
quantities of food aid and establishing a list of products eligible to be supplied as food
aid under the 1988 programme. Subsequently, on 26 July 1988, the Commission
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The quantities of food aid made available under the 1988 programme are as follows:
I 160 000 tonnes of cereals (which includes the Community's contribution under the
1986 Food Aid Convention), a maximum of 110000 tonnes of milk powder, a
maximum of 25 000 tonnes of butteroil, a maximum of 11 000 tonnes of sugar, a
maximum of 34 000 tonnes of vegetable oil, other products (e.9. beans, pulses, dried
fish, etc.) corresponding to not more than 291262 tonnes of cereal equivalent and, in
addition, products intended to cover exceptional food shortages, corresponding to not
more than 200 000 tonnes of cereal equivalent.
On 4 August 1988 the Council approved two Regulations having a bearing on food aid.
Regulation (EEC) No 2507/88 (r) enables the Community to contribute to the financing
in developing countries of early warning systems for collecting data on harvest and
stock trends and also to small-scale operations to improve storage systems-in
particular those of individual farmers.
Regulation (EEC) No 2508/88 (2) provides for the implementation of co-hnancing
operations by the Community with international bodies or non-governmental organiza-
tions for the purchase of food products or seeds to benefit needy sections of the
population of developing countries.
Internat ional agreements on agricul tural  commodit ies
270. The International Sugar Agreement, 1987, came into force on I January 1988 and
its members, including the Community, have gradually been improving its statistical
and study activities. They have also regularly debated in conformity with Article 32, the
possibility of negotiating economic provisions, but so far such discussions have proved
inconclusive.
The Community continued to participate actively as a major member of the 1986
International Wheat Agreement, attending all meetings of the International Wheat
Council and the Food Aid Committee.
The Community also maintained its active role within the International Olive Oil
Council under the Agreement of 1986, which Egypt and Yugoslavia also joined in 1988,
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Foreword
Codification of the tables
The choices made for the revision of the tables are reflected in a new codification.
established on the basis of the same principle for all the tables. Each of them has been
given a code with four digits, the first of which designates the subject to which the table




4. Tables on agricultural markets.
The second and third digits refer to specific aspects of the field concerned and their
significance varies from one field to another.
For the tables concerning the agricultural markets (Tables 4) a standard codification for
all the products has been used for these two digits:
(i) the second digit of the code designates the agricultural product concerned,
(ii) the third digit refers to the nature of the statistic presented:
-.-.0.- livestock numbers,





-.-.5.- prices (producer's prices, market prices, consumer prices),
-.-.6.- market management,
-.-.9.- various.
For certain sectors, all the possibilities are used (e.g. cereals). For other products only
some are used (e.g. potatoes), either because the data needed are not available or because
the features of these sectors in the Community do not justify such an exhaustive presen-
tation in a general document such as this, which, for considerations of space, can provide
only the most important information.
T/4 FOREWORD
Geographic coverage of the tables
All the tables have, in general, been established for the Community of Twelve; they
cover, according to case, the 12 Member States and the Community of Twelve, or only
the Community total for the 12 countries. In the former case, the data for the Commun-
ity of Ten have also been given to allow of historical analyses covering the Community
before its last enlargement.
The ligures for Spain and Portugal are normally from the same sources as those for the
other Member States: the Statistical Oflice of the European Communities (Eurostat) or
the Directorate-General for Agriculture of the Commission of the European Communi-
ties. Where this information was not available, data prepared specially for this edition of
the Report by the responsible agencies of the new Member States (Ministries of Agricul-
ture and National Statistical Institutes) have been used. For this first edition of the
Report referring to the enlarged Community, some data are still, despite all efforts, not
available for one or other of the two new Member States; however, most of the tables
have been presented for the Community and its 12 Member States.
In the few cases in which the data presented for Spain and/or Portugal are not entirely
comparable with those of the other Member States, this is stated in the table and no total
for the Community of Twelve has been calculated. Similarly, where it has not been
possible to calculate a total for the Community of Twelve and the table concerns only the
Community as a whole, without breakdown by Member State, the table has been con-
structed for the Community of Ten as a temporary measure. In later editions of the
Report, these tables for the Community of Ten will be replaced by tables for the Com-
munity of Twelve as soon as comparable data are available for all the Member States.
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ha Hectare
UAA Utilized agricultural area
LU Livestock unit
ESU European size unit
FU Fodder unit
AWU Annual work unit
TF Type of farming
Geographical abbreviations
EC European Communities
EUR 9 Total of the Member States of the EC (1980)
EUR l0 Total of the Member States of the EC (1981)
EUR 12 All EC Member States (1986)
BLEU/UEBL Belgo-LuxembourgEconomic Union
DOM French overseas departments
ACP African Caribbean and Pacific countries party to the Lom6 Convention
PTOM Countries and overseas territories of Member States of the EC
Sources
Eurostat Statistical Offrce of the European Communities
SITC Standardinternationaltradeclassifrcation(Eurostat)
Nimexe Nomenclature of produce for the Community's external trade statistics and trade between its
Member States (Eurostat)
ESA European system of integrated economic accounts (Eurostat)
FADN Farm accountancy data network (Commission of the European Communities, Directorate-
General for Agriculture)
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency
IMF International Monetary Fund
GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Fefac European Federation of Manufacturers of Compound Feedingstuffs
Fediol Federation of Seed Crushers and Oil Processors in the EEC
AIMA Intervention Agency for the Agricultural Markets (Italy)
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
T/14 CURRENCY UNITS USED
Currency units used
l. European Monetary System (EMS) - ecu
this reportrn
The EMS came into force on l3 March 1979 (Regulations (EEC) No 3180/78 and No 3l8l/78 of 18 December
1978). With this system, the ecu was introduced as the sole unit of account for the Community. The definition
ofthe ecu is identical to that ofthe EUA (European unit ofaccount, defined by Regulation (EEC) No 250/75 of
2l April 1975) except for a review clause allowing ofchanges in its composition. The ecu is a currency unit of
the ' basket' type made up of specified amounts of the currencies of the Member States determined mainly on
the basis ofthe size ofthe economy ofeach State. Neither the drachma, the pes€ta nor the escudo are included
in the calculation ofthe value ofthe ecu and sterling has only a national central rate. The central rates used in
the system are rates fixed by the central banks around which the market rates of the EMS currencies may
fluctuate within margins not exc€eding 2,25Vo (6% for the Italian lira) at any given time.
2. The ecu in the common agricultural policy
- Before 9 April 1979, the unit of account used in the agricultural sector was the unit of account (u.a.) as
defined by Regulation (EEC) No 129/62 and the representative rates Green rates) were fixed by the Coun-
cil.
- On 9 April, the ecu was also introduced into the CAP (Regulation (EEC) No 652/79) and its use was
subsequently renewed by Regulations (EEQ No 1264/79, No l0ll/80, No 1523/80 and No 876/81. The
agricultural prices and the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative
rates) of the common amounts are expressed in ecus. The conversion rates (representative rates) of the
common prices into national currencies are, as before, frxed by the Council.
- At the time of changeover from the u.a. to the ecu, on 9 April 1979, tlne common agricultural prices and
amounts exprcssed in u.a. and converted into ecus were adjusted by a coefficient of 1,208953. Conversely,
the green rates were adjusted by a reciprocal coellicient of 1/1,208953, leaving actual price levels unchanged.
For example, 100 u.a. x 3,40 = DM 3,10 becomes ECU 121 x 2,81 : DM 340.
- For the recording ofworld market prices, offer prices are converted at the market rates.
According to context, different currency units have been used in this publication. The statistical series in terms of
value are also calculated:
- at constant exchange rates, i.e. at the exchange rates obtaining during a specific period (e.g. 1980). These rates
are used to eliminate the influences ofexchange-rate changes on a time series;
- at current exchange rates (notably for external trade).
To assist the user ofthis publication wishing lo convert units ofaccount into national currencies and conversely,
Tables 1.0.1, 1.0.2 and 1.0.3 give the rates to be used. Fuller information is given in specialized publications ofthe
Commission of the European Communities.
OBSERVATIONS ON STATISTICAL METHOD T/T5
Observations on statistical method
A - Statistics on external trade - explanatory note
Council Regulation @EC) No 1736/75, of 24 June 1975, on the external trade statistics of the Community and
statistics of trade between Member States, includes provisions to ensure that data are not recorded twice:
(i) when goods from a non-member country are first brought into a Member State, that Member State must record
the import according to the origin ofthe goods;
(ii) if the goods are then subject to a legal operation (for example clearance for consumption) and subsequently
imported into anolher Member State, the latter must record the goods according to the Member State from
which they were received.
However, to satisfy national requirements, the Member States may, if they wish, operate in parallel with the above
system the arrangements they applied previously; this means that a Member State's national data may be sub-
stantially difierent from the data supplied by Community sources.
For the calculation of the intra-Community trade of the Community as a whole in the supply balances, there were
two possibilities: the sum of the Member States' intra-Community exports (calculation on the basis of goods
leaving) or the sum of the Member States' intra-Community imports (calculation on the basis of entries). Eurostat
has chosen the second alternative. Also, exports to non-member countries in the supply balances of the Commu-
nity as a whole are calculated by deducting intra-Community trade from Member States' total exports.
As a result, there may be discrepancies between the external trade data given in the supply balances and those
given in the specific external trade tables.
Users must also allow for a break in the series of Community external trade statistics in 19'17, the date on which
Regulation @EC) No 1736/'15 entered into force.
A last point is that, while the data relating to the external trade of the Community of Twelve from reference year
1985 use the same source for all the Member States (Community statistics), those which refer to a previous period
may have been obtained from the Community statistics for the Community of Ten and from other sources for the
new Member States.
B - Annual rate of change (o/o TAV)
l. The annual rate of change (symbol : 0/0 TAD is used throughout this report for the calculation over periods of
time of changes in a given aggregate. It measures the compound annual average increase or reduction, as a
percentage, of the variable concerned from a base year (T in the following equations).
2. The annual rate ofchange is calculated as follows:
Where the annual rate of change is calculated over only two successive years, N: I and the formula
becomes:
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3. The following series illustrates the
t970



















CLASSIFICATION OF EUROSTAT PUBLICATIONS T/17
Most of the statistics in the tables have been provided by the Statistical OIfice of the European Communities
(Eurostat). For longer and more detailed series, the user should refer to the following Eurostat publications:
Classification of Eurostat publications
Theme
l. General statistics (midnight blue)
2. Economy and finance (violet)
3. Population and social conditions (yellow)
4. Energy and industry @lue)
5. Agriculture, forestry and fisheries (green)
6. Foreign trade (red)





C Accounts, surveys and statistics




I .0. I Indicatiye currency parities ( t )
(t) Simple arithmetic means (rounded). NC - national crurency.
(2) Offer prices on the world market are calculated by means of market rates approximately corresponding to these figures.
(l) Range for the marketing years of the 'green rates' for the main products.
(r) Figures calculated from ecu values.
1987
Central rates
ECU l  - . . . . .NC
1987
ECU l  - . . . . .NC
Average market
rate (2)
Green rates (l) used for the
conversion of common prices
and amounts
1986-1987
E C U  l  - . . . . . N C
1987
usD I = ..... NC (r)
Average market rate
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USD XX 1,15444 X I,00000
1.0.2 Conversion rates ( t )
Source: Eurostat.
1t) Annual average of daily rates.
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2.0.1 Basic data - key figures for agriculture in the EC (1987)
Features EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark lR Deutschlanc
I 2 3 4 5
Total area (kmz)
Population (1986) (l 000 inhabitants)
GDP/inhabitants (1986) (purchasing power standard - PPS)
Inflation (1987) (t)
Unemployment rate (1987)
(o/o of civilian working population)

























Utilized agricultural area (l 000 ha) (1957)
Employment in the agriculture, forestry, hunting and fishing sector
(l e87)
- number (l 000 persons)
- share in employed civilian working population (0/o)
Number of holdings (1985) (l 000 holdings)
UAA per holding (1985) (ha)
Final production of agriculture (1986) (Mio ECU)
Share of agriculture in the GDP (GVA/GDP) (1986) (0/o)
Share of agriculture in total gross fixed capital formation (1986) (o/o)
Share of imports of food and agricultural products in import of all products
(1987) (o/o)
Share of exports of food and agricultural products in exports of all products
(1987) (o/o)
External trade balance in food and agricultural products ( I 987) (Mio
ECU)
Share of household consumption expenditure devoted to food, beverages


















































Source: Eurostat and EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; GDP price deflator - estimates.(2) BLEU^'EBL.
1r; 1982.
g7 te7e.
(5) EUR l l .
1oy 1986.
BASIC DATA T/21
Ellada Espafia France Ireland Italia Luxembourg Nederland Portugal Unitd Kingdom EUR IO
6 7 8 9 l 0 l l r2 l 3 t4 l 5
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T/22 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3. l. I Shares of individual products in final agricultural production (1987)
EUR 12 p Belgique/Belgiö Danmark BRDeutschland























































































































































Source: Eurostat - Aggicultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
1z; Dried pulses, citrus fruit.
1 r ;  r986.
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(%)
Ellada EsPaf,a (r) France Ireland Italia Luxemboury Nederland Portugal United Kingdom EUR IO










































































































































































































































T/24 THE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMY
3.1.2 Individual Member States' shares in final agricultural production (1987)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; These are products listed in Annex II of Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72.
1z; Oried pulses, citrus fruit.
1r; Not including Portugal.
Belgique/Beleiö Danmark BR Deutschland Ellada
I 2 3 4 5

























Other fruit and vegetables (z;
Subtotal
Subtotal















































































































3,7 4,8 13,3 4,8
3,1 3,5 14,6 3,9
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EUR 12 1r; - 100
(70)
Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxemboury Nederland Portugal United Kingdom
6 7 8 9 l 0 l l t2 l 3
l 8 ,g




























































































































I 1 , 8
l l ,2
I  1 , 3
8,8
31,7































l 5 , l
1 9 , 8
25,5
8,9
16,6 1 ,4 23,3 0,0 19,0 8,9
I 1 , 9 23,9 2,1 19,7 0,1 7 1 9 9,5
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3.1.5 Final agricultural production, crop production and livestock production
1987, current prices % TAV ( r )
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176 921 1 ,4 0,3
23r 873 5 384
49 205 6 243
53  489  25  813
|  0647t0 6849
2 995 405 21 077
291 830 42 163
2 836 3 661
51 964 (2)  34 859
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32590 139s4
l  l  833  16748
2,0 1,0
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2,1 0,9
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3. I .5 (cont.)
1987, current prices % TAV ( ' )
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1987, current prices % TAV (r)
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3.1.5 (cont.)
Sora.' Ewslrt - Agricultunl a@uts ed EC ColmißioD' DiElontc4uqst for fudolte
(r) The chrngG e qlcütrrcd on thc bsris of sid st mtatt 1980 pri6 fü the 1980 to 1987 Dcriod- Fq thc Mmb€r Srala, the chalgB m €lculated on thc
baris of figum ia mtioal mcy md for EURIo üd EURI2 o rhe basir of fg|G mYcrtrd into ru
(r) In thousrd mi[ion lirc.
(!) Not inclüding poultrym€t.
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3.1.6 Final agricultural production, consumption of inputs and gross value-added (at market prices):
changes by volurne
(19N=lN)
r982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
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1  08 ,1
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106,7
I 1 0 , 5
I  18 ,7
l 0 l , l
I 1 3 , 5
I  15 ,3
112,5
109,9
I  18 ,0
104,2
105 ,1
I  l 0 , l
I  I 1 , 0
1 1 6 , 8
1 0 1 , 5
l  l  l ,0
I  l 6 , l
108.7
I  16 ,0









l 1 0 . 3
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l l l , 8
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1 0 1 , 6
95,5
I  15 ,9
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99,8 100,9 t01,2 102,8 103,7 r04,2


















l 0 l , g
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l l l ,2
I  l 5 , l
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I 1 6 , 8
125,4
1 0 1 , 7
I 1 9 , 3
1 3 1 , 3
121,5
I  l 6 , l
141,2



















I  15 ,5






I  15 ,5
106,2
110,7
1  33 ,1
I  l 3 , l
110 ,6 108,9 114,9 112,2 I  15 ,9 114,3
Source: Eurostat.
2)
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3.1.7 Final production index prices:
- value/volume (nominal)
- value/volume, dellated by GDP deflator (real)
0980 = tM)
r982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
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140,0
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95,7 9L,9 87,9 83,2 76,8 72,0
Source: Eurostat.
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3.1.8 Consumption of index inputs:
value/volume (nominal)
value/volumeo deflated by GDP deflator (real)
(1980 = 100)
t982 1983 1984 1985 1986 r987















t19,9 126,5 133,3 133,5 127,1 123,2
120,6
130,0







1 1 3 , 3
I 1 6 , 5
1 3 1 , 5
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97,6 95,6 93,6 88,0 79,1 7 3,8
Source: Eurostat.
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(1980 = 100)
t982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987


















































































98,0 96,1 93,8 94,5 97,1 97,6
3.1.9 The'cost-price squeeze) (t): the ratio of producer prices to input prices
So!rce: Ewstat and EC Commis$ion, Dir$t@te-Gercnl for ASricultue.
(.) Thc 'st-pri€ squeze' is elculated by dividing changes in the dellared index pries ofthe vale offiml agticultunl production by chngs in the deflated
indq priffi ofrhe value ofitrpul&
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3.1.10 Gross fixed capital formation and gross value-added in agriculture at factor cost(t)
(1 0= 100)
Source: Eurostat - Agricultural accounts and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) At current prices: the series is based on figures exclusive of VAT.
1982 1983 1984 r985 1986 r987
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3.1.12 Net value-added at factor cost per manpower employment unit, in real terms: index numbers(r)
(t980=100)
Soüce. Emtat.
(t) The ner valE-added at factor @st is €lculatcd at @rent pric in mtional curencia, dellated by the inder pri@s of th€ GDP of ach Membq Sra&. Thc
cmploymenl unil is the number of uits cmploycd i! the agricultw, fo6try, hutirg md lishirg wto$ in 6ch Memb€r State.









































1 l 1 , 5
I  1 1 , 5
100,0
t14,7
I  3 1 , 5
r17,9
I 1 1 , 0
103,6
1 1 8 , 4
107,9
1 0 1 , 8
r49,7








I  15 ,8
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1 1 1 , 5
110,2




I  18 ,4
I  I 1 , 0
1  38 ,1
95 ,1
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1 1 0 , 9
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96,7 99,8 I 1 0 , 8 1 0 1 , 9 105,0 99,9 99,4 0,5 0,5
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3.2.1 The farm accountancy data network - Explanatory note
The farm accountancy data network (FAD}$ collects accountancy data from a sample of agricultural holdings in the
Community. The FADN field of survey relates to 'commercial' farms, i.e. farms which market the bulk of their production
and which exceed a minimum level of economic activitv defrned in terms of economic size (see the definition of the
European size unit below).
In the most recent accounting years there were more than 50 000 holdings (Community of Twelve) representative of
commercial farms in the FADN sample.
The terms used in the tables relate to the following definitions.
BASIC FADN TERMS
Accounting year
The accounting year is a l2-month period starting between I January and I July, the exact date varying from one Member
State to another.
Economic size and European size unit (ESU)
The European size unit (ESU) is a unit of measurement of the economic size of the agricultural holding. A farm has an
economic size of I ESU if its total standard gross margin is I 100 ECU of 1982 SGM. The standard gross margin for each
enterprise corresponds to the average value, over a three-year period and in a given region, of production minus certain
variable costs. In the Community rypology for agricultural holdings (Decision 85/377/EEC) there are nine classes ofeco-
nomic size, the limits of which are: 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 40 and 100 ESU.
Type of farming (TF)
The type of farming CrF) of a holding is determined by the relative share in the holding's total standard gross maryin of
each ofthe enterprises ofthe holding. A description is given in Table 3.2.2. The results given in the following tables relate to
nine groups aggregated from the 17 principal types of farming in the Community farm typology (Decision 85/377/EEC).
FADN division
The FADN results may be established at the level of the Community, the Member States and the FADN divisions. The
divisions are geographical units corresponding either to the entire country (B, DK IRL, L, NL), to the regions of lrvel I or
II of the nomenclature of territorial statistical units (NUTS) (D, E, F, I) or to specific regional breakdowns (GR, P,
UK).
Weighting and number of holdings represented
The holdings in the FADN sample are selected in such a way as to be representative, for each division, of the holdings
belonging to each cell formed by the combination of TF and economic size class. The populations to b€ represented are
derived from the Community farm structure surveys.
The results presented are weighted averages. Each holding in the FADN sample is attributed a weight proportional to the
number of holdings belonging to the same ry,pe of farming and the same economic size class in the division.
The number ofholdings represented is the sum ofthe weights ofthe holdings in the sample. Some cells (division - TF -
economic size class) may have no holdings in the sample, either because very high selection rates would be necessary or
because there are technical diffrculties in\selecting holdings.
STRUCTURAL DATA
UAA: utilized agricultural area (in hectares).
T/46 FADN
3.2.1 (continued)
Annual work unit UWU)
This represents the agricultural work done by one full-time worker in one year. Part-time and seasonal work are fractions of
an AWU.
AVERAGE RESULTS PER HOLDING
Total output
This is the value of tolal production during the accounting year. Included are off-farm sales, home-grown feed and seed,
farmhouse consumption and benefits in kind, as well as changes in the value of livestock and stocks of crop products.
I nt ermedi at e co nsu mpt ion
This corresponds to all the fixed and variable costs that are necessary for agricultural activity and includes home-grown feed
and seed but excludes financial charges, labour costs, rent and depreciation.
Depreciation
This is the annual provision designed to replace the fixed components of working capital at the end of their life (buildings,
machinery, equipment, etc.), It is calculated on the basis of replacement value.
Farm net value-added (FNVA)
Total output less intermediate consumption and depreciation, adjusted to take account oftaxes, glants and subsidies linked
to production.
Family farm income
This corresponds to farm net value-added, less other real costs in the accounting year: interest and financial charges, wages
and social security costs paid and rent.
FARM INCOME
Farm net value-added per agricultural work unit (FNVA/AWU)
This is an indicator ofthe economic performance ofthe holding It renumerates family and hired labour, own and borrowed
capital and the management ofthe holding.
Family farm income per unit of unpaid labour
This indicator repres€nts the return on the labour of farmer and family, and on owned capital.
FADN T/47
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Family farm income per
unit unpaid labour
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Family farm income per
unit unpaid labour
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Nominal index
1 9 8 0 :  1 0 0 % TAV
Real index
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3.3.2 Producer prices for agricultural products in the Community (exclu$ing VAT) EUR IO
Source: Eurostat.
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(1980:100)
t979 l 9 8 l t982 1983 1984 1985 l 986  i 1987 1988
% TAV
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-  1 ,9
X
1,8
92,8 l12,l 125,0 133,6 139,5 143,9 146,2 146,6 6,5 0,3
3.3.6 Agricultural wages, input prices (t) and producer prices (excl. VAT)
S@rcej Eurcstat ('Purchas pric of inputs' ud 'hodwr pries for agricultural ploducts' arc hmonized itrdi@s, wh€sE'Fm wages' ßmin het€rcg€n@s
natioül indi€s).
(r) The EC irdex of fm input pries is a laspeyH index, whru the detlated prie sies (s Table 3,1.8) is I Paa$he index. The disrcponcies betwn tlE
frgws itr the two tabls are mainly a mattq of the dillqing itrdex fomulrc.
(2) lndies of üc prics of goods ed swi6 of wnr agricultunl @nsumplion.
p) Anaul indies include fruit ad v€gerables.
(4) Portugal not includ€d.
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PRICES AND PRODUCTION COSTS T/79
3.3.9 Rents for agricultural land




















































































































(r) Converted at constant exchange rates (1984).
(2) Biannual surveys in 1975, 1977,1979, 1981, 1983, 1985 and 1987. Eurostat estimate for the intermediate years.
1:; t964 survey, updating using a national accounts indicator (Insee).
1r; Prices for all kinds of land.
(s) Most of this land is irrigated.
(6) Converted at exchange rates (1982).
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3.3.10 Average annual interest rate (o/o)(t) payable on loans for farm investments (19S0-88)
Source: EC Commission, DG for Agriculture.
(r) National definitions.
(z) Operating loans to farmers.
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Wine must, beverages, servi@s
All products
Products used for animal IM, excluding wine:
- Not processed on the holding
- Processed on the holding
Wine
All products not used for human or animal consumption:
- Not processed on the holding
- Ftocessed on the holding
All plant products except wine
Wine
All livestock products
Products sold through a producers'group:
- fruit, vegetables and wine
- pigs, eggs and poultry
Live cattle, sheep, pigs
Other livestock including poultry and fish, carcasses, raw wool, horsehair, bristles, feathers, hides and
skins, non-edible horticultural produce
Other agricultural products excluding live animals
Cereals (except seeds and paddy rice)
Paddy rice, fresh and dried vegetables, potatoes, fresh and dried fruit, oilseeds for edible oil, olive oil,







Most products and services
Most products
Flowers
All other agricultural products
Products generally used for human and animal consumption (including seeds, seedlings and animals)




7,0 (4) 13,0 (s)










































1,7  (3 )
1 , 7
5 ,71  (7 )
3.3.1I Value-added tax (VAT) rates: producer prices (t)
at I January 1988
Sosre.' Ewstat.
(r) Thc fig|G re for agricultw il the stict w, excltrding foffitry. The m6t importatrt products rc giv@ otrly ö enmpl6'
l:i ne nir-nre rhemi applieble to aSricultw m a[ d$tned io ofrst o! I gmenl salerelated basis the VAT paid on purchas of agricuhunl
inputs.
(r) Horc3 have beetr qcmpt sinc 3.9.1973.
i.i WiO efwt mn t.Z.tgt4 agricultunl prodtffi subjest to the ordinüy VAT sysieD hsve been otitled, by my of inome lN @mpenstiotr, to dcduct 596
frcm VAT payable (in addition to thc d€dutible VAT).
(s) For fhe purpo-w of in@me lo$ mmpflstiot, tbe VAT flat nte rc nis4 vith etfect &om 1.7.1984 by 5 poiDts 1o 139() for mct Foducts.
iui Winegrcwi oteteO by thc llat-nte rcheme add tar st thc nre of 1496 to their invoiG but relain onty t%, the ordimry llaGnt€e to olfst the rq rhey have' -
paid ön their inputs. Ai a mutr of the dimmtlcmmt of the monalary @mpmslory mouts thcy have ben mtitle4 sin6 1.7.1984 to a 5% rcductign o-l
itre wc Ua"i"ä plodwß subject to the llar-nt€ systcm. Thus, sine t.f.tgg4 Oev havc had to pay the tax authoriti6 only 196 ompard with 696
prcviously.
O) Rate appliG to the VAT-inclusive prie.
öi V,lf oa nowm pfa by auction is Lvoied at lgorc Gffiß @ve!€d by the llrt-nte shemc reive only the nomal fllt-nte of 696, the rcroinilg 13%
being poy&ble to the mrnl rq authority by the pwbas.
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3.3.12 Value-added tax (VAT) rates: input prices,

























































l 5 +  l 0
Purchase and tenancy of land
Animal feedingstuffs, seeds, fertilizers, agricultural selices, coal (solid fuel)
Construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Electricity, farm equipment, pesticides
Road diesel fuel, petrol, liquefied petroleum gas for non-agricultural purposes
Diesel fuel for agricultural purposes, ligbt fuel oil, natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas
Purchase of land 6d [gildings
All products
Purchase and tenancy of farmland
Inputs of agricultural origin (animal firdingstufß, seeds and propagating material, breeding stock)
Inputs of industrial origin (fertilizers, pesticides, fuel and power, buildings and machinery, building materials and
acoessories), non-agricultural services
Purchase and tenancy of land
Seed animal feedingstufß, breeding stock, fertilizers, pesticides.
Most farm equipment" maintenance and repair of machinery, installations and buildings, electricity, lubricants and
liquid gas
Motor fuels
Inputs of agricultural origin: medicines
Inputs of industrial origln
Most services
Purchase and tenancy ofagricultural land
Non-processed agricultural products (including breeding stock), work under contract
Fertilizen, animal feedingstufß, pesticides
Motor fuel (50 % deductible), certain building work and services provided by persons eligible for the special deduction,
purchase and maintenance of farm equipment" construction and maintenance of farm buildings
Animal lbedingstulß, fertilizers (put up in quantities of l0 kg or morQ, @reals, beet" hay, cake, etc., seeds and propa-
gating material of products used for foo4 veterinary products for oral administration, electricity
Most servi@s, machinery repairs
Fertilizers (quantities less than l0 kg), pesticides, disinfectants and detergents, veterinary products for injection and
veterinary equipmen! farm equipment including tractors, building materials, second-hand goods, petrol and lubricants,
motor vehicle and motorcycles, other services (transport, storage, hiring of equipment)
Solid fuels, diesel fuel for heating diesel fuel for tractors, gas for heating and lighting
Agricultural loans, rural leases, veterinary services
Animal li:edingstufß of vegetable origin, fertilizers
Animal feedingstuffs of animal origin, agricultural work under contract, seeds, breeding stock, pesticides
Fuels and lubricants, pharmaceuticals
Equipment and machinery, gas and electricity, building material$, most services
Animal feedingstufß, fertilizers, seeds, breeding stoch electricity, water, some services (cultivation and harvesting,
veterinary services)
furicultural equipment, pesticides, construction and maintenance of farm buildings, some services (transport), power
and other fuels
Veterinary services telecommunications, indemnity insuran@, purchase, renting and tenancy of immovable property
(except sale by builder)
Seeds, fertilizers, fuel for hothouses, animal feedingstuffs, breeding stock, some services, pesticides, pharmaceuticals,
work under contract, equipment
Motor fuels and other fuels (except petrol and electricity), structural work, maintenance and repair of farm buildings,
machinery, tractors and equipment, small items of equipment and accessories, transport services, petrol
Fertilizers and crop protection products, animal feedingstuffs and seeds, live anirnals, machinery, equipment and trac-
tors, veterinary services
Electricity, fuels and gas
Other goods and services
Interest reliefgrants on purchase and renting ofland, insurance, financial costs
Most products generally used for human consumption and animal consumption, including seeds, propagating material
and animals reared for the purpose. Construction of farm buildings and most civil engineering work (excluding repair
and maintenance). Power fuels and other fuels (except road diesel fuel and petrol), electricity and water
Road diesel fuel, lubricants, petrol, fertilizers, chemicals, purchase and maintenance of agricultural machinery, other
goods and services not specified
Purchase of motor vehicles (special non-deductible l0% tax)
FINANCIAL ASPECTS T/83
3.4.1 EAGGF expenditure
Unit 1980 (3) 1985 (3) 1986 r987 1988 1t1 1989 (2)





























































1  510 ,1



































Source : EC Conrmission, Dircctorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) 1988 budget and transfer No 6/88.
1z; 1989 preliminary draft budget, as amended by letter of amendment No l/89.
p1 t980: EUR 9, 1985: EUR 10.
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3.4.4 Breakdown of appropriations by sector according to the economic nature of the measures -
financial year 1987 1t; - financial year 1988'i* (2)
1987 - Mio ECU (t) (7)
Breakdown by economic nature of the measures
Interventions




Oils and fats, of which:
- rape seed, sunflower
- soya beans and flax seed
Protein products, of which:
- p€as, broad beans and field beans
- dried fodder
Textile plants, of which:









Milk and milk products, (4) (5)















- in intra-Comunity trade
- in extra-Comunitv trade
D - Other (o)
Total  A+B+C+D
%
Soarc". EC Commissiod, Di6tonte-Gsenl for Agricultw.
(r) The expendituE items arc taked from Mcmber States'rctms mad€ mder thc advü€ paymetrts syslem and arc charged to a givetr
Anicle 97 of the Financial R€gulation.
C) Budget adopted on 1.6.1988 (OJ L226, 16.8.1988) and traNfer No 6/88.
(r) The amount d@s not include a figurc of ECU -208,2 Mio rcleasd whil the 1983, 1984 ed 1985 a@outs werc clcaEd.
(a) The uount ircludG the fioancial perticipstion of @rcat ud milk prcdreß.
(r) Including food aid rctunds.
(6) Drcct h@me support, distriburion of prcducts to thc needy ud intercst to ertaio Mcmb€r States.
























































































4 1 8 , 0
599,4
l l ,4
22 52t,1 9 147,9
23176 (3 ) 9 374,9
financial year under
FINANCIAL ASPECTS T/89
1988 - Mio ECU (z)
Breakdown of economic nature of the measures
Interventions
l 5 :
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3.4.6 Payments made in respect of socio-structural schemes of a general nature, schemes for less-favoured
arers and schemes related to EEC market organizations
I OOO ECU I OOO ECU I OOO ECU 1000 u.a./EUA/ECU





3 1 . 1 2 . 1 9 8 7  ( t )
%
I 2 3 4 5 6
General socio-structural
Investment plans (holdings)
(Dir. 72/159/EEC, Reg. (EEC) 797/85)
Cessation of farming (Dir. 72/160/EEC)




Compensatory allowances (less-favoured regions) (Dir. 7 5 / 268/EEC)
(Ree. (EEC) 797/85)
Drainage in Ireland (Dir.78/628/EEC) (Reg. (EEC) 2195/81)
Grubbing-up of vines in Charentes (Dir. 79/359/FEC)
Irrigation in Corsica (Dir. 79/173/EEC)
Drainage in Ireland/Northern Ireland (Dir. 79/197/EEC)
Programme, west of Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1820/80)
Advisory services in Italy (Reg. (EEC) 270/79)
Stockfarming, Ireland/Northern Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1054/81)
Programme, French overseas departments (Dir. 8l/527 /EEC)
Programme, Western Isles of Scotland (Reg. (EEC) 1939/81)
Integrated programme, Lozöre (Reg. (EEC) 1940/81)
Programme, Northern Ireland (Reg. (EEC) 1942/82)
Programme, Greece (less-favoured regions) (Reg. (EEC) 1975/82)
Stockfarming, Italy (Reg. (EEC) 1944/81)
Advisory services in Greece (Reg. (EEC) 2966/82)
Programme, France (inundation of Herault valley)
(Dir. 79/|74/EEC')
Programme, Portugal (development of agriculture)
(Ree. (EEC) 3828/8s)

























l  I  651
t25
80
l 3  4 5 1
6 894
73r
I  l l 0



















































94 808 287 884 337 008 | 872755 100
T/92 FINANCIAL ASPECTS
3.4.6 (cont.)
I OOO ECU 1000 Ecu 1000 Ecu I 000 u.a./EUtECU





3 l : 1 2 . 1 9 8 7  ( t )
%
I 2 3 4 5 6
Related to EEC market oiganizations
Milk non-marketing (Ree. GEC) 1078/77)
Vineyard conversion (Reg. (EEC) 1163/76)
Citrus fruit plan (Reg; (EEC) 25ll/69)
Producers' groups, fruit and vegetables (Reg. (EEC) 1035/72')
Producers' groups, fisheries (Ree. (EEC) 3796/81)
Vineyard abandonment (Reg. (EEC) 456/80) (Reg. (EEC) 777/85\
Vineyard restructuring (Reg. (EEC) 458/80)
Producers'groups, cotton (Reg. (EEC) 389/82)
Eradication of bovine brucellosis, tuberculosis, leucosis (Dir. 77/391/EEQ_
(Dir. 82l4ffi/EEC\
Eradication of swine fever (Dec. 80/1096/EEC)
Improvement of beef cattle production (Reg. (EEC) 1353/73)
Hops producers' $oups (Reg. (EEC) 1696/71\
Producers' organization in the fisheries $ector (Reg. (EEC) 100/76)
Vineyards south of France (Dir. 78/627/EEC')
Producen' groups and their associations (Reg. (EEC) 1360/78)
Vine-growing structures in Portugal (Reg. (EEC) 2239/86)
TOTAI III
TOTAI +II+II I
I I I .
82285













































138 648 6s 337 97 005 933 426 100
326044 460 803 578 124 3  8 5 1  5 l  I




1z) Including ECU 2l I 000 under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
1r) Including ECU 687 000 under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
f) Including ECU 36 019 under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
(s) Measure completed.
(o) Measures financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section up to 13.5.1983.
121 Including ECU 12,800 Mio under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
1t) Including ECU 3,297 Mio under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
f) Including ECU 195,832 Mio under Reg. (EEC) No 797185.
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3.5.1.1 Employment in agriculture
Statistical sources and applications
There are several sources of Community statistics enabling employment in agriculture to be measured from
various viewpoints, including employment statistics proper (sample survey of the labour force, annual
employment estimates) and agricultural statistics (structural surveys of agricultural holdings). Methods and
concepts vary from one source to another, and the purpose of this introduction is to help the user to
choose, among the statistics given in the subsequent tables, those which will provide him with the infor-
mation he seeks.
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURE AND IN THE OTHER SECTORS
One approach to the problem of employment in agriculture consists in considering it as part of overall
employment and comparing it with employment in the other economic sectors. The relevant information
comes from employment statistics; in these figures, the persons employed are assigned to that economic
sector in which they mainly work, and the characteristics of employment are measured according to iden-
tical concepts from one sector to another.
Changes over time in numbers employed in the various sectors, and, in particular, in agriculture, are
measured on the basis of annual employment estimates (Tables 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3). For detailed informa-
tion on the structure of employment in agriculture compared with that of other sectors (breakdown by sex,
by occupational status, by working time, or by age), reference must be made to the sample survey of
manpower, which provides a'photograph' of employment in any given year (Table 3.5.1.4.).
EMPLOYMENT IN AGRICULTURAL HOLDINGS
Only the statistics which have just been presented allow a proper comparison of employment in agriculture
with employment in the other sectors. However, they do not cover all persons employed in agriculture: an
important feature of farming is that so many farmers and farm workers work only part-time and often also
have other jobs. In the employment statistics, such persons are not classified as working in agriculture.
A full measure of employment in agriculture is provided by the surveys on the structure of agricultural
holdings; it should be noted that the information from this source enables employment in agriculture to be
analysed as such but that, as it is established according to specific definitions, it cannot be compared with
employment data for other sectors.
These surveys cover all persons employed on holdings, whether farming is their main activity or not; they
also record working hours and any other remunerated work outside farming. They thus enable employment
on agricultural holdings to be measured fully, and part-time and combined other erdployment to be ana-
lysed. By conversion of the numbers of persons employed into full-time equivalent workers ('annual work
units' - AWU), the data on working hours give information on the actual volume of labour devoted to
farming, the only valid measure of the labour contribution to agriculture, in view of the scale of part-time
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3.5.1.3 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors
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3.5.1.4 Employment in agriculture and in the other sectors: structures compared (1986)
Source: Sample survey of manpower 1986.
1t; CBS estimates.
Unit EUR I2 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land
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T/ l OO STRUCTURES
3.5.1.5 Employment in agriculture: persons working on agricultural holdings (t)
Source: Eurostat - Surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings + national data.
(t) Without irregularly employed non-family members.
1z ;  r983.
(3) 1979/80.
1r) Including spouses. ./
1s; Not including Portugal.
Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
Deutsch-
land
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Total number of persons working on
agricultural holdings (t1
Total number of AWU (equivalent full time workers)
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Unit EUR 12 Belgique/Belgiö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land
I ) 3 4 5 6 7
Total
Numben
No other gainful employment
With other main gainful employment
















































working hours = 100% (z)
Numbers
No other gainful employment
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Working hours from 50 to l00o/o (z)
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Working hours of < 50% (2)
Numbers
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3.5.1.6 Employment in agriculture: working hours and combined other employment of farmers (t)
,S@€. Eurcstat - Suryeys of the structre of agdcultel holdings.
(r) Fam6 who arc at the sme time fam heads. The famer is the pemn for whom and on whos behalf lhe holding is femed; the fm head is th€ p€Mr
mponEible for the srcn! day-today milag€m€nt of the holdins. I9EUR 10, 97oi6 of agdcuttunl holdingr arc farmed by fmes who re at the sme time farr
h€dt
(2) FameE vorking their fms for respoctively 10096, 50 to 100%, ild b$ thu 50% of the onual working hom of a full-tire worker.
,--/
STRUCTURES T/ IO3
EIlada Espafra France Ireland Italia Luxem-bourg
Nederland Portugal UnitedKingdom EUR IO
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3.5.2.1 Land use in 1987
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  1986.
121 Only grasslands.
( r )  1975.
EUR 12 Belgique/Belgrö Danmark
BR Deutsch-
land Ellada
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3.5.2.3 Utilized agricultural area, woods and forests
Source: Eurostat.
1t ;  1986 or 1986/1979.
Arable land Permanent meadow and pasture
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the country
I 000 ha % of the UAA
of the country
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T / 124 STRUCTURES





l 000 % of total % TAV
1980 1985 r986 1980 l 986
1985 |  1986
leso I les5
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
















































91,2 82,2 gl,5 100 100 2,1 0,6










11,8 l4,l  14,5










116,3 91,3 gg,8 100 100 4,7 2,7





















797,4 703,9 707,8 100 100 2,5 0,6














1 ,6  x
0.2 x
1 ,9  x




751,8 706,3 r00 X 1 . 2  x


























| 524,0 X X X X













2l, l  19,0
30,4 31,6






I 135,0 974,5 I 000,0 100 100 3,0 2,6
STRUCTURES T / 125
Average size UAA
ha I 000 ha % of total % TAV










































































150,0 I l3, l  t07 ,2
447,5 349,6 329,2
| 248,7 I 133,3 | tt2,2






-31.2 -  10,5
5,5 5,2
4,8 5,8
1 ,9  1 ,9
0,5 2,6












I 086,0 932,3 920,0
2 635,2 2 291,6 2 256,9
5 342,9 5 190,7 5 154,7































































































I 215,0 895,2 900,0
3 550,0 2 836,9 2 780,0
l0 960,0 l0 139,1 l0 060,0














1 ,5  0 ,8
2,4 0,4







l 000 % of total % TAV
r980 1985 1986 1980 l9E6 1985 |  
1986
teso I le85
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9































223,3 220,1 100 X -0 ,3  x






I  501,1 (3)  t  272,8
377 ,4 1t1 318,1























2 t92,0 (3) I 891,8 X X -  1 ,8  (n )  x









1 ,8  1 ,3  1 ,3
0,8 1,0 1,0










4,7 4,0 3,9 100 100 -3 ,2  -2 ,5





















-1 ,2  -  1 ,0
-2 ,6  -  3 ,1
-2 ,9  -3 ,7
0,7 0,3
3.9 4,3
129,0 120,9 I 18,9 100 100 -  1 .3  -  1 , 7































349,5 X X X X

















- 0,6 - 0,3
-  l , l  -  l , l
-  1 , 2  -  1 , 6
-0.0 0,0
249,2 242,5 242,4 r00 r00 - 0,5 - 0,0































5 458,0 5 037,4 X X - 1 , 6  x
Source: Eurostat: harmonized national data * surveys of the structure of agricultural holdings.
1t; Holdings of I ha UAA or more.
121 t982 survey.
(3) 1977 instead of 1980 (not yet available).
1985





ha I 000 ha % of total % TAV
1980 1986 r980 1985 1986 r980 l 986 r 9851980
r986
1985














2037,6 2037,3| 670,2 | 674,2




33 .1  x
0,3 x
-0,3 x
- l , l  x
-0,0 x
0,0 x











3 512,8 (3)  2907,2
2 572,6 (3) 2 t87,5
2 485,3 (3) 2 287,3
2738,9 (3) 2784,5













-  1 ,6  1c ;
0,3 (4)



















l0, l  7,7 7 ,3
61,8 46,7 45,5
51.7 66.6 69.1







- 5,3 - 5,2
-5,4 -2,6
5,2 3,8


























-  1 ,4  -  1 ,7
-2,6 -  3,5
-2,8 -  3,6
l , l  -0,4
3,6 1,9

















































2 228,9 2 094,3 2 07 t,g
13 999.2 13 883.6 13 882.7
0,5 0,6




-0 ,5  -2 ,7
-0,7 -3,4
-  1,3 -0,8
-1 ,2  -  l , l
-0,2 - 0,0












6 534,9 5 824,1
t2 t t5,9 ta 7 ß,2
26 280,7 25 456,1





















1,6,2 88 878,0 87 633,5 X X -0 ,3  x
T/128 STRUCTURES





l 000 % of total % TAV
t975 1980 1985 1980 1985
1985 I  1985
tsß | lesO
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
EUR I2
2 - <  4
4-<  g
8 - <  l 6





























2 - <  4
4-<  g
8 - <  l 6





















137,2 I 14,5 97,6 r00 100 3,4 3,1
Danmark
2 - <  4
4-<  g
8 - <  l 6















* 30, | -47,0





132,2 122,7 92,3 r00 r00 3,5 5,5
BR Deutschland
2 - <  4
4 - <  g
8 - <  l 6























1 5 , 5









907,7 850,0 740,5 r00 100 2,0 2,7
Ellada
2 - <  4
4-<  g
8 - <  l 6

































990,0 X X X X
Espafra (z)
2 - <  4
4-<  g
8 - <  t 6
































I  8 1 8 , 2 X r00 X X
France
2 - <  4
4 - <  g
8 - <  l 6





















| 3t4,2 l253,5 I 056,6 r00 r00 2,2 3,4
STRUCTURES T/129
Average size ESU
in ESU x I 000 ESU % of total % TAV
r980 1985 1975 1980 r985 1980 1985 1985t975
l98s
1980

























































1 ,3  1 ,0
3,6 2,6























































| 075,2 830,2 670,1
2 2 5 7 , 7  1 9 2 1 , 8  1 5 4 1 , 3
2 492,9 5 168,0 4 997,4
938,3 320t,9 5204,5
1 , 5  l , l
2 ,9 2,1













































































































| 604,4 1029,7 773,9
3 537,8 3 019,1 2 228,9
4016,7 8177,0 8 218,8
2 622.7 8 373.9 t2 397.6
1 ,1  0 ,7











16,9 22,8 t2 605,4 21 224,7 24 086,4 r00 100 6,7 2,6
5)






x  1000 ob of total o/o TAV
r975 1980 l 985 r980 I  985
1985 |  1985
t975 | rgao
I 2 3 4 5 6 nI 8 9
Ireland
2 - <  4
4-<  8
8 - <  l 6

























l5 , l  4 ,4
27.2 t2.6
218,9 209,5 219,1 100 r00 0,0 0,9
Italia
2 - <  4
4 - <  8
8 - <  t 6















3 ,0  1 ,7
1,5 0,6
4,7 0,4
8 ,5  1 ,8
13,0  4 ,1
16,9 7,6
2 662,0 2 815,4 2 778,5 100 r00 0,4 0,3
Luxembourg
2 - <  4
4-<  g
8 - <  l 6


























6,2 5 .1 414 r00 r00 3,4 2,9
Nederland
2 - <  4
4 - <  8
8 - < 1 6



























162,2 148,7 135,9 t00 100 1 . 8  1 . 8
Portugal (r)
2 - <  4
4-<  8
8 - <  l 6
































765,8 X 100 X X
United Kingdom
2 - <  4
4 - <  g










13,8  19 ,  I

















267,5 246,7 248,9 r00 100 0,7 0,2
EUR IO
2 -<  4
4-<  8




2 557,5 ( t )
932,2 9'1
882,7 1t ;
816 ,41 t ;


























5 809,2 ( t ) X X X X
Source: FADN (weighted on the basis of the current year).





in ESU l 000 Esu % of total % TAV
r980 1985 t975 r980 1985 1980 1985 1985r975
1985
1980































I  3 ,1
7 5,8






















| 452,3 | 267,4 I 157,8| 278,2 I 551,4 I 509,6
1447,6 2279,3 2329,0| 323,6 2758,7 3 011,6

































1 ,5  1 ,6
4,2 3,8


























I  569,6 I  314,3 I  052,1
653,3 4179,0 4 581,6
0,0 0,0
0,4 0,3




x  -  38 ,1
9,9 6,6


























I 1 , 9

































I  15,0 79,0 57 ,3
279,8 172,8 152,6












15 ,6  6 ,1















5  091 ,5  ( r )
9 289,9 ( t )
12 016,2 ( t )
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3.5.6.1 Agricultural products sold through cooperatives (1986)
Source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1 r ;  1 9 8 5 .
(2 )  1984.
1r; Cows', ewes' and goats' milk.
1c) Finished animals; young cattle not included 680/o; store animals not included 42oh.
(s) Processed into sugar.
101 Excl. potatoes (seed potatoes, 65 0/o; early potatoes and ware potatoes, 25%).
1r; 15 i6 maize not included in the percentage.

















































































































Ellada Espafra France(s )
Ireland









































































Source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1 r ; 1 9 8 5 .
(2 )  1979.
1l) Including producers' g.roup.
(a) Cows', ewes' and goats' milk.
( s )  1 9 8 1 .
10; Milk production is not subject to contracts. Only the prices are set by contract (for nearly all farmers).
(7\ 1982.
T/134 STRUCTURES








1984 I 985 1986 l - <  2MWU


























2 4r2 2 037 | 879
603 236 :| 78: 231: 
_
6 551 5 021 797| 764 840 :
35 32 47
607 378 22




28 55  r7
32 22 46
_ - -
4 3 2 6 4
: : :
6  51  43
-: -: -:
l 5  093 12659 2745 7 l r2l 7 20 26 54
Source : EC Commission Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; A development plan may cover several types of investment.































































t9 223 l2,l 13,6
378 882 40,7 31,5
: : :
I 136 335 3,9 36,2
10 784 11 ,3  2 , t
4 183 0,2 32,2
l0 456 2,6 5,2
59 281 32.6 3,4
I :0 ,42
I :0,02
t ,  t , + t
:
t o,gr
8,2671r2l 2t514r 14.0 | 6t9 t44 13,7 16,6
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  1975_83.
(2) 1975_84.
(3 )  1975-85.
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(1e86):




Type of investment (r)











u t2 l 3 t 4 l 5 1 6 t 7 l 8 l 9 20 2 l
3 7 2 0 2 9 7 7
- -
8 s  47  31  9
: : : : :












8I 6341 527 n 1 l33I 759
reallocation of utilized agricultural area for the purposes of structural improvement, f975-86
Breakdown of beneficiaries by size category
of holdings transferred (o/o)
Average area of land transferred to holders with a
development plan and to others (ha)
<  l 0 h a l0 -<  20ha > 20ha Holders with plan Other holders
1986 1986 r986 1986 1986




































< 3 0 30-< 40 > 4 0


























































































































41 32  27
7 4 2 1 5
74 23 3
6 8 2 3 9
6 1  2 2  t 7
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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acquisition of occupational skills by persons engaged in agriculture
Title II: Attendance of training courses





< 3 0 30-<40 >40 < 3 0 30-< 40 > 4 0






























































































3.5'6.6 Results of Directive 72/268/EßC on mountain and hill farming and farrning in certain
less-favoured areas
Compensatory allowances granted in respect of less-favoured areas












1985 l 986 1 9 8  | 1986













193 9 208 8 928
84 002 r2r 760 216 006
195 010 213 350 202979
137 055 133 608 130 970
72 5r5 91 605 97 r95
4 l 721 64 150 93790
3 338 3242 r38




l4 l  058 300
93 840 903





































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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3.5.6.8 Proiects financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section classified by EC region (Reg.355/77) (1978-87)
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Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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(in I000 ECU)
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1 6  3 1 0
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l l 0 1 3
6 337
5  4 1 5
9  0 1 8
12 06r
r9  785















164 037 409 430 264 r48 508 704 35 108 t3t 792 206 791
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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390  l 19
L t29 997
720 l8 l








3 l 135 54 584 49 393 56 642 72 505 96 046 2 080 315 8 061 769
T/144 TRADE
3.6.1 World exports and EC external trade in all products, agricultural products(r) EUR 12
and other products
(Md ASD)
SorEeJ.' GATT statistics and Emstat.
,,vr.'when smparing sratistical sri6 for trade expmrcd in valw tms, it is importatrt to rcmember that, bcauw of €xchmge nte movcments, th€ us of onc
cwtrcy unit nther than dother may altq the apparent md For eemple, betw€n I 980 and I 98 I , the Rtio of rhe USD !o the ECU chang€d by 24,? 96,
e4 b€twn l98l and 1983, by a funher 24,4%.
(r) sITc 0, t,2r, 22, 232, 24, 26t to 265+268,29, 4.(2) Excl. intn-Community tnde.
1980 l98 l r982 l 983 1984 1985 1986 p 1987 p
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
World exports (2):
- All products
of which: agricultural products
other products
External EC trade (z):
Exports:
- all products
of which: agricultural products
Imports:
- all products
of which: agricultural products
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3.6.8 Community importso by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. derived products, except rice.
1z; Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
1:) Incl. verrnouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
() In million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s; Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
1o; In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
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Butter and butteroil
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l 9 , l
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35,6
-r9,4
3.6.9 Community exportso by product
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. derived products, except rice.
1z; Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
1:t; Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of F-rance.
1r) In million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
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- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Sugar (z)
























- cones and powders
- saps and extracts
Butter and butteroil
Cheese













5 2 2 3  5 5 5 9  6 1 4 8
366 408 263
7 867 8 167 8 678
224 l5 l  178
lu  l l4  2 r7
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3.6.15 Intra-Community trade, bV producto incoming merchandise
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. derived products, except rice.
1z; Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
1l; Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(4) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s; Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
1o; In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR T2
TRADE T/159
t 0 0 0 t %TAV












- Other (including sorghum)
Husked rice
Supr(z)
























- cones and powders
- saps and extracts
Butter and butteroil
Cheese










9760 t2793 l l  532







l 581 r 808 l 480
27 72t 23616 23794
4740 5 085 :
7 697 8259 :
t 3 4 7  1 6 3 l  :
579 871 :
19,5 - 2,2
3 l , l  -  9 ,9
27,5 7,4
-37,2 67,1

































































































































































3.6.16 Intra-Community trade, by product, outgoing merchandise
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. derived products, except rice.
1z; Incl. the sugar contained in processed products.
1l; Incl. vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(4) Million ECU; including horticultural products.
1s1 Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcass weight (incl. preserves).
10) In terms of shell weight (from 1977, albumin and its derivatives included).
EUR 12

CONSUMPTION AND SELF.SUFFICIENCY T/16I
3.7.1 Share of consumer expenditure on food, beverages rnd tobecco in the final consumption
of households
Source: Eurostat - SEC.
(r) Within the economic territory, and based on current prices.
(2 )  1985.
1l) Calculated from data in national currencies converted into ecus at current rates.
(4 )  1983.
(5 )  1985/1980.
% of total expenditure on final consumption
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4.1.2.1 World production of cereals and production in principal exporting countries
Source: FAO - Production Directory + Monthly Bulletin: Economics and Sratistics. Eurostat for Community figures.(r) Common and durum wheat.
1z) Excl. rice.
% Mio t % TAV























14,5 10,6 I  l , l
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90,2 100,0 96,0 100,0 gl,l 100,0
5,4 6,0 3,1 3,6 2,7 3,3
4,6 5,1 2,5 2,9 2,1 2,6
90,3 100,0 101,0 100,0 g0,l 100,0
14,2 15,7 9,7 9,6 3,7 4,6
10,8 12,0 3,6 3,6 1,4 1,7
180,5 100,0 197,0 100,0 161,2 100,0
19,6 10,6 I l,g 6,3 6,4 4,0










91,7 100,0 93,3 100,0 gl,7 100,0
12,0 l3,l 16,3 17,5 12,6 15,4
I 1,8 l2,g 16,2 17 ,4 12,5 15,3
103,1 100,0 gg,g 100,0 93,3 100,0
6,1 5,9 9,4 9,5 9,3 ll,2
6,1 5,9 9,5 9,6 9,4 l0,l
194,8 100,0 lg2,t 100,0 165,0 100,0
l8,l 9,3 25,7 13,4 2l,g 13,3











Sources: FAO but Eurostat for Community figures.
1t; Excl. intra-EC trade.
(z) Excl. rice * malt in barley equivalent.
% TAV
- 0,9 - 5,7
- 10,5 -12,9
-  11 ,5  -  16 ,0
2,3 -20,7
- 9,3 -57,5
- 19,7 -  6 l , l
0,7 -- l3,g
- 9,7 -45,9





9 ,0  l , l
6,9 1,2
- 0,3 - l4,l
7,3 - 14,8
6,6 -  15,5
CEREALS T/ 17I
4.1.4.1 Supply balances durum wheat
(l July-30 June) common wheat EUR 12
I 000r % TAV
1980/81 (2) 1985/86 1986/87 1985/861980/81
1986/87
r985/86

































1 873 l 024
L 392 813
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14 203 15 766
t2 434 r0 529
54 669 54 552
22792 23 207
2 461 2 r79
I t25 I 386
8 1 3  7 8 1
27 478 26 999
20 589 20 230
63,9 62,8
119 ,9  119 ,0
0,9
X
1 7 , l

























Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Calculated on intra-import basis.
1z) Marketing year 1980/81 (l August-3l July).
T/172 CEREALS
4.1.4.2 Supply balances barley
(l July-30 June) - rye EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV


















Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kglhead)
Self- sufliciency (o/o)












32 572 31 587
2 034 | 957
5 670 5 568
788 559




































































































































Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Calculated on intra-import basis.
(2) Marketing year 1980/81 (l August-3l July).
I 000r % TAV










Exports ( I )

























2s 816 25 396
444 | 743
7 r99 2 960
| 697 I 780
8 167 8 104
30 874 28 3r9




3 365 2 602































Oats and mixed corn
Usable production
Change in stocks
Imports ( t )
Exports 1t)








Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kglhead)
Self-sufficiency (o/o)


















7 92s 6 399
7 0s9 5 637
331 288
50 16

































4.1.4.3 Supply balances - maize
(l July-30 June) - oats and mixed summer cereals EUR 12
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r; Calculated on intra-import basis.
1z; Marketing year 1980/81 (l August-3l July).
I 000t % TAV








































































































Human consumption (after processing)
Human consumption (kglhead)
Sel f- sufliciency (o/o)
160 431 153 785
624 - 5 298
l0 915 6 333
27 520 27 404
28 266 2s r90
r43 202 138 012
88 670 85 40s
5 754 5 432
10 199 l0  058
t 940 I 650
36 639 35 467
27 344 26 469
84,8 82,2











































T /17 4 CEREALS
4.1.4.4 Supply balances - other cereals
(l July-30 June) - total cereals (excl. rice) EUR 12
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on intra-import basis.
f) Marketing year 1980/81 (l Augusr-3l July).
(r) Including'triticale' since 1984/85.
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4.1.5.4 Consumer price indices bread and cereals
(in nominal and real terms)
1980:  100 o/o TAV
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Sources: Eurostat, and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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4.1.6.2 Market prices for cereals as a perc_entage of the intervention price ( t )
1987
ut vnI x X XI





















































































































































t og,+o 100,54 too,qq
83,70
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85,99


























Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Average prices at certain representative marketing centres adjusted to the standard quality.
121 Figures based on intervention price for common wheat of breadmaking quality reduced by 5%.
1r; Feed grains.
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4.2.4.1 Supply balance rice ( t; EUR T2
I 000 t wholly milled rice % TAV
1980/81 1985/86 1986/87 1985/861980/81
1986/87
1985/86
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Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Broken rice included.
(z) Calculated on intra-import basis.
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4.2.6.1 Averoge market prices (t) for paddy rice in surplus areas (2) compared with intervention prices
.9orrc?.'Camen di commrcio di Vmlli.
(r) Monthly avengei.




Community origin Ribe long-grain rice Lido long-grain rice
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4.3.3.1 World supply balance and international trade in sugar

















of which : as % of consumption
(ll) International trade
Imports/world
of which : EUR 12
o/o
Exports/world
of which : EUR 12
o/o
25 898 36936 34 860
88 726 t04 s37 104 528
28 982 27 776 28 307
6,1 -  5,6
2,8 0,0
-0,7 1,9
143 606 169249 167 695 2,8 - 0,9
28 2t6 29 084 28 444
89 805 105 305 106 817











26746 27 063 27 536




26 832 27 080 28 29s
4 325 4 374 5 480




So@r..(D FO Ucht - Eurcpern Sugr Joumal (for the supply bdü€). (I[) lnt€mationd Sugar On;miation (for inemational tnde).
SUGAR T/189
4.3.4.1 Sugar supply balance
(October/September)
EUR 12
I 000 t white sugar % TAV






I ,'L 3 4 5 6
Total production
of which: C sugar production for export
12 262 14 096 13 2rr









of which: - animal feed
- industrial use
- human consumption
Human consumption (kg/head) (:;
Self-sufliciency e/o) (o)
11071  12784  12393
687 + 24 451
| 320 | 704 | 773
3 534 3 557 3717
(t r44) (t s62) (l 650)
9 544 l0 907 l0 900
1 0  l 0  t 2
88 169 180






-  l , l  4 ,5





-  0,6 1,5
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Excl. C sugar.
1z; Excl. sugar traded for processing.
1t; Ratio of human consumption to resident population at I January.
(r) Ratio of total production to domestic use.
(s) EUR 10.
4.3.5.1 Average world sugar prices (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Arithmetic mean of spot prices (June/July).
(z) White sugar, loaded fob designated European ports, in new bags.
111 Raw sugar, 96', cif - United Kingdom, ex. hold.
1r; Raw sugar,96", loaded fob Caribbean - Contract No ll.
(s) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
ECU/I00kg % TAV (5)




I 2 3 4 5 6
Paris Exchange (z)
London Exchange (r)








4.3.6.1 Sugar production, by quota
(l 0A0 t white sugar)
Basic











































































































































9 516 2 242 l 250 12 204 9 275 2 r25 8 1 8 r 236
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Incl. French overseas departments.
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OILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/193
4.4.4.1 Supplies of rape and colza (seedo oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
l 0 ( n t % TAV
1980/81




































































































Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( ' )  EUR 10.
T/194 OILSEEDS. OILS AND FATS
4.4.4.2 Supplies of sunflower (seed, oil, cake)
(JulY/June) ( t;
EUR T2






































































































Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; The marketing year runs from August to July.
(2) EUR 10.
OILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/195
4.4.4.3 Supplies of soya (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
EUR 12
I 000t 06 TAV
r980/81





































































































Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( r )  EUR 10.
T /196 OILSEEDS. OILS AND FATS
4.4.5.1 Prices lixed(r) md market prices on the Bari market for: - olive oil semi-fine 3'
- larnpante grade olive oil 5'
Sources: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture, and Bari Chamber of Commerce.
1t) Calculated prices allow for monthly increments.
(2) For 3" of acidity.
XI XII I I I































































































4.4.5.2 Wholesale prices: on the Bari market for refined olive oil
on the Milan market for refined olive oil. edible seed oils
N8: The ratio olive oiVseed oils is based on wholesale prices and excludes the consumption aid effective from I April 1979.
Sources: Bari and Milan Chambers of Commerce.
XI XII I il
I 2 3 4 5 6
Bari - refined olive oil
Milan - refined olive oil





























































OILSEEDS, OILS AND FATS T/197
(ECU/r00 k0
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2 977 3 622 3 801 4 084 4 r35
224 276 190 287 237
549 692 733 788 8r3
2s 32 32 35 36
27A0 2990 3 168 3 r40 3 635
I 078 l 145 I 163 | tr7 | 293
257 267 276 234 302
346 425 415 433 507
4s 53  51  6 t  58
| 784 2 30s l 872 2 226 2 404
923 I 190 877 I 198 | 245
253 299 2t2 301 331
5,4  1 ,3
4,2 -  r7,4
6,2 3,2
5,8 2,9
2 ,6  15 ,8
0,6 15,8
1,6 29,r























603 613 662 650 730
0 0 1 0 1
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1 2 1 0 1 3 8 9
9 8 1  1 0 0 2  l 0 l 4  l 0 8 r  r 2 t 0
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76 78 l0r rcz l5l
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6 ,5  -25 ,0
2,1 0,6
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341 436 457 499 593
31 29  21  27  2s
38 64 72 76 89
2 2 2 3 3
478 576 622 578 735
204 189 189 r73 r84
60 62 58 53 t49
58 80 98 78 t02
5 1 6 l 8 1 5 1 8
203 606 685 894 7s2
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15,5  -  18 ,3
T/204 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.3.1 Intra-EC trade and external trade in fresh fruit and vegetables EURI2
0 Not)
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Based on goods entering.
(2) Citrus fruit not included.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/205
4.5.4.1 Supply balance fresh fruit 1t;
Market balance fresh apples
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Including fruit preserves and.juices.
1z) According to the market balance.
EUR 12
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T/206 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.2 Market balance fresh pears
fresh peaches
Source: Eurostat.
1r; According to the market balance.
EUR 12
I 000t % TAV
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Fresh pears





















































































































I 1 , 9
20,8
0,8
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/207







































































































































4.5.4.3 Market balance table grapes
Supply balance fresh vegetables 1 t;
Source: Eurostat.
1t) Including vegetable preserves and juices.
EUR 12
T/208 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
4.5.4.4 Market balance cauliflowers
fresh tomatoes
Source: Eurostat.
1r; According to the market balance.
EUR 12
I 0001 06 TAV
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Cauliflowers
















































































































FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/209
4.5.4.5 Supply balance citrus fruit 1t;
Market balance - oranges (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Including fruit preserves and juices.
EUR 12
I 000t 7o TAV





































































































































FRUIT AND VEGETABLES T/2II





































I 1 , 8
188,5




























































































4.5.4.6 Market balance processed tomatoes
processed peaches
Source: Eurostat.
1t; According to the market balance.
EUR 12
T/212 FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
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4.6.3.1 Trade in wine and share in world trade
(r 000 ht)


























23 32r 23 604 24 999 0,2 5,9 32933 34157 34065 0,30,6 7 4,2
1 825 l 876 2 093
6s2 993 I 038
8620  8335  8880
3 5 9
12 4 t  30
6 665 4 033 4 164
l0 l  r32  l3 l
195 468 510
r 73r 2 t34 2087
1 3 3
3 516 5 584 6 054











163 108 r r4
t9  36  35
l  851  25 r7  2619
zss 960 69s
6 l 1 5  s 5 9 7  4 8 3 5
8 868 12 872 t3 269
4 3 1
14 670 r0 427 l0 825
21 85 49
7 9 2  1 4 9 8  1 5 6 8
r75 54 54
6,6 5,6
l l ,2 0,0
5 ,3  4 ,1
24,7 -27,6
1 ,5  -  13 ,6

















23 308 n s6A 24 966 012 6,0 26 026 2t 062 27 662 2,20,7 58,8
Source: Eurostat.
4.6.4.1 Supply balance - wine EUR 12
l 000 hl % TAV
1980/8r 1985/86 t986/87 1985/861980/81
1986/87
1985/86











218 503 185 735 208 335
3 724 295 3 224
2 294 4 614 2 827
1 l  011  17  053  12780
24028 20 597 22 424
20s 834 173 001 195 158
654 545 764
757  519  553
50 695 40 578 58 602

















Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T/218 WINE
4.6.5.1 Producer prices (t) for table wines
Source; EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1r) Weighted average market prices.
1z; Calculated on the basis of prices in ECU.
ECU % Tev 121
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Type R III: Red, Portuguese type, hl
Rheinpfalz-Rheinhessen
(Hügelland)
68,35 98,888 99,398 0,56,3
















































6,5 -  7,7
4,9 - 4,5
7 , 2  -  I 1 , 0
6,8 -  7,7










Type A II: White, Sylvaner type, hl
Rheinpfalz (Oberhaardt)
Rheinhessen (Hügelland)









Type A III: White, Riesling type, hl
MoseVRheingau
Luxembourg Moselle wine-growing area
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4.7.4.1 Supply balance potatoes
Source: Eurostat.
EUR T2
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l 950 l 797
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1986 |  rggz
leso I les6









48 tt2 40733 47 698 2,7  l7 , l
423 srz 388
| 532 I 555 I 507
19 939 l0 869 I I 879
18 499 9 844 9 744




-  10,0 1,0
l5, l  34,7






r04 597 n6 176 103 319 1 .5 - l l I
8 4 l l l  9 2 6 0 2  8 9 5 5 4















22730 30 701 28 882 5,3 5,9
1 4 5 3  l l l 4  l r 2 5
5 146 6429 42s8
:  5 1 8 0  5 7 6 8
3 r  8 l2  1329























l0  531  16747  l 8  495












5 863 5 203 4 309 2,0 7.2
5 863 5203 4309 2,0 - 17,2
5 863 5 203 4309 2,0 7,2

















11,6  27 ,6
x 7,7
X X











t94235 22t 38r 216 422 2,2 2,2
423 sr2 388
3363 3 153 3207
89 306 99 477 94486
20908 22260 2469r
18 701 14952 14  516
60 684 79 035 77 r8l
850  1992  1953
3,2 -24,2






r72 477 t97 r29 189 778 2,3 3,7
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
TOBACCO T/223
Yield Production
100 kglha % TAV t % TAV







l 098 t2l l l 5t 4l 3 t 6 t 7
20,4 20,7 lg,0 0,2 8,2 98242 84234 90 783 2,5 7,7
28,1 45,2 23,4
22,8 25,4 20,2





- 1,2 - 14,6
1,5 4,6
1 ,3  2 ,1
I t87 2 315 908
3 507 3945 3 038
35276 t7 176 16 009
44344 259t3 24424
13929 34 885 47 954
I  1,8 -  60,8
2,0 -23,0
-  I 1 , 3  4 ,5
8,6 6,8
16,5 37,5
22,3 22,5 21,3 0,1 5,3 62966 67 058 76324 l , l 13,8
14,713,0[  1 ,9 13,01 ,5 r23  059  l 5 l  57 r  r 53  134 3,5 1 ,0




98 875 128 l l  l  132 t86
2s t20 23460 20948
4,4 3,2
1,1 -  r0,7
I 1 , 9 13,0 r4,7 l 3 . l1 ,5 123059 l5 l  571 153 134 1,03,5



















2 925 2 8t7 2 301
t7  7 t9  18877 l0  169
:  8 7 8 9  8 0 5 7
5 4465 2893
55 436 43907 45 57A
378 1372 t346
0,6 - 18,3





28,1 27,033,8 - 3,0 3,9 76 085 7A066 60 933 1,6  -  13 ,0
9,1 20,4 lg,3 l , l  5 ,4 24314 58 301 60827 0,715,7
2,0 21,3 14,5
3,3 24,0 25,5




10,0 -  3 l ,g
10,3 6,2




447 | 029 834
65 1042 1690
l 589 tt 494 9 t99
32 r  7388  5785
20954 34373 40 802







9,5 20,9 21,2 1 ,41 ,2 2t  787 43862 49 l l l 12,012,4
6,7 16,6 l 9 , l - 0 ,1  l 5 , l 9779 8  630 82 t7 2,r  4,8
6,7 16,6 l 9 , l - 0 ,1  l 5 , l 9779 8 630 8217 2,1 4,8
l'616 l 9 , l6,7 -0 ,1  l 5 , l 9779 8 630 8217 2,1 4,8


















6,8  8 ,1
x 16,0
X X
19,2 21,416,0 I 1 , 63, t 334 4725 - 33,0 88,0
17,717,3It 7 2.30,2 33r 836 383 025 383 375 0,02,4
28,1 45,2 23,4
20,5 24,7 lg,2











6,2 - l l ,2
l  187 2315 908
6 889 7 79t 6 173
l  16 659 r48 05s r44074
36 890 37 496 3t746
44669 37 766 33 t02
t45 542 145255 163 509
l  316 4347 3 863






22 ,1  -  I  l , l
18.317,317.r 5,80,2 294946 34t r82 347 766 2,5 1 ,9
T/224 TOBACCO
4,8.2.1 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal exporting countries
Source: USDA - Foreign agriculture circular.
% 1 0 0 0 t % TAV




























































































































1 ,6  6 ,5
1 ,2  5 ,7
I  1 ,3  13 ,9
4.8.3.1 EC share of world trade (t) in raw tobacco
Sources: Eurostat and World Tobacco Situation (USDA).
































I 358,0 I 310,0 1340,0 (p)
90,9 132,5 157,7
6 ,7  l0 , l  I1 ,8
83,4 132,t 152,0




8 ,0  l 5 , l
X X
TOBACCO T/225
4.8.3.2 ltaly's exports of raw tobacco Situation as at 1.4.1988
a)
Harvest t977 1978 t979 1980 l98 l 1982 l 983 1984p 1985p 1986p
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l , l  4 ,3
0,1 g,  |  4,1
l4,l 7,9 3,6
10,5  1 ,5  I  l ,g
8,0 13,3














4060 28 389 25 540 7,79 ,12,6
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
T/226 SEEDS
4.9.1.1 Seed production and related aid (1987)
Product
100 kg









Lolium per. L. (high persistence)
Lolium per. L. (new. var. & others)











Lolium X hybridum Hausskn.




Pisum sativum L. partim










Medicago sativa L. (ecotypes)








Linum usitatiss. (fibre flax)
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4.10.5.1 Market price for hops
50 kg % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
EUR 12 (no contract) ECU
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EUR l0 (no contract) ECU
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FIBRE, FLAX, COTTON AND SILKWORMS T/233
4.11.1.3 Output of silkworm cocoons and number of boxes of silkworm eggs used















30r 245 r52 906 l2l 950 - 10,7 - 20,2
194487 51 300 20000
3 681 2 508 2750
r03 077 99 098 99 200
-  19,9 -  61,0
6,2 9,6
0,7 0,1
30r 245 rs2 906 r2r 950 - 10,7 -20,2





10  835  5976  4676 9,4 - 21,8
6 979 2 000 900
r74 r20 130
3 682 3 856 3 646
- 18,8 - 55,0
6,0 8,3
0,8 5,4
l 0  835  5976  4676 9,4 - 21,8
4.11.3.1 Imports of flax straw into Belgium
Exporting Member State
t % TAV










64410 6496s 54 555 0,1  -  16 ,0
41 8s2 46 I 58 37 336
22549 l8 807 r7 2r9
1 ,6  -  19 ,0
3,0 8,4
64410 64965 54 555 0,1  -  16 ,0
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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30 35 46 20 5 l -  6 ,5  155,0
T/234 FIBRE. FLAX. CoTToN AND SILKwoRMS
4.11.3.2 Intra-EC trade and external trade in cotton fibre(r) EUR 12
0 000t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Cotton, other than rendered absorbent or bleached, plus raw cotton linters.
(z) Based on entries.
FIBRE, FLAX, COTTON AND SILKWORMS T/235
4.11.5.1 Producer prices for flax seed
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.











-  8 ,6  -  l0 , l
-  9,3 6,5
4.1| .5.2 Flax tow prices
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
















I 048,9 : :
r 27 t,0 | 425,8 | 526,5
| 482,3 t 57t,2 | 64t,2
I  589,1 I  872,9 I  861,7




FIBRE, FLAX, COTTON AND SILKWORMS T/237
4.11.5.3 Ginned cotton, world prices (t)
1t; 'Mid. l-3/32' in force the first day of each month.
(ECU/r00 kd
r982 1984 1985 r986 1987 1988
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l  l 4 , l
r22,1
I  l 3 , l
I  1 3 , 1
:
g 1 6 1 , 9 225,8 173,9 102,6 130,6
o/o TAV in relation
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4.13.7.2 Feed requirements expressed in fodder units
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
EUR 10
Million t FU % TAV
l98 l 1986 1987
1986
t 9 8 l
r987
1986




Other (sheep, goats, horses, asses)
Total





1 ,2  1 ,7
0,9 2,2
0,8 0,7
280,9 281,1 277 ,0 0,0 -  1 , 5
T/242 FEEDINGSTUFFS
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4.13.7 .4 Products used for animal feed
Source: Eurostat - Feed supply balances (provisional).
1t) Excl. olive residues - marketing year.
(1 000 0
Cereals















































































































l 3s0 843| 526 894
2 r89 L llz
I 939 | 251
2229 l  305
6 6s4 3 333
5 665 2 903






4 403 3 661














3 863 | 947
4 446 2006
: :
2 3r9 | 529
2 648 | 473






































































































































































2 4r2 782 I 630
2465 779 I 686
2925 997 r 928


















4.13.7.5 Use of cereals by the compound feedingstuffs industry
source: EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture; Fefac.
1'; Greece and Luxembourg not included.
1985
1z;  l98 l  and -
t98  I
l  985
1r;  1982 and -
r982
% of production of
compound lbedingstufß 1 0 0 0 t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9












E U R  l 0 1 t ;









63,0 1r; 45,0 34,9
51,3 40,0 40,6
l 489 | 456 | 454
l 661 I 700 I 430
4 527 4 r02 3 899
8 533 1z; 7 7r5 7 200
6 704 6 890 6 340
799 936 790
6 000 6 000 s 530
2820 2470 2450
2 048 (3) I  160 I 019










- 17,3 1t1 - t2,2
5,9 9,5
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4.13.7 .7 Production of dehydrated fodder (excl. potatoes)





















L 507 664 | 767 394 x 17,2
8000 0 0
200 000 t76 400 2t0 600
87 739 124 531 I 52237
2458 0 0
: 50 000 84 736
928 000 795 000 893 000
10 000 3 000 3 000
l 50 000 r79 282 20s 000
rr4 2s9 t22 068 I 54 708
: 0 0











- 10,4 l l ,7
| 6l,t 479 | 457 664 I 682 658 9,5 15,4
4.13.7.8 Community supplies of dehydrated and dried fodder
Sources : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Lucerne meal only.
1z; EUR l0: Dried fodder not included.
EUR 12
t % TAV










1 609 021 | grc ß4 2 261 894
444 465 (t) 134 830 130 941
10049 (r)  53 570 78829
2043 437 | 99r 424 2 314 008
2,9 18,4




4.13.7.9 Area, yield and production of dry pulses, feed peas and field beans
Area
I 000 ha % TAV
1980 1986 1987 1986 |  1987leso I les6
I 2 3 4 5 6 7














| 392 | 645* 2,8 X
2 3 6
4 140* :




2 2 * 2 *
241 178 t75
0 0 0
8 3 2 4 7
350 253* 265*





3 ,4  1 ,7
23,6 42,6
0,0 0,0





529 974* 10,7 x











6l* 534* 808* 43,6 51,3
- r; zo;
4* 33* 5l*














58* 531* 904* 44,6 51,4












866 717* 773* 3,1 7,9
l l l





4 9 1 2











3 .8  51 .7
340 334* 395* 0,3 15,3
source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
FEEDINGSTUFFS T/249
Yield Production
100 kglha % TAV l m t % TAV





l098 t2l l l 5t 4l 3 r6 l 7
I I ,8 21,8 10,8 x I 638* 3 575* 4 456* 13,9 24,6
27,2 39,2 31,6







9,0 23,6 l g,7
27,7 51,9 36,5











11 ,0  - 29 ,7
4,4 0,0
2,6 -20,9
























2r,3 32,9 v,5 X | 1,24* 3 184* 4 068* 19,0 27 ,8
















12* I 15* 147
l l l *
5 4 5












43,1 38,8 35,0 1 ,7  9 ,8 250*  2058*  2813* 42,1 36,7
[ 6,0 22,4 23,2 3,65,8 852*  1008*  l l 42 2,8 13,3
32,3 38,4 36,7
13,8 16,7 16,3



















180 t32 I  19
8 8  1 5 6  1 6 l
290 223 2t5













19,0 25,8 26,4 5,2 2,3 603* 8l  l *  955* 5 ,1  17 ,8
T/250 FEEDINGSTUFFS
4.13.7.10 Use of cake by the compound feedingstuffs industry
Sources : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture; Fefac.
1t; Greece and Luxembourg not included.
1985(2)  l98 l  and -
l 9 8 l
1985(3) 1982 and -'  
1982
% of the production of
compound feedingstuffs 1 0 0 0 t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9












E U R  l 0 1 t ;




17,2 (2)  19,6 16,5
19,5 21,0 22,3
I9,4 22,7 I 6,8
14,3 25,5 23,7
19,6 34,8 28,5
21,5  (3 )  25 ,0  18 ,7
14.7 14.7 16.5
l 088 | 260 957
2 000 2 0r7 I 900
6 8A2 5 044 4 959
2 280 127 2 29r I 884
2 872 3 100 3 43r
343 455 400
I 500 2 700 2 600
2 839 5 650 4 720
701 1r1 645 546









14,8  -  16 ,5
2 ,7  (3 )  -  15 ,3
l , l  19 ,3
24,1 27,2 25,2 19 077 n 77A 20 809 2,7 4,4
4.13.7.12 Cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cake
(ECU/100 ks)
t979 1980 l98 l t982 1983 1984 r985 r986 1987 1988






























































































2 1 , 1 8
21,47

























g 18,37 19,60 23,92 23,38 27,63 25,56 22,06 20,12 18,90
o/o TAV
compared with
previous year 4,5 6,7 21,5 -  1 ,9 18,2 - 7 , 5 - 13,7 -  8,8 - 6 , 1
Source: Eurostat.
MEAT IN GENERAL T/251
Relative share % I 0001 % TAV
























9 933 12 398 12756
7 r80 8 000 8 051
4 02r 5 443 5 748














22 506 27 475 2827r









































-  l , l  - 3 , 3
100 100 100 89,5 89,5 90,8 0,3 1 , 5
4.14.1.1 Gross internal production and consumption of meat (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Carcass weight for meat.
(2) EUR 10.
EUR 12
T/252 MEAT IN GENERAL
4.14.3.1 Net balance of external trade (t) in meat 1z; and self-sufficiency
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Exports minus imports.
1z) Including live animals, carcass weight equivalent.
(3) EUR 10.
EUR 12
Net balance (t) Self-sufliciency
(%)I 0001
1980(3) 1986 1987 ,t 1980 (3) 1986 1987 *













180 70t  4r3
254 249 262
-246 -244 -253







87,5  91 ,0  91 ,0
39 819 548
-2 t3  - t 77  -177
99,5 101,5 102
86,5 89,8 89,8
-174 642 371 99 r 0 l l 0 l
4.14.9.1 Animal disease: number of cases per disease (1987)
Disease
FMD SVD Rinderyest CBPP Blue tongue CSF ASF Newcastle Avian Flu Teschen








































































































































r69 0 0 0 0 145 2 l l 5 0 0
Source: Animal disease notification system (ADNS).
BEEF/VEAL T/253
4.14.9.2 Animal disease : number of animals slaughtered (1987)
EUR 12
Cattle Pigs Sheep Goats Poultry































Source: Animal disease notification system (ADNS).
4.15.0.1 Cattle numbers (December of previous year)
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4.15.1.2 Net production of beef/veal (adult bovine animals and calves) (t)























7 067 7 080 0,2X
267 277
242 24r
t 4 9 7  1 6 l l
83** 76
:  3 1 5





















































I  0 ,1  0
t64 193 209
0 0 0








0 ,6  l , l





















8 07 1,1 8 122 0,6X
302 3t7 3t6
242 243 235
l  570 r  695 I  681
l0 l * *  82  85
: 437 444
r 838 r  910 I  960
454 510,1 474
L 146 |  t76 |  r75
8 1 0 9
4t9 540 544
: 105 107











x  1 ,9
1,0 4,7
7 189** 7 529.1 7 570 0,50,8
)
I
NB: These figures do not correspond to gross domestic production; for this see Table 4.14.1.1.
Source.' Eurostat.
1t; Total slaughterings of animals including those of foreign origin.
(:) Carcass weight.
T/256 BEEF/VEAL
4'15.2.1 World production and production of principal beef/veal producing/exporting countries (t)
Sources: FAO and other international oryanizations.
1r1 Net production.
% 1 0 0 0 t % TAV
r 1980 < 1986 r987 r 1980 < 1986 1987































































































48 700 48 600
7 530 7 570
437 445
104 t07
8 071 8 r22
r r2 r4  l0  808
7 840 8 100
l 870 2 136
2 870 2 700
354 276
| 476 I 548
509 s26
589  7 r t
l 000 943

































l , l  0 , 5
0,7 1,8
0,3 2,9
1 ,1  0 ,6











1 ,8  2 ,5
0,6 1,8
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4.15.4.1 Supply balance Beef/veal EUR 12
I 000 t 1t; % TAV
1980 p; r986 r987 19861980 g;
1987
1986























































Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Carcass weight.
1z) Total trade, with the exception of live animals.
1l; All trade, including live animals (figures based on imports).
(4) EUR 10.
T/260 BEEF/VEAL
4.15.5.1 Market prices(r) for beef/veal


































ll7 ,820 150,47 5 140,428
2,6 6,4
4,3 5,7

























215,227 210,800 x  2 ,1
189,670 234,599 230,283
134,204 154,67 8 141,349
192,997 226,7 50 224,803
241,341 189,672 195,868
: I 93,005 204,27 4
195,022 243,716 235,648



















183,71I  198,577 X1,3
Source.' EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Representative markets.
1z; Live weight, Q'all classes'.
1r) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
(r) weighted Q ECU/loO kg.
PIGMEAT T/261
4. 16.0.1 Pig numbers (December of previous year)
Source: Eurostat.





























































-  l , l
4,7
















77 0r2 84 908 84 303 1 ,4 -0,7
T/262 PIGMEAT
4.16.1.1 Number of pigs slaughtered (t;
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Animals of domestic and foreign origin.
I 000 head % TAV Average carcass
weight in kg % TAV
r980 1986 1987 19861980
t987




















154366 1s8 770 X 219 90,1 80,3 0,2X
8 145 8 484 I 959
14 483 16 l0 l  16 074
37 998 39 443 39 505
2292 2347 2202
:  18975  19  686
19 599 19743 20 398
2 3 7 5  2 1 5 8  2 t 7 6
1 0 2 8 5  1 1 0 7 3  l l 4 3 l
r22 133 r34
13239 17 905 18 935
:  2 4 2 4  3 3 l l












l . l  2 . 5
80,9 87,0 86,9












l , l  0 ,6
0,0 0,7
0,5 12,3
x  l r l
-0,2 1,2






r23 167 r32964 r35773 2,11 ,3 80,9 81,2 81,5 0,40,1
4.16.1.2 Net pigmeat production 1t;
Source: Eurostat.
1t) Animals of domestic and foreign origin.




















t2 4t9 12776 X 219
669 749 757
966 rL44 l l49
3 206 3 336 3 28s
r44 153 160
:  1393  1427
l 683 | 677 t 627
157 138 r44
I 085 | r72 l r34
r t26 I 444 I 816
: 223 259
932 990 l 018





-  0,1 3,0
-2 ,1  4 ,3
1,3 3,2
4,2 25,8
x  16 , l
1,0 2,8
9 968 l0 803 l l 090 2r71 ,3
PIGMEAT T/263
4.16.2.1 World production and gross domestic production of principal pigmeat-producing or exporting
countries
Source: FAO.
% 1 0 0 0 t % TAV









































































55 910 59 r23 61 209
l 0  152
986
r73













10 730 l0  801
| 157 | 167
r74 180
12079 12 357
t7  337 l8  810
6716  6379
5  853  5  910
I 487 I 730
| 532 I 550
| 332 | 250













































l 0 0 0 t 1 t ; % TAV





2 J 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - Live animals








Gross consumption in kg/head/year
Self- sufliciency (o/o)




10 152 12357 12735
8  - 1 4  - 1 3
136 89 70
2r0 3s7 435
1 590 | 942 2024




0,4 - 47 ,0
- 12,6 50,0
r,4 5,6
1 ,7  3 ,1








4.16.5.1 Market prices for pigmeat (t)























133,491 I 45,451 131,549
133,887 136,079 I 15,280
: 196,185 174,749
124,937 159,350 133,16l



















144,267 128,727 x - 10,8
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Representative markets.
(z) Slaughter weight - Class I.
(l) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
(4) Weighted O ECU/l{J0:ks.
SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T/265
4.17.0.1 Sheep and goat numbers (preceding December)






















8t 782 85 534 416X
84 t24 r28
54 52 69
l l4s | 296 l 383
8 043 9 989 l l  032
:  16934  17879
1 1 9 1 1  1 0 7 9 1  1 0 5 8 0
2 360 2 774 2 9t7
9 I l 0  t r 2 9 3  n 4 5 r
5 4 4
8 9 5  9 8 5  l l l 5
:  3000 3000
21 609 24 540 25 976
6,7 3,2
0,6 32,7




2 ,7  5 ,1




2 ,1  5 ,8




















4 532 5 696 6 600
: 2 422 2760
I r25 l 005 980
0 0 0

















6 70s 8 009 8 92s 3,0 l l ,4
Source: Eurostat.
T/266 SHEEPMEAT AND GoATMEAT
4.17 .l.l Sheep and goats slaughtered
Source: Eurostat.
I 000 head 96 TAV Average carcass weight in kg % TAV






















68416 70 598 X 3,2 l4,l 14,2 0,7X
198 315 3s5
18 36  4r
r 36r | 249 | 428
n 231 9 960 t2 136
:  18379  19071
9 356 9 788 9 745
| 775 3 600 2 t23
7 982 7 9s9 8 096
818 473 530
:  l 2 l 2  l 29 l








0 ,1  1 ,7
8,7 l2,l
x lr4














-  1,0 -0,5
0,0 - 4,7
x  l r 7
- 2 , 1  l , l
-  0,6 1,3
-  1,2 7,2
-  1,4 6,5
x  -1 ,9
-  0,6 1,6
46 988 48 76s 50 236 3,00,6 15,9 14,9 15,3 -  1 ,1  2 ,7
4.17 .1.2 Gross internal sheepmeat and goatmeat production





























2 5  t 7  2 l






x  7 ,1






704 762719 -0,4 8,2
Source: Eurostat.
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SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT T/269
4.17.3.3 Imports of sheepmeat (t)
EUR 12
t  (3 ) % TAV



















r98 263 r93 307 20t r70
7 358 7 535 7 613
4699 r7 966 15 075
12983 rr 574 14200
4820 3223 3 490
7 203 6 322 7 203
2946 3584 5898
I  513 2958 I  178
5 002 90 293
268 539 552












247 740 248774 258967 0,1 4,1
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Eurostat - Comext.
1t; Incl. l ive animals.
1z; Excl. trade between the Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic.
(3) Tonnes carcass weight.
(4) EUR 10.
4.17.4.1 Supply balance sheepmeat and goatmeat EUR 12
1 0 0 0 t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
Gross internal production
Imports - live animals (t)














744 898 l 002




9 7 5  1 1 1 6  1 2 3 9
3,6 3,5 3,7
74,0 78,7 78,9












Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Carcass weight.
1z; Carcass weight - All trade with the exception of live animals.
1t; All trade in carcass weight, including that of live animals (figures based on imports).
(4) EUR 10.
T/270 SHEEPMEAT AND GOATMEAT
4.17.5.1 Market prices for sheepmeat (r)



































































-  15 ,5
2,3
3,5
Source: EC Commission, Directorate General for Agriculture.
1t) Belgique/Belgiö: Average price:
l) moutons extra (carcass weight 30 kg) - schapen extra (30 kg per stuk).
2) agneaux extra (carcass weight l6kg) - lammeren extra (16kg per stuk).
Danmark: country Q: lambs lst quality.
Deutschland: country 0:lambs carcasses of 'L'-Mastlämmer quality.
Ellada: country 6: 76ch amnos galaktos,
24% amnos.
Espafra:
France: country 0 for'carcass€s d'agneaux de boucherie'.
Ireland: country @: 70% prime quality.
30% second quality.
Italia: average price:
l) agnelloni (t 20 kg carcass werghO : 36% (country Z).
2) agnelli (t lOkg carcass weighO :64Vo (markets: Cagliari, Roma, Napoli, Firenze - L'Aquila).
Nederland: country A :Yette Lammeren'.
Portugal:
United Kingdom: Q market prices for sheep qualifying for guaranteed prices (pence/kg net on the hoof).
(z) Slaughter weight.
1l) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currency.
POULTRYMEAT T/271
4.18.0.1 Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
Source: Eurostat.
( ' )  EUR 9.
I 000 head % TAV



















2 824 023 XX
71 276 80 690 85 818 91 869
70 586 83 193 82 893 :
253 955 207 559 212223 216 842
: 67 487 67 687 68 700
: 508 919 469 001 498 383
525 s69 606 453 622 333 646 36s
25 76s 28 585 32 r92 38 326
392793 292 165 330 040 373 922
298 886 276 364 297 339 300 876
:  :  9 4 8 9 7  l l 8 l 0 9
404 670 488 606 529 600 559 8 I 5
3 ,1  7 ,1
2,7 x
-2,9 2,2
x  1 ,5
x 6,3
2,9 3,9
3 ,8  19 ,1
- 2,9 I 3,3
-  0,1 r,2
x 24,5
4,6 5,7
2 043 500 ( r7 2 13l 102 2 260 rzs XX
4.18.1.1 Gross internal production of poultrymeat
I 0001 % TAV



















5 331 5 443 5 748** X 5,6
l l3  l3 l  134 140**
9 7  l l 5  1 1 6  l l 3
374 3s7 377 390
120 155 145 t4g**
: 815 754 783'ß'r
I 136 | 267 | 328 I 393**
50 55 59 72**
I 007 ggg I 001 I 054**
376 425 442 454**
: 137 157 l7l
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Gross internal production
Imports - live birds










4 021 5 330
2 3
l 6
61 68  1z ;
4020 5 328




3 7 5 2  5 l l 9
13,9  15 ,9
t07 ,2 104,1















































































































4. I 8.5. I Market prices for chickens ( t )
Sorrce.' EC Clmmision, DiEloEtr-Gfleral for A8ricuftw.
(r) Belgi$E/B€bie : Poulels Ä 7096, prix de 8rc3 ä h vmt€. Kuikens 7O%, gmthandelsvqkmpprijl A rprtir de juillet 1982 prix fmco frorti!rc. varafjuli1982 prüs liu@ gmi.
Darmük : Kylings, 709b, slrgtqi€ til d€tailhed€I.
BR Dcutshlüd : Schlachterei - Abgabcpreis fi,€i Empfrngq, 7096 geftom.
Eüada : Chotrdriki rimi 7096 (prix de grcs).
Espana : PrEio de memdo
I1"* : Pari+Ruagis: poulets, clas A (moyms), 83 , prix de gros d la vmte.Ircland : Chickeng 7096, wholeelc prie.
Italir : Mihno: ptwi d'acquisto a['irg|w, 83%.
Ncderland : LEI: Kuiteas 7096 - Grurhedelsytrl@pprij$
Portwal :Pr€Coöproduego.
Unitld Kirudom : lrodon: Chicketrq 839d whol€ele prie.(r) Slaughtcr rcight(3) Calculatad ol the basis of prie in mtional wncier
EGGS T /27 5
4.19.0.1 Laying hens, numbers
Source: Eurostat.
I 000 head % TAV





















t2  559 l0  854 l0  719 :
4 563 4026 4224 3 828
55 800 5 I 300 49 700 47 900
16764 16784 16784 17 r77
: 49045 : :
72 5s0 69 600 68 600 :
2800  3246  3281  :
47 5t3 47 798 48 035 :
9 5 9 0 9 1 :
34 552 40 574 39 291 :
s7 330 51 941 52041 54034
-2 ,6  x
-  1,3 -9,4
-  L,9 -3,6
0,0 2,3
X X






-  1 ,6  3 ,8
304 526 296 2r3 292 766 -0,7 x
T/276 EGGS
4.19.0.2 Number of utitity chicks hatched from laying hens
Source: Eurostat.
1 r ;  r  9 8 1 .(2) EUR 9.
I 000 head % TAV



















220 478 233 697 6,0X
9 7 7 8  9 4 8 1  8 3 9 1  8 1 7 2
4001 40s8 3 843 4091
39 2s4 35 380 33 638 34 002
3 993 (r) 3 008 3 92t 2 781
: 39 300 35 026 37 954
440t4 42248 38 317 40299
I 558 | 629 | 749 I 598
34087 22007 27 903 3t 733
28203 30 134 28237 3t 372
:  :  4152  4777
39 347 35 351 35 301 36 918
-2 ,5  2 ,6
-0,7 6,5
- 2 , 5  l , l
x  -  29 ,1
x 8,4
-2 ,3  5 ,2
1 ,9  9 ,6
- 3,3 13,7
0 ,0  I  l , l
x  l 5 , l
-  1,8 4,6
200 242 (2) r83 296 l8l 300 190 966 X 5,3
4. l9.l.l Usable production of eggs in shell (total eggs)
I 000t % TAV



















4 916** 4 g7g** 4 952** x  -0 ,6
199 t76 lg4 t76**
76 80 8l  77
785 765 743 7r7
r20 r22 r23 r28
: 672 707** 681**
853 907 g0g g96**
33 37 37 35**
634 629 572 5gg**
540 663 656 639**
: 93** g5** 104**
822 774 772 802
-  1 ,3  -  4 ,3
l , l  - 4 , 9
- 0,9 - 3,5
0,4 4,1
x  - 3 ,7
l , l  - 1 , 4
1 ,9  -  5 ,4
-  1 ,7  4 ,5
3 ,3  -2 ,7
x 9,5
-  1,0 3,9
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4.19.4.1 Supply balance eggs (total eggs)
Source: Eurostat.
(r)  EUR 10.
EUR 12




( r ) 1986 1987
1986
1980 1 t ;
1987
1986














4062 4  151




4 0r4 4 085
zrt 216




tOt ,2 l0l ,6





4 785 4 783
274 280
l l  l l
5 5
4 495 4 487












- 0,1 - 0,0
0,1 - 0,6
EGGS T/279
4.19.5.1 Market prices for eggs (t)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Belgique/Belgiö : Kruishoutem: prix de gros ä I'achat, franco march6
groothandelsaankoopprij s, franco markt.











































































T/280 MILK AND MILK PRoDUCTS
4.20.0.1 Dairy herds and yields
Dairy cows(t)
I 000 head % TAV



















26009 24 663 x 5,2
978 940 918
l 0s6 86s 807
5 443 5 391 5 074
252 233 232
I  852 |  77r  |  779
7 452 6 359 5 841
I 503 | 490 | 444
3 074 3 02t 3 024
67 66 64
2 343 2 260 2035
: 370 393




-  l , l  0 ,4
- 0,6 0,5
- 2,2 8,1
-  0,1 3,1
-0,2 0,1
0,2 3,0
- 0,5 - 10,0
x 6,2
- 0,5 5,9





















4 405 4 287 x 2,7
3 848 4 r20 4 018
4846  5598  5618
4 552 4 834 4 530
2 651 29s9 2768
3 350 325t 3 355
3605  4315  4269
3 227 3 674 3 707
3 384 3 467 3 509
4030 4271 4309
5 030 5 441 5 168
:  3383 3400
4757 4 985 4738












4067 4509 4370 1 ,7  3 ,1
Source: Eurostat.
(t) December of the previous year.
(2) Production of the year divided by the herd of December of the previous year.
(r) During the month of September.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/281
4.20.1.1 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Excl. milk for suckling.
121 Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
1r; Excl. deliveries to the Federal Republic of Germany.
Production of milk
from dairy cows (r)





















1 1 6 9 2 0  l l l 5 0 1 X  - 4 , 6
3 7 6 3  3  9 1 8  3 7 7 7
5 l l 7  5 l l r  4 8 6 0
24779 26 3s0 24 420
668 648 64s
6 0 6 5  6 1 1 5  5 9 4 r
26 867 28 074 27 t46
4 850 s 6t4 5 s23
r0 402 10 660 l0 600
270 299 293
1 l  785 12695 r r  679
:  l 2 0 l  1 2 5 8
15 945 16235 15 359
0,7 - 3,6
0,0 - 4,9
1 ,0  -7  , 3
- 0,5 - 0,5
0,1 -2,8
0,7 - 3,3






103 778 109 604 r04 302 0,9 - 4,8
Deliveries of milk
from dairy cows (2)




















r07 097 101 698 x  -5 ,0
2 9 8 6  3 3 0 0  3 1 5 9
4 9r7 4 grL 4 660
22948 24 196 22 r8l
: 466 485
4 230 4 644 4 548
24 830 25 957 24 950
4 556 5 477 5 389
7 874 8 616 8 624
262 249 233
1 1 4 4 4  1 2 3 3 1  l l 3 l l
:  l I49  1207





1 ,6  -  2 , 1
0,7 -3,9
3 ,1  -  1 , 6
1 ,5  0 ,1
- 0,8 - 6,4
\ ,2 -  8,3
x 5,0
0,3 - 5,4
l0l 304 9s 943 x  - 5 , 3
T/282 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.1.2 Deliveries of cows' milk to dairies, as a proportion of production (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Incl. deliveries of cream (milk equivalent).
(%)
Deliveries of
cows'milk 1980 t982 1983 1984 1985 1986
1987
































































































92,6 93,0 92,7 92,2 92,4 92,0
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of fresh dairy pröducts
(kglhead/year)
I 000t % TAV




















5 410 5 726 5 839
: 572 545
4 956 5 262 4 948
650 687 :
4670 :  :
1 9 7 5  1 9 8 2  :
7 729 7 465 7 421
-0 ,6  x











T/284 MILK AND MILK PRoDUCTS
4.20.1.4 Production in dairies of butter and cheese
Source: Eurostat.
1t; Incl. butteroil manufactured from cream (butter equivalent).
1z) Product weight.
Butter (t)
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44 51 56
22r 254 272
775 923 l  016
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MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/285
4.20.1.5 Production in dairies of whole-milk and skimmed-milk powder (t)
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Product weight.
(2) Whole-milk powder, partly-skimmed-milk powder and cream-milk powder included.
(3) Skimmed-milk powder and buttermilk powder included.
Whole-milk powder(z)
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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Skimmed-milk powder(r
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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2 ,2  11 ,8
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2,3 -  18,6
X X
1,2  7 ,7
1, I - 43,9
x 0,0
2 ,1  -27 ,6
2 t28 2 t6t I 601 0,3 -25,9
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4.20.1.6 Production in dairies of concentrated milk and casein (t)
Sources; (a) Eurostat.
O) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r) Producr weight.
(z) Including that of 'chocolate crumb'.
Concentrated milk (a) (u;
1 0 0 0 t % TAV



















| 42r | 293 x 8,9
9 1 2 1 4
6 9 1 2
s07 500 409
: -
: 6 1 5 3
I 19 103 94
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CaseinO)
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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3 573 4 165
t34 160
37 33
3 744 4 293
r54 168
106 Ltz




























































Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t) Product weight.
(z) Including butteroil made from cream (butter equivalent).
T/288 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.2.2 World whole-milk powder and skimmed-milk powder production 1t;
concentrated milk production 1t;
96 I 0001 % TAV
























































































































































4 670 4 610
| 429 I 359
i l8  6 l
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Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t) Product weight.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/289
4.20.3.1 World trade in certain milk products EC share
(r 000 t)
A. Exports 1980 1982 1983 g; 1984 1985 1986 1987
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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(10)
T/290 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.3.1 (cont.)
B. Imports 1980 r982 1983 g; 1984 1985 1986 r987
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8







































































l 8 l 0 t2 l 8 24 22 26
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t; Food aid included.
121 Basis, GATT statistics.
(r) Basis, FAO statistics.
(; GATT and FAO information, updated end July 1985.
1s; Since 1979: basis GATT.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/291
4.20.4.1 Supply balance fresh milk products (excl. cream)
cream
EUR 10
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T/292 MILK AND MILK PRoDUCTS
4,2Q.4.2 Detailed supply balance (a) - skimmed-milk powder 
""IA?,
1980 1z; 1982 1z; 1983 121 1984 (2) 1985 1986 1987



















































































230 576 983 617 520 772 470
Source: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(b) Eurostat.
(r) Including buttermilk powder incorporated directly in animal feed, milk powder for babies.
(2) EUR 10.
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/293
1980 1o; 1982 1o; 1983 1c; 1984 1o; 1985 1986 t987
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Opening stock










































2 460 2 363 2 738 3 057 3 r22 3 469 3 374
Consumption
at normal prices (z)



















































596 400 355 408 357 331 621
Closing stock

















240 306 853 949 I t24 | 366 958
4.20.4.3 Detailed supply balance (a) butter (t)
Sources: (a) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture (including butteroil, butter equivalent).
(b) Eurostat.
(r) Product weight. Includes butteroil made from cream (butter equivalent).
1z; Prices currently subsidized by EAGGF in Denmark, Ireland, Luxemboury and the United Kingdom.
1t'1 t977: Reg. No 2370177 (Christmas butter),
1978: Reg. No l90l/78,
1979: Reg. No 1269/79.
(r) Comprising (l 000 0: 1980 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
-Welfareschemes 6 I  5 4 6 5 6
- Armed forces and non-profit organizations 35 36 40 42 44 45 M
- Butter concentrate 5 3 5 4 15 26 34
- Sales to food processors 152 l4 170 183 228 267 258
1s; Of which 87 physically exported.
(6) EUR 10.
EUR 12(r0Ma
T/294 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.6.1 Intervention measures for butter and skimmed-milk powder (1937)
So|E : rc Colmisio4 DiE{mtFcaenl for furicrltm.
(t) In amrdile tith Regulation @EC) No t04/68, Aniclc 6.(2) Io amrdane with Rrgulatim (EEC) No 80iV68, Article 7.
(t) Thc dala for ltaly @vfi slch origiDting in the public wrehouH of the olhq Mmbcr Stater, who have alEdy included rhff qwtitid in their figw&
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54 166 r70 20 356
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS T/295
4.20.6.2 Quotas on milk deliveries
1986/87 1987/88 Quotas
1988/89






































































































99 256,574 r00 100 832 93 453,,4 94241,0 787,6 90993,4
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t) Excluding trans rred quota of 475 000 t from direct sales to deliveries to purchasers.
1z) Deliveries mentioned in footnote I are excluded.
1r; After the transfer of quotas according to Article 5c (7) of Regulation (EEC) No 804/68.
(4) Provisional estimates before the adjustment resulting from the increase in the milk's fat content.
1s) Including the quantities withdrawn temporarily and the Community reserves.
(e) Including the adjustment made for the leap year.
1r; Not including Portugal.
1r; 52 weeks.
T/296 MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
4.20.6.3 Community butter and skimmed-milk powder stocks (t) on I April
Sorce .'rc Commisiolf Dirwtonl€-G@enl for Agriculfm





















l  188 148 639 986 x  -46 ,1
l8 004 31 344 6 r29
861 18 744 2 330
202859 326 690 r7t 962
: 13 l2l 24 880
r r740 l8 l  030 90095
7 671 165 160 120437
0  I  6 1 0  1 6  9 1 3
I  548 595 l8 l
20 2r9 227 044 72 909
: -







55,0  -27 ,1
X X





















764 640 239 837 x - 68,6
3 3s0 2 602
0 l0 855 84
149 858 7r9 97r 227 292
3 000



















155 883 756721 230 520 25,3 - 69,5
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Mio ECUl  000r Mio ECU(%) I 0001
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4 8 :
Paper and paper board,
articles of paper pulp,
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4.22.3.1 Internal and external trade in wood and wood products EUR I2'-T,
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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